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In many developing countries, the mixed record of state effectiveness, market imperfections, and persistent structural inequities has undermined the effectiveness of social policy. To overcome these constraints, social policy needs to move beyond conventional social service approaches toward development’s goals of equitable opportunity and social justice. This series has been created to promote debate among the development community, policy makers, and academia, and to broaden understanding of social policy challenges in developing country contexts.

The books in the series are linked to the World Bank’s Social Development Strategy. The strategy is aimed at empowering people by transforming institutions to make them more inclusive, responsive, and accountable. This involves the transformation of subjects and beneficiaries into citizens with rights and responsibilities. Themes in this series include equity and development, assets and livelihoods, citizenship and rights-based social policy, and the social dimensions of infrastructure and climate change.
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In every country, certain groups—whether illegal immigrants, indigenous people, or other minorities—confront barriers that prevent them from fully participating in their nation’s political, economic, and social life. These groups are branded by stereotypes, stigmas, and superstitions. They often live with insecurity. And such disadvantages not only preclude them from capitalizing on opportunities to lead a better life, they also rob them of dignity.

In many countries, excluded people have organized to right a lifetime of wrongs. These newly active citizens include victims of violence who are demanding justice, or members of growing middle classes demanding greater voice in their countries’ political processes. They come armed or simply angry, protesting in Brazil or India, and occupying Wall Street or Tahrir Square. Taken together, their outrage demonstrates a global crisis of inclusion.

At the World Bank Group, we have realized that confronting the need for social inclusion will prove vital if we are to meet our goal of building shared prosperity for all people. While great strides have been made in reducing extreme poverty, in country after country, groups remain excluded from development gains. A rising tide does not necessarily lift all boats.

Acknowledging this, in May 2013, the United Nations (UN) Secretary-General’s High-Level Panel of Eminent Persons on the Post-2015 Development Agenda called for designing development goals that focus on reaching excluded groups. “Leave no one behind,” they urged the Secretary-General, adding, “We should ensure that no person—regardless of ethnicity, gender, geography, disability, race, or status—is denied universal human rights and basic economic opportunities.”

Including the excluded is a complex challenge. At the World Bank Group, we begin where we always do: by surveying, sifting, and analyzing the evidence. The result of that work is this evidence-based study of
social inclusion. It is the first of its kind for the Bank Group. We believe it represents one of the most comprehensive reviews of social inclusion available. While more work is needed, our research allows us to say a few things with confidence:

Ostracized groups exist in all countries, rich and poor, democratic and not. They are often hidden from public censuses, made invisible by their fear of reprisal. Still, they can be found. In Vietnam, for example, where poverty reduction has been impressive, indigenous people are less likely to be covered by health programs or receive essential vaccinations. In the United States, African Americans were twice as likely as whites to be unemployed during the recent financial crisis. In Bolivia, ethnic minority Quechua-speaking women are 28 percentage points less likely to complete secondary school than Spanish-speaking Bolivian men.

Excluded groups are denied opportunities. Excluded groups are significantly less likely to receive the benefits of development investments. In Uganda, for example, where electricity coverage is low, almost half of respondents from the Buganda group reported having electricity, compared to less than 5 percent of the minority Lugbara and Ngakaramajong populations. The same breakdown appears in terms of access to clean water. Some excluded groups have been denied opportunities for hundreds of years, such as Native Americans in the United States.

Poverty and exclusion are not the same. In some societies, even the rich can be excluded, as might be the case with wealthy homosexual men in some African countries. The protest movements in the Middle East have been fueled in part by demands among middle-class citizens for greater inclusion in public decision making and accountability from political leaders.

Exclusion is costly. Measuring the cost of exclusion has methodological challenges, but the costs—whether social, political, or economic—are likely to be substantial. Occupational segregation can restrict the free movement of talent and resources, resulting in productivity losses to an entire economy. One study found that exclusion of the ethnic minority Roma cost Romania 887 million euros in lost productivity. Studies in Bolivia estimate that ethnic exclusion reduces agricultural productivity by up to 36 percent.

Most importantly, we find abundant evidence that inclusion can be planned and achieved. Education represents an unparalleled agent for stimulating inclusion. Religious leaders and other champions of change can help excluded groups acquire voice and confidence. The march towards greater inclusion, however, is not linear. Expanding the rights of formerly
oppressed people risks triggering a backlash from historically dominant
groups, who see their interests threatened. The process of fostering inclu-
sion is incremental. It requires time and unwavering commitment. Still,
the benefits of persistently striving for inclusion are at once striking and
numerous. Examples can be seen around the world, from the overthrow
of apartheid in South Africa, to China’s outlawing of foot binding, to the
growing support that Brazilian police now provide to victims of rape.
Exclusion is far from immutable.

Solving the problem of social exclusion is urgent. Tensions are ris-
ing around the world, due to demographic shifts, migration, food price
shocks, and economic volatility. People fleeing war and extreme poverty
often become the most excluded groups in host countries. In the future,
moreover, climate change will likely result in mass migrations, as cities and
countries confront extreme drought, storms, heat waves, and sea-level rise.
Longstanding prejudices may result in excluded groups receiving blame for
growing societal tension and competition for resources.

To move ahead wisely, we need a clear research agenda. We need better
tools to measure the costs of exclusion and for diagnosing its root causes.
We must also develop more sophisticated analyses of which strategies are
most likely to foster social inclusion, and mechanisms for gauging when
inclusion efforts are working and when they are not.

We offer this report with the hope that it will stimulate research, action,
and a broader debate on social inclusion. Increased understanding of this
crucial topic will strengthen efforts to deliver better results for the world’s
poor, and help achieve our shared goals of ending extreme poverty and
building shared prosperity for all people.

Jim Yong Kim
President
The World Bank Group
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Social Inclusion

- The process of improving the terms for individuals and groups to take part in society
- The process of improving the ability, opportunity, and dignity of people, disadvantaged on the basis of their identity, to take part in society
Overview

The World Bank Group’s focus on social inclusion began with the observation that even within countries, development investments produced unequal benefits. Further assessments revealed that groups with certain distinguishing characteristics consistently failed to benefit from a nation’s progress. These groups were among the poorest in a nation, but they were not consistently the poorest. They were often, but not always, minorities. What set them apart was that they were members of excluded groups—indigenous people, new immigrants, people with disabilities, people with different skin tones, people who spoke the official language imperfectly. These were people branded by stigmas, stereotypes, and superstitions. They confronted unique barriers that kept them from fully participating in their country’s political and economic life. They were excluded.

One of the world’s greatest development efforts is coming to a close. The year 2015 marks the endpoint for achievement of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). In assessing the MDG response and charting a course for the next era of development, the United Nations Secretary-General’s High-Level Panel of Eminent Persons on the Post-2015 Development Agenda (UN 2013) called for designing development goals that focus on reaching excluded groups. “Leave no one behind,” it advised. “We should ensure that no person—regardless of ethnicity, gender, geography, disability, race, or status—is denied universal human rights and basic economic opportunities.”

Along with global developments, the World Bank Group has announced two ambitious goals for itself: ending extreme poverty and promoting shared prosperity. Underlying the goals is the notion of “sustainability.” A sustainable path for development and poverty reduction is defined as one that manages the resources of the planet for future
generations, ensures social inclusion and adopts fiscally responsible policies that limit future debt burden (World Bank 2013b). As a recent World Bank Group publication notes:

A sustainable path toward ending extreme poverty and promoting shared prosperity would also involve creating an inclusive society, not only in terms of economic welfare but also in terms of the voice and empowerment of all groups. An inclusive society must have the institutions, structures, and processes that empower local communities, so they can hold their governments accountable. It also requires the participation of all groups in society, including traditionally marginalized groups, such as ethnic minorities and indigenous populations, in decision-making processes. (World Bank 2013b, 33, emphasis added)

Social inclusion matters for itself. But it also matters because it is the foundation for shared prosperity and because social exclusion is simply too costly. There are substantial costs—social, political, and economic—to not addressing the exclusion of entire groups of people. The Arab Spring may have been the most costly recent reaction to the exclusion of educated youth—from labor markets but also, and perhaps mainly, from political decision making and accountability. Although there are significant methodological challenges in measuring the cost of exclusion, some efforts have been made. A World Bank report on the Roma (an ethnic minority in Europe) estimates annual productivity losses caused by their exclusion. It suggests that these costs could range from €231 million in Serbia to €887 million in Romania (de Laat 2010).

Exclusion has deleterious consequences for human capital development as well. For instance, a recent report finds that children with disabilities are less likely to start school than children without disabilities and have lower rates of staying in school (WHO and World Bank 2011). Similarly, women in India who experience spousal violence are less likely to receive antenatal care and more likely to have a terminated pregnancy or still birth, and their children are more likely to be stunted than are children of mothers who have not been abused (World Bank 2011a).

This report provides a frame of reference to help understand and move toward social inclusion. It is intended for policy makers, academics, activists, and development partners—indeed, anyone who is curious about what inclusion can mean and how it can be addressed in a world that is in the throes of formidable transitions. Although it does not provide definitive answers, it offers a definition and a framework to help advance the agenda of social inclusion. It builds on the Bank’s previous analytical work on
themes that have touched upon social inclusion. It also draws on a review of relevant literature, analysis of survey data, some new qualitative work, and policy engagement with select countries.

This report is the Bank's first comprehensive examination of inclusion. It is certainly incomplete. It is hoped that this first effort prods and inspires further research by social scientists to broaden the understanding of the causes, consequences, and remedies of exclusion.

There are seven main messages in this report:

1. Excluded groups exist in all countries.
2. Excluded groups are consistently denied opportunities.
3. Intense global transitions are leading to social transformations that create new opportunities for inclusion as well as exacerbating existing forms of exclusion.
4. People take part in society through markets, services, and spaces.
5. Social and economic transformations affect the attitudes and perceptions of people. As people act on the basis of how they feel, it is important to pay attention to their attitudes and perceptions.
6. Exclusion is not immutable. Abundant evidence demonstrates that social inclusion can be planned and achieved.
7. Moving ahead will require a broader and deeper knowledge of exclusion and its impacts as well as taking concerted action.

Clarifying Concepts

Although there is general agreement that social inclusion matters, there are few terms as abstract and political as social inclusion. It is notoriously many things to many people. Although it is true that the term is more political than analytical (Øyen 1997), it is also true that it has its roots in identifiable models of welfare and in principles of social justice and human dignity.

This report proposes defining social inclusion in two ways. The first is a broad sweep to guide policy makers. It states that social inclusion is

The process of improving the terms for individuals and groups to take part in society.

A second, sharper definition takes into account how the terms of social inclusion can be improved and for whom. It articulates social inclusion as
The process of improving the ability, opportunity, and dignity of people, disadvantaged on the basis of their identity, to take part in society.

People often find it easier to explain what social exclusion is. Yet even social exclusion is often lumped with the related concepts of poverty and inequality. Social inclusion may well be about reducing poverty—but it is often about more than poverty, and in some cases, it is not about poverty at all. Take the case of a homosexual man living in a rich neighborhood in any of several African countries. He may not be poor, but he is certainly excluded—and in some countries, at risk of death. Exclusion can intersect with poverty, deriving from a set of multiple, interrelated disadvantages that result in both economic and social deprivation (Silver n.d.). Understanding that “the poor” are not one homogeneous mass but are rather differentiated on the basis of occupation, ethnicity, place of residence, or race is central to developing effective inclusive policies.

Social inclusion takes poverty analysis beyond identifying correlates to uncovering its underlying causes. It asks questions such as why certain groups are overrepresented among the poor and why some people lack access to education, health, and other services or receive poorer-quality services. It exposes the multidimensional nature of chronic deprivation arising from social exclusion, which plays a key role in driving the more readily observable correlates of poverty (lack of schooling, poor health, and constrained labor market returns). It underscores that deprivation arising from social exclusion tends to occur along multiple axes at once, so that policies that release just one of these axes of deprivation, such as improved access to education, will not unleash the grip of others. It draws back the curtain on the norms and belief systems that underpin this multifaceted exclusion, which may be overt norms, such as apartheid in South Africa, or the result of intangible belief systems handed down through history.

Social inclusion is also not the same as equality. The term social inclusion can add to the idea of equality, but much more importantly, it can explain why some inequalities exist or why some are particularly durable (Tilly 1999). There are many ways that people can achieve fuller participation and inclusion, even if they lack an equal share of resources. At the same time, even people at the higher end of the income distribution may face social exclusion through political persecution or discrimination based on age, gender, sexual orientation, or disability (Warschauer 2003). So exclusion can be horizontal, affecting several members of a group, whether poor or rich. It is a process, of which inequality is sometimes, but not always, an outcome.
Practitioners of development, who sometimes consider social inclusion too esoteric an idea, often ask how it could be quantified. How would one know when exclusion takes place and when inclusion is achieved? Such measurement is indeed important to establish the extent and depth of exclusion and to monitor progress toward inclusion.

There has been considerable progress in the area of measurement of human well-being, if not social inclusion, more directly. In fact, “happiness-based” conceptualizations of societal progress go back to the writings of Bentham and Mill. But over time, attention moved away from happiness to the measurement of real production (Galbraith 1998; Sen 2000). In recent years, there have been several significant initiatives to measure societal progress more comprehensively, and many have incorporated subjective reports of well-being.

The test of moving toward social inclusion is to move forward from the metrics to ask why certain outcomes obtain for certain groups, to focus on the drivers and processes of those outcomes. Doing so means persevering with questions, not being content, for instance, with the knowledge that certain groups are overrepresented among the poor or that some have worse human development outcomes, but rather asking why this is the case. It means building consensus around difficult answers that such questions will inevitably throw up. The narrative that is constructed as a result is the most important way in which social inclusion can have meaning.

Who Gets Excluded and How?

Individuals and groups are excluded or included based on their identity. Among the most common group identities resulting in exclusion are gender, race, caste, ethnicity, religion, and disability status. Social exclusion based on such group attributes can lead to lower social standing, often accompanied by lower outcomes in terms of income, human capital endowments, access to employment and services, and voice in both national and local decision making. Gaps between the attainment of males and females in a range of outcomes are well documented. People of African descent are still excluded in a variety of cultures. The caste system, peculiar to India and Nepal, stands out as an “ideal type” of exclusion, complete with an ideology and a hierarchy that has persisted through millennia. Religion continues to be a serious driver of exclusion. And indigenous people around the world continue to face exclusion that is rooted in large part in their displacement from their traditional lands (Hall and Patrinos 2012).
Some identities that were not acknowledged as sources of social exclusion or inclusion some decades ago are acknowledged as such today. They include sexual orientation, nationality, and HIV/AIDS. The lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) community, for instance, is targeted for exclusion in many, if not most, cultures. With huge waves of migration, both within countries and across them, the identity of migrant groups and individuals has come under special scrutiny, especially in developed countries, which are grappling with ways of integrating nonnatives.

Individuals are members of different groups at once and may be excluded through one of their identities but not another. The notion of “intersectionality” is based on the understanding that people are simultaneously situated in multiple social structures and realms (figure O.1). However, when they intersect, identities can produce a multiplication of advantage

**Figure O.1 People Have Multiple, Intersecting Identities**

Note: Figure shows illustrative example of types of identities. The size of each bubble denotes the importance of an identity, which can vary across individuals, groups, and even the same individual over time.
or disadvantage. For instance, the intersection of gender, age, ethnicity, and place of residence can have significantly more deleterious effects than the effects of gender alone. Take the case of Bolivia, which has high levels of secondary school attainment. Figure O.2 shows that being a woman in Bolivia reduces the probability of completing secondary education by 5 percentage points, compared with being a Spanish-speaking man. If this Bolivian woman were a man who belonged to the Quechua people, the probability of completion would decline by 14 percentage points. If she were a Quechua woman, it would decline by 28 percentage points. Similarly, the intersection of social and spatial characteristics is a common marker of disadvantage.

Groups are heterogeneous, so exclusion within groups exists as well. Characteristics of some members of the group, such as socioeconomic status, place in the life cycle, or circumstances (such as widowhood), can also bestow advantage or disadvantage. Where social security systems are primarily informal, many elderly people are now at risk of ill treatment. Similarly, without concerted action on poverty, employment, and human development, countries with large youth cohorts are not being able to realize their “demographic dividend.” Skin tone can matter as well; individuals within the same race or ethnicity (indeed even within the same family) who

Figure O.2 Intersecting Identities Transfer Cumulative Disadvantage: Secondary School Completion in Bolivia


Note: Figure shows secondary school completion marginal effects, using men and Spanish mother tongue as reference group, for people 25 years and older, controlling for age, age-squared, and urban/rural residence. All values are significant at the 1 percent level.
have lighter skin appear to have better outcomes, ranging from chances of getting married (especially of women) to employment (Hersch 2008; Jha and Adelman 2009; Villarreal 2010).

Exclusion plays out through both tangible and intangible practices and processes. Although it is most evident in differences in “tangible” outcomes, it is rooted in intangible social norms and beliefs, which in turn lead to stereotypes, prejudices, and stigmas. These intangible features are socially constructed and played out by both the excluder and the excluded. For example, stereotypes about groups can be so ingrained in the labor market that hiring managers or peers do not even realize that they have them (see Loury 1999; Deshpande and Newman 2007) or may not consider them stereotypes but facts. Stereotypes of “lazy” Roma or of women having low commitment to the labor market are so internalized by the majority that they are often regarded as truisms, even though they are not borne out by data on labor force participation (de Laat 2010). Sometimes the words that describe certain practices say a lot about the social acceptance of exclusion. For instance, the term *eve teasing* is used in South Asia as a flippant euphemism to signify sexual harassment of women in public places, and both the term and the practice are treated with the same indulgence.

**Inclusion in What and How?**

This report provides an illustrative set of interventions, but any policy or program can be designed and implemented using a social inclusion lens.

Individuals and groups want to be included in three interrelated domains: markets, services, and spaces (figure O.3). The three domains represent both barriers to and opportunities for inclusion. Just as different dimensions of an individual’s life intersect, so do the three domains. Intervening in one domain without consideration of the others is likely to be one of the most important reasons for the limited success of inclusion policies and programs.

**Markets**

In their day-to-day interactions, people engage in society through four major markets—land, housing, labor, and credit—all of which intersect at the individual and the household level. Land, for instance, has been a historical driver of exclusion. The roots of exclusion of indigenous populations around the world, for instance, lie, in significant part, in the appropriation...
Major social upheavals have been caused by unequal agrarian relations, which at once straddle land and labor markets. In many parts of the world, women’s historical lack of access to land has underpinned their lack of enforceable property and other rights. Exclusion from access to land affects both rural and urban populations. Urban land markets are notoriously skewed in favor of the rich and powerful; laws that govern their use and sale have been, of late, the subject of considerable debate. One of the manifestations of exclusion from urban land markets is unequal access to housing, with negative
externalities in other areas. On the side of inclusion, land ownership can confer status and security (see Deininger and Feder 1998; Carter 2000).

Like land markets, labor markets are crucial sites for the play of social relations. They reflect the existing and historical inequalities in a society and are tied up with social stratification (see Polanyi 1944). For instance, slavery was at its core an occupational division of labor, with slaves working on farms and plantations. Caste, similarly, is a system of occupational segregation that became a form of social stratification, systematically excluding certain groups.

Disparity in labor market outcomes is most visibly demonstrated by the gap in earnings between preferred and excluded groups. In a study of 18 Latin American countries, Ñopo, Atal, and Winder (2010) find sizable gender and ethnic wage gaps between indigenous and nonindigenous populations. Occupational segregation by race, ethnicity, and gender is pervasive and contributes to the exclusion of certain groups from preferred jobs.

Land and labor markets are intricately linked to credit markets, especially in developing societies. The most extreme form of coalescence between the three types of markets is forced labor, which still persists in many countries. In Nepal, for instance, as part of the Kamaiya and Haruwa/Charuwa systems, indebted families, often from the historically disadvantaged castes, pledge themselves or their children to work because they cannot pay debts to moneylenders, who are often also landowners. Such labor arrangements involve agricultural workers agreeing to bondage in return for advance payments of salary from landlords at rates far below minimum wages or in lieu of loans at very high interest rates. Workers attached to the labor market through bonded labor mechanisms are rarely able to accumulate sufficient savings to repay the bond and are thus effectively in serfdom for the remainder of their lives. The transition from bonded labor to greater labor freedom is fraught with risk, because freedom severs connections with former “employers,” who are also “patrons,” who in addition to providing employment provide housing, protection, and in-kind transfers (World Bank 2011b).

The global push toward “financial inclusion” may be overtly about the penetration of financial instruments into untapped markets, but it is equally about social inclusion. Social assistance and wages, even for unskilled workers, are increasingly being channeled through banks and other formal payment mechanisms. Under these circumstances, lack of access to financial systems becomes an important axis of exclusion. Financial services are, moreover, increasingly tied up with access to digital technology, such as smart cards and automatic teller machines, which may create an additional layer of exclusion for individuals and groups that are either uneducated
or otherwise already disadvantaged. Only 15 percent of adults in fragile and conflict-affected states have bank accounts (Demirgüç-Kunt, Klapper, and Randall 2013). In more developed financial markets, too, broad economic shocks and poor access to credit can hurt minorities disproportionately, as evident in the mortgage crisis in the United States, where African Americans and Latinos were disproportionately affected relative to their share of mortgage originations (Bocian, Li, and Ernst 2010).

**Services**

Access to services is essential to improving social inclusion. Health and education services enhance human capital. Social protection services cushion vulnerable groups against the effects of shocks and promote their well-being. Transport services enhance mobility and connect individuals to opportunities. Water and sanitation are essential for good health. Access to energy is important for livelihoods and for human capital. And information services enhance connectedness and allow individuals to take part in the “new economy.”

Overall, subordinate groups tend to have lower access to basic services. In rural areas of the Lao People’s Democratic Republic, for example, estimates suggest that a higher proportion of women from the excluded community (non-Lao-Tai) never attended school (34 percent compared with 6 percent of Lao-Tai women). Men from the excluded group fare better than women but still worse than the majority group: 17 percent of non-Lao-Tai men never attended school compared to 4 percent of Lao-Tai men. Disparities are also visible in access to health services. In Vietnam, where poverty reduction has been impressive, indigenous peoples are less likely to be covered by health programs or receive vital vaccinations, despite impressive improvements in overall access to health (Hall and Patrinos 2006, 2012). Data from African countries show that groups that speak minority languages as their mother tongue typically have lower access to services such as water and electricity. In Uganda, for instance, where electricity coverage is low in general, almost half the Muganda respondents in the 2011 Demographic and Health Survey (UBOS and ICF 2012) reported having electricity, but less than 5 percent of the Lugbara and Ngakaramajong did (figure O.4). Similar results show up in self-reported water insecurity from the Afrobarometer: the Langi, the Ateso, and the Alur report the highest incidence of having experienced water insecurity “most or all the time,” and the Mutooro, Mukiga, and Munyankole are most likely to report never having experienced such insecurity.
Physical spaces have a social, political, and cultural character that solidifies systems and processes of exclusion. The most overt example of exclusion is when physical spaces are reserved for dominant groups, such as whites-only clubs during apartheid in South Africa or during slavery in the United States. The literature suggests a subculture created by dominant groups in the United States to implicitly exclude minorities even when they can afford to buy homes in their neighborhoods. Neighborhoods thus become “white” or “black”; the term “white flight” is used to document the departure of white families when black people start to move into their neighborhoods. Black neighborhoods are often considered poor or “bad” or unsafe, reflecting at once a judgment on their social and economic character. Similarly, there is evidence to suggest that Dalits in India and Nepal are still sometimes barred from entering temples and other physical spaces that are considered “pure.”

Excluded groups can react to their disadvantage by claiming certain spaces. Clustering in certain geographical areas can serve as opportunity enclaves for the excluded, who, when excluded from the primary market, concentrate in markets for the excluded and use them for social and...
economic mobility (Wilson and Portes 1980; Portes and Jensen 1989). This phenomenon has been documented, for instance, for Cubans in Miami and other immigrants, who skirt labor market discrimination by consolidating their positions in clusters of the excluded. Not all strategies of clustering necessarily lead to social mobility, however. The perverse impact of clustering is illustrated in differential child mortality patterns in Ghana, where the Ga have higher levels of mortality than other ethnic groups. Weeks and his colleagues (2006) found a close association between differences in child mortality (by ethnicity) and residential clustering in Accra.

Because social inclusion is also at its core about accountability of the state to its citizens, it is as much about occupying political space as it is about having an equitable share in markets and services. It is not just poor people or traditionally excluded groups that demand greater political space and voice. Increasingly, educated people who feel excluded from a range of spaces are clamoring for greater participation. Poverty and minority status often compound the lack of access to political space. Many countries have seen a rolling back of state power since the 1980s, accompanied by a widening of economic opportunities. Yet state power continues to underpin many processes of exclusion and inclusion, and rent-seeking becomes an important process of exclusion. For instance, the power to award mining leases or to sit in positions that can influence public sector hiring offers ample scope for consolidating social, political, and economic space. Although politicians do not necessarily or exclusively favor their own ethnic or cultural group, groups with little or no political representation risk their interests being excluded from consideration (Marcus et al. 2013).

Enhancing Social Inclusion by Improving Ability, Opportunity, and Dignity

Ability

This report uses the ideas of ability, opportunity, and dignity and applies them to excluded groups. Ability, for instance, is innate to individuals, but, when measured through achievement tests, it may not always be randomly distributed. Instead, it may be socially mediated. A child who performs poorly on standardized tests at an early age may be affected by a range of background processes. These processes can include the fact that she was born with low birthweight to a very young mother and may not have had the parental stimulation that her peers in more advantaged
circumstances had. These cumulative disadvantages are often systematically distributed by race, ethnicity, or place of residence. The literature on early childhood education indicates that the brain starts to develop in utero, and although brains are elastic enough to compensate for maternal or other in utero deprivations, they may not be able to fully do so. In addition, when children are deprived of stimulation and nutrition in the early months and years of life, their development is permanently affected.

The ability of an individual is also affected by the people she sees around her and whom she regards as reference models. Borjas (1992) outlines the notion of “ethnic capital” to show that individuals who are members of high-performing groups tend to perform better. This report argues that reference groups and role models are important in the “capacity to aspire,” to use Appadurai’s term. When individuals from disadvantaged groups see others around them performing at a low level, they set a much lower bar for themselves than they would have if they had belonged to a high-performing group. In addition, they may internalize exclusion in such a way that they do not even bother to try for better outcomes, knowing that people from their group are discriminated against. Elmslie and Sedo (1996) propose the idea of “learned helplessness” to show that negative events, such as an episode of discrimination, can lead to a decrease in learning ability. Exclusion, therefore, can create resignation at both the group and the individual level, which in turn diminishes human capital, constrains effort, and becomes somewhat of a self-fulfilling prophecy.

**Opportunity**

Inequality of opportunity is one of the major constraints to the realization of human potential. Recent work on the Human Opportunities Index (HOI) underscores this and focuses policy attention on investments that equalize opportunities at the beginning of the life cycle. The underlying assumption is that equalizing the supply of services will provide all individuals with an equal chance of translating their capabilities into enhanced well-being.

Providing full opportunity is not only an institutional challenge in many countries; the process of expanding opportunities can itself be exclusionary, constraining both the supply of and demand for opportunity.

Take the case of health facilities in remote areas where indigenous women live. The remoteness of their habitations means that providing them with the same quality and quantity of services as available to their urban counterparts is fiscally and institutionally challenging. The placement of health centers often depends on the political voice of the residents,
and some of the most remote residents also have the weakest voice. Even if facilities are available, quality can be uneven, because medical staff are often absent. Finally, there is also “low demand” for facilities, for a number of reasons, including the indignity and humiliation meted out by service providers, which deter women from wanting to go to the facility.

Opportunity can also be mediated by special needs. For example, some groups may require remedial efforts to provide them with the same degree of opportunity, because of their initial conditions, which include their innate characteristics (for instance, disability status). An estimated 12–16 percent of all children in the United States come into the school system with a disability that hampers their ability to learn (AAP 2001). Children with disabilities who receive targeted support in addition to schooling are more likely to graduate, gain employment, and live independently (Shonkoff and Meisels 2000). Yet remedial services are often deficient, mirroring the wider social, economic, and political exclusion of people with disabilities (Yeo and Moore 2003). The situation for children with disabilities in less developed countries is even more adverse. What is the likelihood that they will be presented with equal opportunities?

Finally, opportunity changes over the life cycle. Equalizing opportunities at the beginning of life does not ensure the capacity for equal outcomes over time. There are critical junctures in the life cycle, such as entry into the job market from school and during future job searches for career advancement, where both demand and supply factors play an important role in reallocating opportunity. There are also catastrophic and unforeseen events, such as economic crises and natural disasters, which work to reallocate opportunity, with unequal impacts on population subgroups. In the recent financial crisis in the United States, for instance, black people were twice as likely to become unemployed than whites, and it took them much longer to regain employment (Lynch 2012). At the individual level, events such as accidents or a death in the family can forever alter access to opportunity.

Dignity

This report brings the idea of dignity into the lexicon of the World Bank Group. The idea that dignity matters for individuals and groups is not new for development theory. The word dignity is mentioned in several human rights covenants and charters. Amartya Sen’s idea of capabilities encompasses the notion of human dignity.

Dignity as it relates to social inclusion is intrinsically linked to notions of respect and recognition. When, through their institutions and norms,
dominant cultures and processes actively disrespect individuals and groups who are considered subordinate, those individuals and groups can either opt out, submit, or protest.

The lack of recognition can render some individuals and even entire groups “invisible” in official statistics. For instance, in many cultures, a disabled member of the household is not reported in the household roster when survey personnel conduct interviews. In other cases, people such as refugees who cross borders without documents may actively avoid official contact. Other unrecognized people include stateless people and even legal citizens who lack documents to prove their residency or eligibility for various benefits. In still other cases, such as the Roma in many European countries, the excluded group hides itself from official surveys and censuses so that it can meld into the statistics of the majority. In figurative terms, dignity and recognition are linked to the way subordinate groups are treated by dominant groups and by the state. This treatment includes contempt for their cultures and practices and intentional or unintentional stereotyping that prevents them from fully taking part in society.

Tools are being developed to measure when individuals are being accorded dignity or treated without it. The empirical literature on dignity has been led by medical ethicists and advocates of respectful treatment of patients, especially the terminally ill, the elderly, and people with significant physical and cognitive impairments, at the hands of medical providers. For example, using data from the Commonwealth Fund 2001 Health Care Quality Survey of 6,722 adults living in the United States, Beach et al. (2005) analyze the association between two measures of respect (involvement in decisions and treatment with dignity) and patient outcomes (satisfaction, adherence, and receipt of optimal preventive care). After adjusting for respondents’ demographic characteristics, they find that people who were treated with dignity had a higher probability of reporting satisfaction. As measures of dignity are still being developed, the terms dignity, respect, and recognition are often used interchangeably.

A recent survey in China of 128,000 migrants in urban areas asked respondents whether they thought migrants were “always looked down on” in the cities in which they lived. Between one-third and one-fourth of respondents thought they were always looked down on by locals—a finding that varied little with age or education level (figure O.5). Feelings of being looked down on increased with length of stay, suggesting that migrants encountered unpleasant behavior if they stayed long enough and interacted with more people (Shi 2012).
Figure O.5 Migrants in Urban China Speak of “Being Looked Down on” by Locals, 2011

Source: Shi 2012.

Note: Based on responses to the question, “Do you agree with the view that migrants are always looked down on by locals?” in the 2011 Migrant Survey conducted by the National Health and Family Planning Commission of the People’s Republic of China.
The Changing Context for Social Inclusion

Much of today’s global political upheaval can be linked to demographic, spatial, economic, and knowledge transitions that are transforming societies. The cumulative impact of the transitions of the past several decades has changed the profile of the global community and reshaped some of the social inclusion issues. The cumulative impact of these large-scale transitions has changed the context for inclusion by creating new opportunities for both inclusion and exclusion.

Complex demographic transitions have significant social impacts. Lower fertility and mortality rates are transforming age structures and living arrangements. Increasing numbers of the elderly mean that countries have to provide new ways of dealing with a large new cohort. Globally, the youth cohort is the largest in history, living mostly in developing and conflict countries. Population “pyramids” (box O.1) are history. Consequently, reaping the demographic dividend requires concerted action to include young people in markets, services, and spaces, as well as skillful management of the political economy.

Additionally, current trends suggest that migration is likely to become a more dramatic and volatile demographic process than fertility or mortality. Europe is the largest hosting region. Its fertility rate is below replacement levels, indicating that unless birth rates rise over a sustained period, it will continue to have to import labor.

Migration within countries is also becoming larger in size and significance. The ongoing internal migration in China, for example, is the greatest and fastest movement of people in history, creating, among other things, shortages of urban services. Simultaneously, natural disasters, war, human trafficking, and economic recession are affecting migration patterns. All of these trends have a bearing on inclusion. For example, some countries and regions are witnessing high levels of hostility and resistance to migrants.

Urbanization was one of the most dramatic transitions of the previous century, and it will continue to unfold in the present one. At the individual and household level, urbanization offers the possibility for social mobility through a range of new opportunities. Migrants from rural areas move to cities and towns seeking new jobs, business opportunities, and education. Cities and towns also offer a different social milieu. Old norms and values give way to new and more diverse ones. However, not all social processes in urban areas are necessarily positive for excluded groups.
**Population Pyramids Are History**

Transitions in fertility and mortality and uneven migration patterns will make population pyramids extinct by 2050, in all except the very high fertility countries. Figure BO.1.1 shows age structures of three very different contexts: Uganda, where the fertility transition has been slow and late; Poland, which has very low fertility and low mortality; and the Arab Republic of Egypt, which falls in between these two scenarios. The pyramids show that by 2050, half of Uganda’s population will be below 20 years of age; Egypt’s population, which is young now, will be older and replaced by a much smaller cohort of young people; and Poland will have a full-fledged aging crisis. Each of these three scenarios underscores the need for planning and vision.

**Figure BO.1.1 Population Pyramids in Uganda, Poland, and the Arab Republic of Egypt, 1950, 2010, and 2050**

(continued next page)
BOX 0.1  (continued)

Source: World Bank, based on data from UN 2011b.
Cities are increasingly polarized between people who have access to basic services and people who do not.

The slums in Brazil, known as favelas, are a case in point. Recognizing that favelas are a visual testimony to the country’s inequality, Brazil adopted a mantra of moving from “divided cities” to “integrated cities.”

Inequality within cities is also one of the root causes for the crime that has beset many cities. Over time, violence can become institutionalized, making it difficult to dismantle. Governance challenges in urban areas contribute to some groups feeling left out and having few opportunities for voice and redress. Core government functions can be taken over by land mafia, drug lords, and other extortionists. Mental health issues, substance abuse, and poor security all affect individuals more negatively in urban areas. Excluded groups live in areas that expose them to these negative factors more intensely.

One of the most profound transitions of this century is occurring as a result of climate change. It is already having rapid and catastrophic consequences on livelihoods, crops, and ecosystems. A recent report portends a scenario of a world that will be 4°C warmer in 2100 than in preindustrial times, leading to catastrophic heat waves, droughts, and floods in many regions (World Bank 2013a). Periods of climate-related stress, such as a drought, affect food availability, with people in conflict-affected areas hit hardest. Sen (2001) argues that food insecurity during periods of climatic stresses is higher in countries affected by conflict, because, unlike peaceful countries, regimes in conflict end up spending more on the military than on social programs and have poorly functioning markets and services. Conflict can affect agricultural production, for instance, by blocking the ability to import (UN 1993), by preventing access to farmlands and removing men from farming. These fragile populations often take refuge in countries with greater food security, but their presence can exacerbate tensions.

In tandem with, and underlying, other transitions over the last few decades are deep economic transitions. Globalization and regional integration, coupled with substantial reforms at the national level, have led to impressive growth and poverty reduction across the globe. As a consequence, a large cohort has now “graduated” to the middle class (Dadush and Shaw 2011; Kharas and Gertz 2011; Ferreira et al. 2013), implying a change in societal values and aspirations. The middle class is often the harbinger of change. Its support is critical to achieving the goals of social inclusion, partly because the relationship of the middle class to the state is quite different from that of the poor to the state. The middle class demands
voice and accountability as a right; the poor can often be reduced to a supplicant by a strong state. Simultaneously, revolutions in knowledge, social networking, and citizen action have shown that aspirations, when unfulfilled, can create unique challenges for governments. Although inequality trends are highly heterogeneous across countries, income inequality is growing in the most populous countries like China and India. Finally, food security remains a challenge for most developing countries, with excluded groups and people who live in remote areas at greatest risk.

Education is another powerful force that is also changing the social context. Education is the unparalleled agent of social change and one that has expanded across the board, even in the poorest countries. A new cohort of young people has attainments, aspirations, and hopes that are quite different from those of their parents’ generation.

In Sub-Saharan Africa, for instance, there was a fivefold increase in gross secondary school enrollment, from 7 percent to 36 percent, between 1970 and 2009 (WDI database). At the global level, the corresponding figure nearly doubled, from 36 percent to 68 percent. Education changes relationships of power within society and within households. Groups that were considered subordinate acquire voice and confidence when they are educated. They tend to be more assertive in holding the state and service providers accountable and in demanding dignity and respect from groups that were considered dominant. At the household level, educated young women have greater say in decision making and are able to access opportunities outside their homes in ways that their mothers never did. Their education changes intrafamily power relations.

A large body of literature focuses on the enormous impact that education can have on women’s inclusion into markets, services, and spaces. When young women in Bangladesh were asked during focus group discussions how education had changed their lives, they poignantly described “being able to speak” as the most important gain (World Bank 2008). Yet ensuring decent quality of education remains a challenge. Additionally, educational institutions can be important spaces of exclusion.

Attention to Attitudes and Perceptions Is Important in Addressing Social Inclusion

Attitudes and perceptions matter for social inclusion because people act on the basis of how they feel. Their feelings of being included and respected
are central to the opportunities they access and the ways in which they take part in society. Conversely, which groups get included and excluded, and on what terms, is shaped by people’s attitudes about each other and about themselves.

The importance of attitudes and perceptions also spills over to levels above the individual. A large body of literature shows that prejudices, stereotypes, and misperceptions affect the way policy is implemented and even designed. This report shows that attitudes play a key role in the treatment of individuals and groups, both by other members of the society and by the state. Attitudes and perceptions also mediate social inclusion and shine a light on the processes through which exclusion takes place. Perceptions of unfairness and injustice and frustration with social and political institutions or with the society at large often reflect individuals’ feelings of powerlessness. Feelings of fairness, justice, and “being part of society” can be manifestations of how much the society recognizes, respects, and listens to its members.

People’s attitudes are often related to outcomes. Attitudes toward women’s education, access to jobs, and leadership positions have a strong association with poor outcomes for women. Analysis of the World Values Surveys data conducted for this report, for instance, finds an inverse relationship between gross tertiary school enrollment rates for women and negative attitudes toward higher education for women. In Australia, New Zealand, and some Scandinavian countries, tertiary school enrollment among women is almost universal, and discriminatory attitudes toward access to higher education are very low. Attitudes regarding women’s access to jobs are far less favorable in countries that have the lowest female labor force participation rates (less than 20 percent), including Egypt, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, Algeria, Jordan, and the Islamic Republic of Iran (figure O.6). There also seems to be a relationship between attitudes toward women taking up leadership positions and their becoming leaders. Countries where fewer respondents say that men will make better political leaders are also the ones with the highest share of women parliamentarians (for example, Andorra, Sweden, Canada, Finland, Argentina, and the Netherlands).

Attitudes and perceptions are shaped by history, culture, and the way institutions have evolved over time. Take the case of perceived inequality and its acceptance in societies. Analysis of the World Values Surveys data conducted for this report suggests a nonlinear relationship between the extent of aversion to inequality and observed inequality. Australia and
many countries in Europe have both low inequality and a low appetite for it. Some countries in Latin America (for example, Chile, Argentina, Uruguay, and to some extent Brazil) have high levels of measured inequality, but their aversion to it looks quite similar to other countries with much lower levels of inequality.

Citizens’ views about the extent of fairness in their country often reflect deeper issues of inclusion and exclusion in society. This report finds, for instance, based on data from the Afrobarometer, that a majority of citizens in African countries feel that their country treats people unequally. This finding may be indicative of the fact that exclusion is a problem for many, rather than a few, and that the state is perceived as catering to the needs of a small section of society.

Perceptions about unfairness in Africa are substantiated by other trends in some countries. Africa’s economic growth over the past decade was driven largely by mineral extraction, with the benefits concentrated among a few. Economic power is closely related to political power and
representation in decision making, which in turn affects the allocation of public expenditure and can lead to disparities in opportunities. Income inequality, for example, has risen considerably in the last three decades throughout Sub-Saharan Africa. In 2010, Africa was the second most unequal region in the world (after Latin America), and 6 of the world’s 10 most unequal countries worldwide were located in Southern Africa (AfDB 2012). Perceptions about inequality in non-African contexts may be shaped, similarly, by underlying trends in those contexts.

**Social Inclusion Can Be Achieved**

This report is an unequivocal statement that change is possible, that policymakers, activists, development partners, and others who care about justice and shared prosperity can steer change toward social inclusion. Exclusion is not embedded in culture and is not immutable. Change may happen by stealth or by design. It may happen through discrete events or through gradual processes that culminate over time.

Change is rarely linear. Attempts to make change inclusive may involve tradeoffs, creating both winners and losers. There can be push-back from the dominant groups when previously subordinate groups feel included and break the norms. Push-back can come with active retaliation, setting back the process of change.

Examples of change toward inclusion abound in history. South Africa, for example, moved from institutionalized segregation toward an ideal of a “rainbow nation” in a matter of two decades. Foot-binding, an ancient tradition in China, was curtailed and eventually disappeared following an intense social campaign and prohibition by law. The articulation of social exclusion in Brazil that started with a widespread belief in a “racial democracy” came to accept that discrimination on the basis of race has held some groups back. The exclusionary system of informal local justice in Bangladesh, the *shalish*, has been transformed by greater voice and participation. In a region where women’s role in society is confined to the private sphere, higher educational attainment among women in Jordan has become the rule rather than the exception.

The state has the preeminent role in promoting change toward inclusion, but other actors play important roles too. In fact, it is the interplay of state and nonstate actions that leads to inclusion. Catalysts and champions of change toward social inclusion, for instance, often come from the elite.
The abolition of slavery in the United States, the end of foot-binding in China, and the end of apartheid in South Africa were all the product of social movements led by elites. Some of them came from excluded groups, as in the case of South Africa; others came from dominant groups, as in the case of the United States. In many countries, the role of religious leaders in both resisting and propelling change has been considerable. The role of business leaders in promoting social inclusion is also well recognized. Finally, civil society movements and collective action by excluded groups have historically pushed agendas for social inclusion by taking up specific “wrongs” that society needs to correct. More recently, the media has been known to play a significant role in changing mindsets and creating awareness against exclusion (Trujillo and Paluck 2012).

Moving from exclusion to inclusion does not happen overnight; it is important to have a long-term view. Social inclusion requires overcoming negative beliefs and stereotypes about excluded groups, which cannot be undone in a few years of “inclusive policy.” Timing is therefore of the essence; the impacts of some changes may be felt years into the future or may well be the unintended consequences of policy or other developments. Similarly, the impact of change on groups can vary, and what is considered costly for some groups today may have positive outcomes in the future or vice versa.

Countries that are successful in addressing social exclusion usually have strong institutions. The strength of institutions lies in large part in their agility and malleability in addressing new needs of social inclusion. Take the case of Sweden, often held up as a shining example of social inclusion. Today the country is grappling with the challenges of immigration. Its institutions, which have historically responded positively to social and economic challenges, now need ways to accommodate a more heterogeneous population than Sweden has been used to. Institutions, in turn, are influenced by historical circumstance and can often be intractable to change as a result.

What Can Policies and Programs Do to Enhance Social Inclusion?

How do policies that are effective in addressing social exclusion differ from ordinary social policies? In essence, social inclusion policies are policies that do not necessarily do more but that do things differently. No single set of policies or programs can be classified as “social inclusion policies” or “social inclusion programs.” In fact, depending on the “wrong” that
needs to be addressed or the “right” that needs to be deepened, a range of interventions could be employed. This report provides a few examples of interventions within the broad typology of markets, services, and spaces, but any policy or program can be designed and implemented with a social inclusion focus.

Often the same policy or program can cut across different domains—market, services, and spaces. Policies toward social inclusion need to be connected or cross-sectoral. Social exclusion is a multidimensional process in which practices in one domain lead to or reinforce exclusion in another domain. Policies to address social exclusion therefore require what Silver (2013) calls “a dynamic sequence of interventions.” Illustrating her argument with the case of the homeless, she argues that their inclusion in society requires a “continuum of care” starting from transitional housing, labor market training, and (possible) drug and alcohol treatment to (eventually) permanent housing, perhaps with long-term supportive services to help them stay housed. This report categorizes interventions into the domains of markets, services, and spaces, realizing that the domains overlap and that intervening in one domain can have effects in others.

Policies and programs can intervene in a range of markets. Take the case of land reforms. Although land reforms are not by themselves a panacea for exclusion or inequality, societies that have carried them out tend to be more inclusionary. Land titles to women and de facto recognition of the communal land use patterns of indigenous populations can be effective in creating opportunity and enhancing dignity. Women in many societies do not traditionally own land. Making them joint landholders in land redistribution or resettlement projects or reserving land use quotas can increase their access to opportunities while also empowering them. Deininger, Goyal, and Nagarajan (2010), for instance, find that coparcenary rights for women in property can have a positive effect on the education of girls within the household. Programs offering child care can enhance women’s labor market outcomes. Both women’s labor force participation rates and their wages are lower than men’s, even after controlling for a range of individual and household level factors (World Bank 2012, 2013c). Many women cannot work because of their family responsibilities, yet child care in most places is costly and scarce. Programs providing subsidized child care not only can help women improve their labor market outcomes, they also can have other positive externalities as well.

Access to services that take into account the special needs of excluded groups can go a long way in enhancing social inclusion. Subsidized fares
targeted to excluded groups and accessible transport services can help connect these groups to markets, services, and spaces. The city of São Paolo has chosen flat fares as an alternative to distance-based fares in order to cross-subsidize the poor. Fares are valid across multiple modes/trips on one journey. Some groups, such as women and people with disabilities, face additional barriers to using transport (for example, inadequate street lighting leading to concerns around safety, transport that is inaccessible to people with disabilities, and so forth). Here, too, countries are experimenting with innovative methods to address the challenges these groups face in physical mobility.

The manner in which services are provided matters almost as much as the technical design of the service. Stereotypes that are often ingrained in service providers can have a damaging effect on the way they treat their clients, but these issues are not insurmountable. A growing practice focuses on “cultural competencies” among service providers. This practice is particularly advanced in health and social work and is growing in education and other sectors. Holding providers accountable not merely for their presence and their technical skill but for cultural competence as a performance indicator is likely to go a long way toward ensuring that cultural minorities feel comfortable in accessing services.

According recognition to excluded and “invisible” groups is an important step toward their overall inclusion. For instance, many countries have weak systems of birth and death registration. Initiatives to improve these systems may not immediately conjure up images of social inclusion, but without such registration a child can often not be admitted to school and family members not permitted access to the property of the deceased. The poorest or most excluded groups cannot access benefits because they do not have identification or any means to prove that they indeed exist. Such literal recognition can come from initiatives that provide identity cards or create electronic databases or make special efforts to count people at risk of remaining invisible. Brazil’s efficiency in implementing the Bolsa Familia and related cash transfer programs stems partly from the existence of the Cadastro Único, an electronic database of program participants.

Language is an important aspect of identity and claim to political and cultural space. Language policy can thus be an important driver of both exclusion and inclusion. The status of certain languages as official languages for government or education has symbolic, political, and practical consequences. Symbolically, official status suggests that certain ethno-linguistic groups and their cultures are more valuable than others.
Practically, according some languages official status can disadvantage those who are unable to communicate in them. The disadvantage may compound over generations, with children of linguistically excluded groups facing an additional barrier to access learning and jobs, public services, and democratic spaces.

Interventions that work at the cusp of social and physical space can be transformative. The city of Medellín, Colombia, stands as a unique and innovative example of how cities can become inclusive for their citizens through both infrastructure planning and citizen engagement. Infamously known for its drug cartel, which used the city as a base for operations, the city undertook wide-ranging police and military action between 2003 and 2006 that resulted in the dismantling of the cartel and a significant decline in the number of homicides (Muse 2012). Under a new mayor, it transformed its transportation system, with cable cars running between comunas (municipalities or councils) previously at war (Romero 2007). Among the different urban development initiatives undertaken was the creation of new public spaces—for example, the Parque Biblioteca España and new museums—to encourage social interaction. A large part of Medellín’s municipal budget is now spent on social investments, which target vulnerable sections of the population, including older people. Several programs work on organizing youth and older adults into community action groups. These groups, which come with elected positions, help the vulnerable put forth their interests to municipalities (especially at the time of budgetary planning) and enable them to hold government entities accountable.

There is a long-standing tension between policies and programs that seek to provide universal access and those that target specific groups. Targeting can range from area-based approaches (often called “geographical targeting”) to the targeting of certain individuals or groups. Targeting criteria can include poverty status, age, disability status, gender, minority status, or a mix of these criteria. Affirmative action policies can be viewed as a form of targeting in which certain groups, by virtue of their historical exclusion, are given special treatment to enable them to catch up with the average in the population. Affirmative action can come in various forms; quotas are just one example of affirmative action. Laws that ensure equal opportunity in employment, credit, housing, and education are another form of affirmative action. In addition, the constitutions of several countries—such as Bolivia, India, Malaysia, Nepal, South Africa, and Uganda—allow for preferential policies for excluded groups to redress historical imbalances. Intended to enhance opportunities and level the playing field, these policies
reserve places in public educational institutions, public employment, or legislative bodies.

Preferential policies often create a range of dilemmas and concerns. One dilemma is whether countries want to name groups, thereby “affirming” the divide. In Brazil, for instance, the establishment of quotas for Afro-Brazilians was preceded by an intense debate over whether such quotas would mean implicit recognition of race as a marker of discrimination—an idea that ran contrary to Brazil’s construct of a racial democracy. France has opted for geographical targeting of socioeconomically deprived areas rather than naming ethnic groups living in those areas. China has made impressive advances in reducing poverty and social exclusion by good geographical targeting. In the European Union accession countries, the Roma are not specifically acknowledged in affirmative action legislation but are subsumed under the overarching term of “disadvantaged groups” (Silver 2013).

A second dilemma is how to ensure that entrenched elites do not skim the benefits of quotas when resources are scarce. A related dilemma is how to prevent perverse incentives for other groups to show “weakness” and hence entitlement in order to qualify for affirmative action. A final concern is that positive discrimination policies build resentment among dominant groups, who may question the qualifications of candidates who receive preferential treatment, thereby intensifying those candidates’ stigma.

Community-driven development (CDD) is an approach that gives community groups control over planning decisions and investment resources for local development projects. Recent evidence on the impact of CDD programs suggests that when implemented well, these programs can improve service delivery in sectors such as health and education, improve resource sustainability, and help communities build lower-cost and better-quality infrastructure (Wong 2012; Mansuri and Rao 2013). Furthermore, by virtue of targeting mostly the poor and vulnerable, these programs can help bring the voice of such groups to the policy table. An impact evaluation of Indonesia’s Kecamatan Development Program (KDP), for instance, finds widespread participation of beneficiaries in program meetings, with poorer and female-headed households as likely to attend as others (Barron et al. 2009). Several CDD programs have succeeded in improving access to spaces for the poor and building social capital. CDD programs also have the advantage of being able to innovate more readily, because they are founded on the principle of community mobilization. They thus have
the advantage of flexibility and community voice that encourages the generation of new ideas.

Sometimes the impact of programs far exceeds the original intent, which may be to enhance coverage or benefits. Take the case of social protection programs. Many of these programs can also enhance the self-esteem of subordinate groups, as well as the attitudes of others toward them. In Lesotho, for example, recipients of social pensions indicated an increase in respect for them in society once the national social pension was introduced. The pension also contributed to greater self-esteem, because recipients were able to contribute more financially to their grandchildren’s upbringing and education. In Nicaragua, similarly, a conditional cash transfer program reports unforeseen positive impacts on women’s leadership (Makours and Vakis 2009).

Social grants and transfers can play a role in reducing historical disparities. In apartheid South Africa, the beneficiaries of social grants were primarily white and “colored” people; blacks received a minor share of the benefits. The postapartheid government instituted reforms such that social grants would be targeted to blacks, who were hugely overrepresented among the poor but were not receiving transfers (Leibbrandt, Woolard, and Woolard 2007). Mexico’s well-targeted Oportunidades, in addition to benefiting a much larger proportion of the population in indigenous than in nonindigenous municipalities, also decreased gender gaps in employment and reduced levels of domestic violence.

Just as some programs can have benefits that exceed their intent, others can have costs that were unforeseen. For instance, differential retirement ages for men and women in the Chinese civil service are meant as a concession to women workers, as are laws in many countries that are meant to protect young female migrants from abuse overseas by enforcing a minimum age for their departure. But both policies may have negative consequences—by excluding older Chinese women from the labor market or creating conditions for poor young women to migrate without documentation (see Das 2008, 2012).

**The Right Question**

The report takes on one intractable problem—that of poor maternal health outcomes among indigenous groups—and argues that change toward social inclusion needs to start with the right diagnosis. It needs to “ask why” (figure O.7).
Figure O.7 How to Include: Addressing the High Numbers of Maternal Deaths among Tribal Women in India

Diagnose: “Ask why?”
- Why do a large majority of tribal women say they don’t think it’s necessary to give birth in health facilities?
- If the reason is poverty, why are these women overrepresented among the poor?
- If the reason is lack of knowledge, why are they not better informed?
- If the reason is remoteness, why are they not connected?

Through:
- Conducting innovative ex ante analysis
- Holding meaningful consultations, including through the use of information and communications technology (ICT) to allow women to respond to questions anonymously

Design action
- Provide vouchers, grants, and culturally appropriate incentives
- Launch education/awareness campaigns in local language and idiom
- Register births and deaths
- Involve the community in health surveillance
- Use tribal systems of knowledge of health
- Establish links to other programs
- Make innovative use of private providers, including private transport agencies
- Hire more female staff from tribal communities
- Require cultural competency training for service providers
- Hold providers accountable for their behavior as well as technical skills
- Create incentives for providers to reside in remote areas

Monitor progress
- Establish a monitoring framework that can be accessed by tribal people
- Create community monitoring mechanisms
- Establish third-party monitoring mechanisms
- Use social audits and hold public meetings
- Conduct “verbal autopsies”
- Mandate citizen report cards
- Publicly disclose results of monitoring, including through electronic channels
- Use ICT to solicit anonymous feedback

Create avenues for recourse and feedback
- Establish an empowered ombudsman-like institution that enforces tribal rights
- Empower tribal women through legislation and provide them with legal assistance
- Create independent help lines
- Establish local tribal health committees with access to district administration
- Form empowered grievance redress committees
- Establish systems to report back to communities on action taken
Tribal women in India do not, for the most part, give birth in health centers. When they are asked why, the overwhelming majority of them say they do not think it necessary. Health practitioners then blame their poor health outcomes on low demand for formal health care. Continuing to ask why, however, reveals that low demand may reflect an assertion of dignity and a rejection of humiliation by excluded groups, in this case tribal women, who resent being treated badly by service providers.

Underlying the proximate reasons for poor outcomes are complex phenomena that are not immediately visible. Overall, the poor health of a tribal woman is rooted in the low power she has relative to almost everyone else in the country. Issues of land and forests are central to her situation. Once viewed in this way, it is clear that a supply-side push for better health facilities is a relatively blunt instrument with which to address high levels of maternal mortality.

Asking the right questions is likely to lead to a different design of a social program. Questions can include the following:

- What is the “wrong” or intractable problem being addressed, or what went “right” that needs to be deepened?
- Whom does the intervention or service seek to include, and who is at risk of being left out?
- Why are those groups or areas at risk of being left out? What are the channels through which inclusion can take place?
- What innovations can be put in place to ensure inclusion? What can be done differently?

Concluding Reflections

Although the contribution of this report to the world of ideas is an important objective, the report will be a larger public good only if it influences the world of research, policies, programs, and projects. What are the potential contributions of this report to the design and implementation of policies, programs, and projects? How does it highlight a new agenda for social inclusion?

It is hoped that this report speaks to practitioners in the following broad ways:

- It is an exhortation to both policy makers and researchers to use the term social inclusion with careful attention to meaning and boundaries.
• It brings some new ideas from philosophy and theory into the realm of practice.
• It highlights gaps in the understanding of social inclusion and potential areas for additional work through piloting new initiatives and undertaking new empirical analysis.
• It underscores the importance of additional work in measuring social inclusion.
• It emphasizes the importance of asking why poor outcomes continue to persist for some groups, before designing the instruments with which to combat exclusion.
• It stresses that building social inclusion is about building alliances and social consensus.
• It draws attention to the fact that monitoring change toward social inclusion needs innovation and that such innovation needs to be incorporated into practice.
• It is a call for greater participation of researchers to provide policymakers with the knowledge that will be essential for the wise design of social inclusion policies and programs.
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Introduction

Human progress is neither automatic nor inevitable. Even a superficial look at history reveals that no social advance rolls in on wheels of inevitability . . . Without persistent effort, time itself becomes an ally of the insurgent and primitive forces of irrational emotionalism and social destruction. This is no time for apathy or complacency. This is a time for vigorous and positive action.

—MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., STRIDE TOWARD FREEDOM: THE MONTGOMERY STORY (1958)

The Issue and the Idea

The words inclusive and inclusion are high up in the global policy vocabulary. To some extent, it is about timing. The massive socioeconomic churning of the last few decades has catapulted the need for social inclusion onto national and global agendas, and policy makers and analysts need a frame of reference to explain it. That being said, there are few other terms as abstract as social inclusion. It is notoriously many things to many people. Although it is true, as Øyen (1997) says, that the problem with the concept is that it is more political than analytical, it is also true that it has its roots in identifiable theoretical paradigms of welfare that encompass political science, sociology, economics, and philosophy. For instance, its analytical foundations resonate with Amartya Sen’s “capabilities” and “entitlements” approach, in which membership in a particular group limits individuals’ “functionings” to acquire or use their capabilities. Sen (1999) calls the limits imposed by such membership the “relational roots of deprivation.” The ideological tenets underlying social inclusion are ensconced
in principles of social justice, which are in turn enshrined in multiple international conventions, such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948 (UDHR) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR). Its empirical applications are often rooted in studies of discrimination, poverty, inequality, or inequity.

The urgency to better understand and address social inclusion is also prompted by the current global discourse toward the “post-2015” agenda. The year 2015 marks the endpoint for achievement of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). Although tremendous advances have been made, many countries still remain far from many goals. Slow progress on attaining the MDGs has prompted some collective soul-searching among development practitioners and thought leaders to understand why some countries and groups have been left behind. In parallel, new issues are being thrown up even as the world moves toward greater progress. Issues of inequality, sustainability, and the quality of services are center stage for rich and poor countries alike. These new global imperatives underscore the centrality of social inclusion—a message that comes through very clearly in the report of the United Nations (UN) Secretary-General’s High-Level Panel of Eminent Persons on the Post-2015 Development Agenda (UN 2013).

In tandem with the new global imperatives, the World Bank Group is embarking upon an ambitious new strategy and has announced dual goals for itself: ending extreme poverty and promoting shared prosperity. Underlying the idea of shared prosperity is the notion of sustainability, an overarching theme that frames both goals. A sustainable path of development and poverty reduction is one that manages the resources of the planet for future generations, ensures social inclusion, and adopts fiscally responsible policies that limit future debt burden. As a recent World Bank Group publication notes:

A sustainable path toward ending extreme poverty and promoting shared prosperity would also involve creating an inclusive society, not only in terms of economic welfare but also in terms of the voice and empowerment of all groups. An inclusive society must have the institutions, structures, and processes that empower local communities, so they can hold their governments accountable. It also requires the participation of all groups in society, including traditionally marginalized groups, such as ethnic minorities and indigenous populations, in decision-making processes. (World Bank 2013, 33, emphasis added)

Today, the world is at a conjuncture where issues of exclusion and inclusion are assuming new significance for both “developed” and
“developing” countries. In a strange sense, the imperative for social inclusion has blurred the distinction between these two stylized poles of development. Countries that used to be referred to as “developed” are grappling with issues of exclusion and inclusion perhaps more intensely today than they did a decade ago. And countries previously called “developing” are grappling with both old issues and new forms of exclusion thrown up by growth. Nonlinear demographic transitions, global economic volatility, shifts in the international balance of power, and local political movements have had a large part to play in these shifting sands. These changes make social inclusion more urgent than it was even a decade ago.

What Does This Report Intend to Do?

This report tries to put boundaries around the abstraction that is “social inclusion.” It is intended for policy makers, academics, activists, and development partners—indeed, anyone who is curious about what inclusion can mean and how it can be addressed in a world that is experiencing intense demographic, spatial, economic, and technological transitions. Placing the discussion of social inclusion within such global transitions and transformations, the report argues that social inclusion is an evolving agenda. It offers two easy-to-use definitions and a framework to assist practitioners in asking, outlining, and developing some of the right questions that can help advance the agenda of inclusion in different contexts.

Social inclusion is defined in two ways. The first is a broad sweep that defines it as

The process of improving the terms for individuals and groups to take part in society.

A second, sharper definition takes into account how terms can be improved and for whom. It articulates social inclusion as

The process of improving the ability, opportunity, and dignity of people, disadvantaged on the basis of their identity, to take part in society.

There are seven main messages in this report, with a set of key ideas embedded in them:

1. Excluded groups exist in all countries.
2. Excluded groups are consistently denied opportunities.
3. Intense global transitions are leading to social transformations that create new opportunities for inclusion as well as exacerbating existing forms of exclusion.

4. People take part in society through markets, services, and spaces.

5. Social and economic transformations affect the attitudes and perceptions of people. As people act on the basis of how they feel, it is important to pay attention to their attitudes and perceptions.

6. Exclusion is not immutable. Abundant evidence demonstrates that social inclusion can be planned and achieved.

7. Moving ahead will require a broader and deeper knowledge of exclusion and its impacts as well as taking concerted action.

The report is based on a number of sources. First, it reviews the relevant literature on social inclusion, both theoretical and empirical. Second, it relies on qualitative and quantitative evidence analyzed by the World Bank team or from background papers prepared for this report. Finally, it draws on ongoing policy engagement with a few of the countries with which the World Bank is partnering toward social reform.

This report builds on previous analytical work, especially by the World Bank, on themes that touch upon social inclusion, including multidimensional poverty, inequality, equity, social cohesion, and empowerment. Among the first World Development Reports to tackle the social aspects of poverty was World Development Report 1990: Poverty, which defined poverty in broad terms (comprising income poverty, literacy, and nutrition) and framed it as a situation arising out of multidimensional processes that interact with one another and are affected by social norms, values, and customs. It argued that reducing poverty was possible through labor market policies as well as the efficient provision of basic social services to the poor. World Development Report 2000/01: Attacking Poverty took forward the idea that empowerment of the poor through responsive institutions is a key driver of poverty alleviation. It was informed to a large extent by the World Bank’s Voices of the Poor study, which revealed non-material forms of poverty and drew attention to the role of social factors that trap people in deprivation. World Development Report 2006: Equity and Development made the case that leveling the economic and political playing field for disadvantaged groups is important not only as an end in itself but also for overall growth and development. Most recently, the idea of social inclusion is reflected in World Development Report 2012: Gender Equality and Development and World Development Report 2013: Jobs.
The 2012 report focuses on the well-being of the largest and most heterogeneous group that is often excluded: women. It posits that outcomes for women can improve through accumulation of endowments, economic opportunities that allow women to generate income, and women’s own individual and collective agency. The 2013 report incorporates “social cohesion” as a pillar of its conceptual framework, arguing that societies flourish as jobs foster diversity and provide alternatives to conflict. The World Development Report 2015: The Behavioral and Social Foundations of Economic Development will look at the vital role that human psychology plays in development, emphasizing that norms and human cognition are malleable and can be influenced by policy.

In addition to the World Development Reports, recent work on measuring human opportunities also touches upon the idea of social inclusion. The Human Opportunities Index focuses policy attention on investments to equalize opportunities at the beginning of the life cycle. In many ways, it is a response to evidence that the allocation of opportunities continues to be unequal and that the skewed nature of opportunity breaks down across gender, race, ethnicity, and other common dimensions of exclusion.

**Roadmap of the Report**

The report is divided into three parts. Part I comprises three chapters. Chapter 1 defines the problem of social exclusion and asks the following questions, among others: What are we seeking a solution to? Where is the evidence that social exclusion matters? How is social exclusion different from poverty and inequality? How does one measure inclusion and exclusion? Chapter 2 examines the axes along which exclusion is practiced and how they intersect. Chapter 3 shifts the conversation from social exclusion to inclusion and presents a framework to address it, by introducing the domains in which individuals and groups can be included in society.

Part II focuses on the changing context for social inclusion. It comprises two chapters. Chapter 4 looks at major transitions and transformations of the past several decades as a frame of reference to prognosticate on the drivers of exclusion or the potential for inclusion in the coming years. It focuses on transitions in four areas: demographic, spatial, economic, and knowledge and information-related. It argues that the cumulative impact of these large-scale transitions has changed the context for inclusion, either by creating new groups that deserve attention or by changing the forms of,
and opportunities for, both inclusion and exclusion. Chapter 5 underscores that social and economic transformations affect attitudes and perceptions. As people act on the basis of how they feel, it is important to pay attention to these subjective accounts.

Part III includes three chapters. Chapter 6 is an unequivocal statement that change is possible and that policy makers, activists, development partners and other concerned stakeholders can steer change toward social inclusion. In doing so, the report provides a definitive shift away from the determinism of the view that exclusion is embedded in culture and norms that are immutable. Instead, it shows that change is political and incremental, but possible and within reach. Chapter 7 presents some examples of policies and programs that have tried to work toward inclusion. It illustrates social inclusion in practice by taking a development problem—maternal health in India’s tribal areas—and walking the reader through the process of coming up with possible solutions. Chapter 8 sums up with some concluding reflections.

Notes

1. Principles of nondiscrimination, social justice, and fairness are core elements of social inclusion. There are several other conventions that address the exclusion of specific groups. They include the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD), the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families, and the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP).

2. The Human Opportunities Index places specific emphasis on children, given evidence that interventions to equalize opportunity early in life are the most cost-effective. The underlying assumption is that equalizing the supply of basic opportunities will give all individuals an equal chance of translating their capabilities into enhanced well-being (Molinas Vega et al. 2012).
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PART 1

FRAMING THE ISSUE
CHAPTER 1

What Do We Mean by Social Inclusion?

A new and sweeping utopia of life ... where the races condemned to one hundred years of solitude will have, at last and forever, a second opportunity on earth.

—GABRIEL GARCÍA MÁRQUEZ, NOBEL ACCEPTANCE SPEECH

Where Does the Usage Come From?

During the 1960s, the terms social exclusion and social inclusion became integral parts of the social policy lexicon in Europe. The earliest usage is attributed to René Lenoir (1974), the French Secretary of State for Social Action in the Chirac government. Lenoir’s “excluded” groups included people with disabilities, single parents, drug addicts, delinquents, and the elderly, all of whom he felt were excluded from social and economic participation and needed state help in the form of social insurance. These groups were vulnerable to uninsured risks; for them, poverty was a problem that economic growth could not resolve (Paugam 1993). Not including them would mean a “rupture in social bonds” that normally tie the individual to society (Silver 1994).

The idea of social inclusion was later incorporated into other political planks. It was important to the reelection of Tony Blair and to the New Labour agenda of the early 2000s (see Levitas 1998). Taking a leaf from the book of New Labour and from the concepts that Amartya Sen articulates, Australia created an entire cross-sectoral program devoted to enhancing “social inclusion.” The focus on social inclusion as a moral imperative that enhances human dignity is evident in the policy statements and plans of many other countries as well.
Over the last few decades, the terms social exclusion and social inclusion have been widely used outside the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries as well. In fact, the imperative for social inclusion blurs the distinction between “developed” and “developing” countries, because both have to grapple with these issues, probably more so today than in the recent past. Yet the usage in OECD and non-OECD contexts is quite different. The European discourse has historically defined social inclusion in terms of homelessness, unemployment, and chronic poverty, whereas the discourse in South Asia tends to focus on caste, ethnicity, and gender as the axes of exclusion. In Brazil, where social disparities intersect with regional disparities, “social integration” and “spatial integration” have become central policy preoccupations. In China, social inclusion is intrinsic to the notion of a “harmonious society.” In Africa, where poverty intersects with other disadvantages, social exclusion is often about poverty and voice. Similarly, development agencies use the term inclusion, as either a noun or a modifier, very heterogeneously. Appendix A lists some of the ways in which the terms social inclusion and social exclusion are used.

Part I of this report sets up the problem of social exclusion and suggests a framework for thinking about social inclusion. This chapter is a reflection on concepts and measurement issues. It also makes the case that social inclusion is important not only as an end in itself but also because exclusion is too costly. Figure 1.1 illustrates the framework for social inclusion.

This report defines social inclusion in two ways. The first is a broad sweep that defines it as

The process of improving the terms for individuals and groups to take part in society.

A second, sharper definition takes into account how those terms can be improved and for whom. It articulates social inclusion as

The process of improving the ability, opportunity, and dignity of people, disadvantaged on the basis of their identity, to take part in society.

Contours around an Abstraction

The way social inclusion is articulated, and what constitutes exclusion, has a strong temporal dimension. Issues that may not have been framed in terms of social inclusion two decades ago may well be so framed now.
Who would have predicted a few decades ago, for instance, that same-sex marriage would be so central to the inclusion-exclusion agenda in OECD countries? And consider the case of a country like Nepal. The Rana oligarchy, which lasted nearly a century until the mid-1900s, intensified and consolidated caste as an axis of exclusion through laws and state-sponsored practices (Bennett 2005). But following incrementally deepening democracy and then the Maoist insurgency, the new state that came into being after the peace accord of 2006 embraced samajik samaveshi-karan, or social inclusion, as the foundation of its social contract (World Bank 2011b). Similarly, issues of social inclusion that arise from different
types of migration have become very important, as migration becomes more widespread and complex.

Quite often, the terms social exclusion and inequality or social exclusion and poverty are conflated. This report argues that inequality and poverty are outcomes, whereas social exclusion is both an outcome and a process. Social exclusion may well be about poverty, but it is often about more than poverty—and at certain times, it is not about poverty at all. At still other times, it helps explain the root causes of poverty. Exclusion can intersect with poverty, deriving from a set of multiple, interrelated disadvantages that result in both economic and social deprivation (Silver n.d.). It is also key to explaining why some groups remain trapped in poverty, failing to benefit fully from public investments in, say, education and health.

Understanding that “the poor” are not homogeneous but rather differentiated on the basis of occupation, ethnicity, place of residence, or race is central to developing effective policies. This insight, which originates with Sen (1981, as quoted in Hulme and Shepherd 2003), carries through mainstream work on chronic poverty. A significant group among the poor, the chronically poor, are likely to remain constrained in their ability to benefit from growth without additional, different policy approaches to address the multiple factors that underpin their deprivation (Hulme and Shepherd 2003).

The concept of social inclusion takes poverty analysis beyond identifying correlates to uncovering its underlying causes. It asks questions such as why certain groups are overrepresented among the poor and why some people lack access to education, health, and other services or receive poorer-quality services. It exposes the interlocking, multidimensional nature of chronic deprivation arising from social exclusion, such as discrimination, peer effects, and adverse incorporation (see box 2.2 in chapter 2), which plays a key role in driving the simple and more readily observable correlates of poverty (lack of schooling, poor health, and constrained labor market returns). It underscores that deprivation arising from social exclusion tends to occur on multiple axes at once, such that policies that release just one of these axes of deprivation (such as improved access to education) will not unleash the grip of others. It draws back the curtain on the norms and belief systems that underpin this multifaceted exclusion. These norms may be overt, such as apartheid in South Africa, or the result of intangible belief systems handed down through history. These underlying causes of poverty are largely invisible in standard empirical data and thus largely unexplored in standard poverty analysis and the design of poverty reduction strategies.
Sometimes social exclusion is not about poverty at all. Think of a hypothetical homosexual man living in a rich neighborhood in an African country. He may not be poor, but he is certainly excluded—and in some countries he may be at risk of death. Take also the case of Arab or South Asian Muslim men in the United States. They are not likely to be poor. In fact, they are quite likely to be well off, so they do not suffer the adverse consequences of income inequality. Yet in the events that followed 9/11, they clearly became a mistrusted and therefore excluded group. Similarly, Tunisia and the Arab Republic of Egypt, where poverty levels were lower than in many other countries, nevertheless saw expressions of protest driven by what can broadly be called social exclusion but not poverty.

Using cross-country data on feeling included and including others, Hochschild and Lang (2011) find, contrary to expectation, that a large proportion of rich people feel alienated or rejected by their country whereas many poor people are proud of and attached to theirs, suggesting that poverty does not necessarily drive feelings of exclusion. Take also the case of Poland, where residents of the poorer Eastern regions speak of exclusion less acutely than people in the more prosperous Western regions, which have a history of long-term unemployment triggered by the dismantling of state farms in the 1990s (Polish Ministry of Labor and Social Policy 2006; Plonka 2013).

Social inclusion is also not the same as equality. The term social inclusion can add to the idea of equality, but much more importantly, it can explain why some inequalities exist or why some are particularly durable (Tilly 1999). There are many ways that people can enjoy fuller participation and inclusion, even if they lack an equal share of resources. At the same time, even at the higher end of the income distribution, people may face social exclusion, through political persecution or discrimination based on age, gender, sexual orientation, or disability (Warschauer 2003). So exclusion can be “horizontal,” affecting several members of a group, whether poor or rich. It is a process, of which inequality is sometimes, but not always, an outcome.

**Social Inclusion Matters for Itself and Because Exclusion Is Too Costly**

Social inclusion is about human well-being, shared prosperity, and social justice. There is an innate value to addressing the issue; policy makers and especially development practitioners should need no other reason to do so.
But there is also an instrumental value to addressing exclusion (see, for instance, Akerlof 1976; Scoville 1991). Social inclusion matters because exclusion is too costly. These costs are social, economic, and political and are often interrelated. Moreover, whereas these costs accrue most visibly to individuals and to specific segments, they can impose a cost on society as well. Stiglitz (2012), for instance, argues that income inequality hinders economic growth because it skews the economy toward rich households, who have a lower propensity to consume and spur aggregate demand than middle- and low-income households. Similarly, in their review of research linking inequality, democracy, and pro-growth institutions, Savoia, Easaw, and McKay (2010) conclude that inequality harms institutions that are good for growth and overall economic development. In particular, they draw a link between unequal distribution of economic assets (such as land and minerals) and elite capture, which may trap entire countries in low-development equilibriums.

The relationship between social exclusion and macro-level outcomes is difficult to separate out. Estimates of losses in productivity and economic growth as a result of social exclusion, although not precise as a result of methodological and data challenges, can be considered indicative. A World Bank report estimates the annual productivity losses caused by exclusion of the Roma, an ethnic minority in Europe (de Laat 2010). It suggests that these losses could range from €231 million in Serbia to €887 million in Romania. Zoninsein (2004) estimates that the Bolivian economy would have expanded by up to 36 percent in 1997 if the human capital and productivity gap between the majority and ethnic and racial minorities had been eliminated.

Occupational segregation can have similarly negative externalities. Segregating individuals and groups into specific occupations can stymie the free movement of talent, resulting in productivity losses for the entire economy. Rauch (1991) argues that if entrepreneurial ability is randomly distributed across the population, any barriers to entry to entrepreneurs from socially excluded groups may prevent new firms from developing and prospering. Finally, in financial and insurance markets, asymmetries of information can lead to poor access to credit and insurance products for some groups, stifling their productivity (World Bank 2006).

Widespread or long-term exclusion of certain groups can also lead to conflict, which in turn stifles economic development (Norton and de Haan 2012; World Bank Investment Climate Surveys). According to a series of social experiments conducted by the Inter-American Development Bank
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(Cardenas, Chong, and Ñopo 2009), there may be a welfare loss of up to 22 percent as a result of lack of trust and cooperation among different ethnic groups in selected Latin American countries.

It is slightly easier to identify the channels through which social exclusion plays out in individual-level outcomes. Exclusion can have deleterious consequences for human capital development. A World Bank report on equality of opportunity for Latin American children measures disparity in access to education, health, and other public services based on predetermined characteristics, such as gender, ethnicity, education of the parents, and place of birth (Molinas Vega et al. 2012). A report on the Roma (de Laat 2010) estimates potential losses in earnings as a result of the Roma’s inability to complete their education. It estimates that Roma who complete secondary education can expect to earn 52 percent more in Serbia, 83 percent more in Bulgaria, 110 percent more in the Czech Republic, and 144 percent more in Romania than Roma with only primary education. However, just 12.5 percent of working-age Roma in these countries are educated at or above the secondary level.

Although the effects of exclusion on education have been documented, the development literature has paid comparatively less attention to the costs of exclusion, especially on mental health. In the United States, the National School Climate Survey of self-reported sexual minority students shows that students who experienced high levels of in-school victimization based on their sexual orientation or gender expression also had poorer health and educational outcomes (Kosciw et al. 2012). These students had grade-point averages almost half a point lower than other students, were less likely than other students to plan to pursue any postsecondary education, were about three times as likely to have missed school in the past month because of safety concerns, were less likely to feel a sense of belonging to their school community, and had lower levels of self-esteem and higher levels of depression and anxiety. Noh et al. (1999) find that Southeast Asian refugees in Canada who reported experiences of racial discrimination had a higher prevalence of depression than refugees who did not feel discriminated against.

The experience of being excluded can have long-term consequences for human and social capital. Research using neuroimaging techniques has found that the brain bases of social pain associated with exclusion are similar to those of physical pain, suggesting that the feeling of exclusion is literally a painful experience (Eisenberger et al. 2003). That brain growth continues well into adolescence suggests that negative images of one’s own identity during this period can have lifelong consequences. Higher levels
of perceived exclusion have also been shown to correlate with greater risk of health issues, including depression, disability, mental health problems, physical illness, and chronic disease (Berkman and Syme 1979). Such impacts are usually amplified when they are combined with impacts associated with individuals’ and groups’ behavioral responses to feelings of exclusion. Research from social psychology shows that excluded people can show even unprovoked aggression. They may also become defensive and uncooperative and then suffer from a range of negative consequences associated with these behaviors (Abrams, Hogg, and Marques 2005). In addition, excluded people may lack friends, social networks, and reserves of social capital to fall back on.

Violence against subordinate groups is a symptom of their intense exclusion, and lack of power and violence against women is very pervasive. There seems to be an association between spousal violence and women’s health and the health of their children. Using data from the 2005/06 Indian National Family Health Survey, a World Bank report (2011a) finds that nearly one-third of Indian women experienced spousal violence at some point in their lives. The analysis shows worse outcomes for victims even after controlling for a number of household and individual characteristics, including ability to reach a health center and whether distance to a health center is a problem. Women who experienced violence were less likely to receive antenatal care and 1.5 times more likely to have terminated a pregnancy or had a stillbirth; their children were 1.14 times more likely to be stunted than children of mothers who had not been abused (figure 1.2). Garcio-Romano et al. (2005) and Morrison and Orlando (2006) find similar negative impacts of spousal violence in their research on other countries, using data from Demographic and Health Surveys and specialized victimization surveys.

Measure What You Value: The Challenge of Quantifying Social Inclusion

Practitioners of development, who sometimes consider social inclusion too esoteric an idea, may ask how it can be quantified. How would one know when exclusion takes place and when inclusion is achieved?

Measurement is indeed important to establish the extent and depth of exclusion and to monitor progress toward inclusion. There has also been considerable progress in measuring human well-being, if not social inclusion, more directly. In fact, “happiness-based” conceptualizations of
societal progress go back to the writings of Bentham and Mill. But over time, attention moved away from happiness to the measurement of real production (Galbraith 1958; Sen 2000). As John Kenneth Galbraith wrote in *The Affluent Society* (1958, 214):

The Benthamite test of public policy was “what serves the greatest happiness of the greatest number,” and happiness was more or less implicitly identified with productivity. This is still the official test.... We have somewhat sensed though that we have not recognized the declining importance of goods. Yet even in its deteriorated form we cling to this criterion. It is so much simpler than to substitute the other tests—compassion, individual happiness and well-being, the minimization of community and other tensions—which now become relevant.

The “social indicators revolution” of the 1960s came as a reaction to measures that had weighted production and inputs too heavily (Atkinson 2005;
The multidimensional nature of well-being gained greater recognition after Sen’s seminal work framed development as the freedom to make choices (Sen 1999). The first Human Development Report, released by the United Nations in 1990, was the earliest systematic effort to measure multidimensional well-being, an effort that gained much wider currency after the World Bank’s publication of the World Development Report 1999/2000.

As a result of these and other initiatives, many national and international policy circles are looking for ways to operationalize the idea that societal progress is not only about the functioning of the formal economic system but also about diverse experiences and living conditions of people. Appendix B lays out some recent efforts to measure well-being. These efforts can be adapted to measure social inclusion as well, although doing so requires careful consideration of the context and specific understanding of social inclusion in that context and of the processes and outcomes associated with it. Sometimes countries may choose to adopt multiple measures. Poland, for instance, measures social inclusion using the Laeken indicators, which cover inclusion along four areas: income, work, education, and health. These indicators are based largely on the European Union’s conception of social inclusion. To these measures, Poland adds “social participation” as an indicator of inclusion, well-being, and happiness (Szarfenberg 2008; Czapinski and Panek 2012).

In recent years, a surge of initiatives has sought to measure societal progress more comprehensively. Many of them have incorporated subjective reports of well-being. The OECD’s Better Life indicators are a step forward in measuring well-being in ways that are feasible for data collection and comparability (The Economist 2011). Launched in 2011, the index is an interactive tool that allows people to compare countries’ performances according to their own preferences in terms of what makes for a better life. The 11 dimensions of well-being span material living conditions and quality of life.

Another comprehensive measure of well-being is Alkire and Foster’s Multidimensional Poverty Measure (MPM), a two-step method that first identifies the poor by considering the intensity of deprivations they suffer and then aggregates the dimensions along which they experience poverty (Alkire and Foster 2007; Alkire and Santos 2010). The MPM moves away from income-based definitions and allows for the application of the measure to different contexts.
Other efforts to measure well-being include the Index of Social Development, initiated at the World Bank and then taken forward by the Institute of Social Studies at The Hague, and the Social Progress Index, which is based on measures that encompass basic human needs, well-being, and opportunity (Foà and Tanner 2012; The Economist 2013).

Finally, perception surveys and subjective well-being indicators can also be used to measure social inclusion and exclusion. Perception surveys not only reflect societal norms, they can also include indicators that can be used as proxies for inclusion and exclusion. For example, overrepresentation of certain social groups in poor subjective well-being outcomes or perceptions of injustice/unfairness can reflect systematic patterns of exclusion. Perception-based indicators can supplement objective indicators to more accurately measure exclusion (box 1.1).

Drawing on recent efforts and keeping context specificity in mind, it is therefore possible to construct a measure or a set of indicators. There are two remaining challenges. The first, as discussed above, is to agree on what social inclusion means in a particular context, rather than skipping this step and moving too quickly to measurement. The second is to ensure cross-country comparability when talking about very context-specific and amorphous concepts.

The expectation is that this report will lead to the refinement and elaboration of measures of social inclusion and then to their application in practical policy situations. Regardless of the indicator or measure, it is important to emphasize that measures are merely symptoms or flags; the real test of moving toward social inclusion is to ask why certain outcomes obtain for certain groups and to focus on the drivers and processes of social inclusion. Doing so could mean, for instance, persevering with questions, not being content with the knowledge that certain groups are overrepresented among the poor or that certain groups have worse human development outcomes but rather asking why this is the case. The narrative that is so constructed is the most important way in which social inclusion can have meaning. According to Stiglitz et al. (2010), developing such a narrative requires a new vision that places the imperative of fostering economic growth within the broader context of societal progress.

Kaushik Basu, the current Chief Economist of the World Bank, aptly summarizes the complexity of measurement in a recent blog post: “To focus solely on measurement is to risk missing out on some essential features of life, which may be nebulous and not quite measureable, but nonetheless important” (Basu 2013).
BOX 1.1  

**Measuring Discrimination**

They ask you how old you are; if you plan to have children, they will not hire you. They also do not employ women who are more than 35 years old, because younger women are quicker. I can iron 100 pieces, she can iron 10 pieces.

—Female focus group discussant in Azanja, Serbia, interviewed for the World Development Report 2012

Initially developed to test discrimination in the labor market, methods to measure discrimination have advanced considerably in recent years. The most common methods use labor market surveys and compare market outcomes, such as earnings, of different groups, controlling for productivity-related individual characteristics (such as human capital endowments). Studies traditionally focused mainly on race and gender as the axes of discrimination, but an increasing number of studies are now also testing for discrimination along other axes, including immigrant status, disability status, and ethnicity (see, for example, Nópo, Saavedra, and Torero 2007, who introduce indicators to capture “degrees of whiteness” or “indigenousness” to account for heterogeneity within the Peruvian mestizo population). They are also focusing on new arenas of discrimination, such as the marriage market.

In so-called correspondence tests, applications are submitted to job or housing advertisements in the name of two fictitious applicants. The applications are largely equivalent, with the only difference the potential marker of discrimination, such as a foreign surname. Discrimination is then assessed as the difference in call-back rates or invitations to personal interviews or property viewings the candidates receive. In audit studies, matched pairs of interviewees (actors) who differ with regard to the characteristic suspected to trigger discrimination (such as race or gender) attend interviews.

Another way of measuring discrimination is based on perceptions. Individuals are asked about personal experiences and views regarding unequal treatment. Such questions are included, for instance, in social surveys such as the European Social Survey, the Eurobarometer, and the General Social Surveys in Canada and New Zealand. Surveys may ask respondents about personal experiences of discrimination or more abstractly about whether they consider themselves members of a group that is discriminated against.

Notes

1. According to Sen, “a small peasant and a landless laborer may both be poor, but their fortunes are not tied together. In understanding the proneness to starvation of either we have to view them not as members of the huge army of ‘poor,’ but as members of particular classes, belonging to particular occupational groups, having different endowments, being governed by rather different entitlement relations. The category of the poor is not merely inadequate for evaluation exercises and a nuisance for causal analysis, it can also have distorting effects on policy matters” (Sen 1981, as quoted in Hulme and Shepherd 2003, 403).

2. The opposite of social exclusion is not always inclusion. One may be “included” in decision-making processes but have very limited say over outcomes; it is the terms of inclusion that matter. The concept of adverse incorporation suggests a situation where people are included but on highly adverse terms.

3. In the United States, grade-point averages are usually on a four-point scale.

4. The Laeken indicators are a set of common statistical indicators on poverty and social exclusion established at the European Council of December 2001 in the Brussels suburb of Laeken, Belgium. The indicators, which are disaggregated by criteria such as gender and age group, include the at-risk-of-poverty rate, the persistent at-risk-of-poverty rate, regional cohesion, the long-term unemployment rate, yearly school leavers not in education or training, and life expectancy at birth, among other indicators.
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Who Gets Excluded and Why?

_The eyes of others our prisons, their minds our cages._
—VIRGINIA WOOLF, AN UNWRITTEN NOVEL (1921)

**Individuals, Groups, and Their Identities**

Identity is socially constructed and often forms the basis for inclusion or exclusion. An individual’s identity is his or her affiliation with a group with whom he or she shares some attributes.

In reality, as discussed later, individuals have multiple identities (figure 2.1). These identities can be based on gender, occupation, caste, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, religion, disability status, or citizenship. For instance, gender-based exclusion has historically disadvantaged females, but increasingly the literature documents the isolation and exclusion of certain males as well (Barker et al. 2012). Social exclusion based on certain group attributes can lead to lower social standing, often accompanied by worse outcomes in terms of income, human capital endowments, access to employment and services, and voice in both national and local decision making (table 2.1).

It is also important to keep in mind that minority status is not the only driver of exclusion: sometimes a minority can exclude the majority. Although this phenomenon is sometimes called “elite capture,” in fact the state can be run by oligopolies that exclude the majority of the population. Economic, social, and political institutions similarly exclude women as an aggregate category from the labor market or from higher education or positions of power—excluding not a minority but half the population.
Figure 2.1 People Have Multiple, Intersecting Identities

Gender, race, ethnicity, and religion are among the most commonly discussed bases of disadvantage. But other identities—such as sexual orientation, disability status, and nationality—are also pervasive axes of exclusion. People of African descent are still excluded in a variety of cultures. This exclusion is grounded in historical circumstance; slavery in the Western world and apartheid in South Africa are two of the most extreme examples of how race, combined with economic subordination, rendered an entire people subservient. Research from the United States is among the most prolific in empirically documenting the disadvantage of people from African descent and, increasingly, Latino origin (box 2.1).

The caste system, peculiar to India and Nepal, warrants special mention, because it stands out as an ideal type of exclusion, complete with an ideology, clear rules and roles, and a hierarchy that has persisted.
### Table 2.1 Groups Eligible for Support under Indonesia’s PNPM Peduli Facility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adult and child victims of trafficking</th>
<th>Poor people in the state border area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boatless fisherfolk</td>
<td>Poor women microentrepreneurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victims of drug abuse</td>
<td>Poor youth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeless and landless ethnic minorities</td>
<td>Scavengers/garbage collectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor landless farm laborers</td>
<td>Sexual minorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male and female sex workers</td>
<td>Street beggars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor migrant workers</td>
<td>Street children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orphans</td>
<td>Transgender people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People with HIV/AIDS</td>
<td>Victims of conflict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantation laborers</td>
<td>Victims of domestic or community abuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor ethnic minorities</td>
<td>Youth in conflict with the law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor farmers</td>
<td>Child workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor female-headed households</td>
<td>Victims of disaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor indigenous people</td>
<td>Poor pedicab drivers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Peduli means “to care.” This relatively new initiative gives grants to civil society to work with “marginalized and invisible groups.” The list of groups the program supports was created through a consultative process and reflects the framing of social inclusion. State border area refers to provinces that border other countries, such as Malaysia.*

---

### BOX 2.1

**Domestic Workers in the United States: Working in the Informal Economy**

*The Help*, a novel by Kathryn Stockett, paints a vivid picture of the mistreatment of African-American women working as house help in 1960s Mississippi. Today, there are millions of domestic workers in the United States. In 2008, for instance, about 3.2 million people worked as direct caregivers, a number that is expected to grow by more than a million by 2018. These workers continue to be in a very vulnerable position: a new report on their situation in the United States shows that many of them are paid less than the minimum wage and work in substandard conditions (Burnham, Theodore, and Ehrenreich 2012). Through a survey of 2,086 domestic caregivers, the report finds that 67 percent of live-in workers are paid below the state minimum wage. They rarely receive employment benefits; are uncovered by state social security; work long arduous hours; and often risk long-term exposure to toxic chemicals and verbal, psychological, and physical abuse.

(continued next page)
through millennia. It shows the hold of a social system that renders some groups (the erstwhile untouchables, who now call themselves Dalits) so excluded that they are outside the pale of the system of exclusion itself (outcaste). Lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) individuals are targeted for exclusion in many, if not most, cultures. In fact, homosexuality is still criminalized in many countries, and in some it is punishable by death.

Indigenous peoples across the world have faced historical exclusion, rooted in large part in their displacement from their traditional lands and forests. Over centuries, such exclusion has become so entrenched that although they make up roughly 4.5 percent of the global population, indigenous peoples account for about 10 percent of the global poor (Hall and Patrinos 2012). They also have worse human development outcomes than the average population. In Vietnam, the Hmong record the lowest female literacy rates; in Latin America, indigenous peoples have higher infant mortality levels (the highest levels are found among Mam speakers in Guatemala and the Quechua in Bolivia); in India, child mortality rates among the Adivasi (tribal groups that claim to be the original inhabitants of India) are significantly higher than rates among other social groups (Hall and Patrinos 2012).

The Roma, an ethnic minority in Europe, have historically led itinerant lives. Over the past decade or so, they have received more attention than in the past. The stereotyping and violence that the Roma historically faced and still face is increasingly being acknowledged and studied; it is also the subject of policy and programmatic intervention. Although governments in the European Union have indicated their support for integrating the Roma, laws and policies are often pretexts for victimizing them—sometimes inadvertently, though often deliberately. The Office for Democratic Institutions
and Human Rights under the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE 2009) documents recent developments in Italy, where laws and policies have adversely affected the Roma and Sinti (“gypsy” people of central Europe). These measures include emergency laws defining “nomads” as a public safety problem and permitting special measures of identification (including the fingerprinting of children) and deportation, for reasons of “national security.”

Religion has historically been a rallying cry for generating support for the exclusion of people who do not belong. Exclusion based on religion often has other underlying drivers, such as competition for scarce resources or a history of claims on a geographical area. Entire groups have been treated with suspicion—for instance, because of pervasive anti-Semitism—and wars have been fought throughout history ostensibly to protect religion.

Religion continues to be an important driver of exclusion today. The negative stereotyping and profiling of young Muslim men in the post-9/11 era is part of a global current that views an entire religion negatively, leading to an atmosphere of mutual mistrust. Racial profiling of Muslims can lead to wrongful arrest and harassment in several domains of social life, among other things.

Disability is another axis of exclusion. The disadvantage faced by persons with disabilities is documented in the *World Report on Disability*, which estimates that more than a billion people around the world experience some form of disability (WHO and World Bank 2011). Despite actions to include persons with disabilities, evidence suggests that they face significant challenges in accessing infrastructure, services, information, and jobs. The report shows, for instance, that people with disabilities are more than twice as likely as people without disabilities to find health care provider skills inadequate to meet their needs. Children with disabilities are less likely than other children to start school and have lower rates of staying in school. Persons with disabilities are also treated with disrespect and often remain invisible at both the household and societal level, especially in developing countries.

Finally, with large waves of migration, both within countries and across them, the identity of migrant groups and individuals has come under special scrutiny. Chapters 4 and 5 discuss trends in migration and attitudes that have rendered migrants vulnerable to exclusion in recent years. Migrants are a very diverse group, and some are at greater risk of exclusion than others. For instance, migrants who lack documentation often lead lives as second-class citizens. Migrants who have been forced to move as a result of
either war or disaster, both internally and externally displaced people, are especially unwelcome in their host areas.

A number of groups have been discussed in this section, several others have not. Depending on the context, various other groups can also face exclusion.

Groups Are Very Heterogeneous

In understanding the disadvantage or advantage that comes with social identity, it is important to recognize that groups are extremely heterogeneous. This heterogeneity means that exclusion within groups can be more salient than across groups. It can be driven by differential socioeconomic status, by the consolidation of elites within a group who exercise disproportionate power, or by the place in the life cycle. Women, for instance, make up half the world’s population and in the aggregate do worse than men in the labor market. But they also usually live longer than men do, and rich women from a majority ethnic group may have better outcomes in many domains than poor men from minority ethnic groups. Even within countries, women from richer or poorer households or from different ethnic groups have very different outcomes.

Place in the life cycle is an important driver of heterogeneity. It can bestow either advantage or disadvantage, depending on the context. Although indigenous peoples are often excluded, the elderly among them have a special and important place in the group. The elderly in most parts of the world now also live much longer than they used to, imposing a new onus on their children’s generation. Where social security systems are primarily informal, many elderly people are at risk of ill treatment.

Similarly, the existence of large youth cohorts in some countries does not immediately translate into certainty that the “demographic dividend” will be realized, as discussed in chapter 4. In many countries of the Middle East, the exclusion youth face has deleterious consequences at the individual, community, and societal levels (La Cava and Michael 2006; Silver 2007).

In some cases, a life-cycle event such as widowhood can lead to dire life-long consequences. There will be increasing numbers of widows going forward, as life expectancy increases overall but more for women than for men. In many Hindu communities, tradition regards widows as bringing back luck, which in turn leads to their exclusion from property, services, and dignity. It is less well known that widowhood is an axis of exclusion in Africa as well. The HIV/AIDS epidemic has been partly responsible for
the large number of widows. These women are largely invisible in the data used to inform social policy. In Mali, for instance, households headed by widows have significantly lower living standards than other households across the country. Furthermore, the welfare difference persists even after their remarriage. These detrimental effects are in turn passed on to their children (van de Walle 2011).

Heterogeneity within groups can also be linked to other characteristics, such as skin tone. Individuals within the same race or ethnicity—even people within the same family—who have lighter skin appear to have better outcomes and opportunities, ranging from chances of getting married (especially of women) to employment. Villarreal (2010) finds that people in Mexico with darker skin tone have significantly lower levels of educational attainment and occupational status. Based on data from the New Immigrant Survey of 2003, Hersch (2008) shows that among new legal immigrants to the United States, those with the lightest skin color earn on average 17 percent more than comparable immigrants with the darkest skin, after controlling for education, English language proficiency, occupation in source country, family background, ethnicity, race, and country of birth. The importance of skin tone is also well recognized in Asia. Jha and Adelman (2009), for instance, empirically confirm a truism through an experimental study that shows that Indian men tend to veer toward lighter-skinned women in selecting a wife through arranged marriage. They also find that matrimonial websites tend to reinforce this preference for lighter-skinned brides.

Finally, it bears mention that identity is not constructed based only on others’ conception of “them.” It is equally constructed on the self-conception of groups. Self-reported identity is often the basis of census enumeration, but this technocratic descriptor can have underlying social and psychological foundations. Whether or not individuals consider themselves black, white, or indigenous depends to a large extent on the social milieu of which they are part. Elsewhere in this report, it is shown that African descendants in Brazil have begun to report themselves as “black” more often than in the past. Doing so is an assertion of their identity and also a reflection of their dignity, agency, and empowerment. They are no longer afraid or reticent about considering themselves as descendants of Africans.

In contrast, the Roma tend to hide their identity, fearing negative stereotyping. They do not yet have the collective confidence to declare their identity as an ethnic minority. In yet other cases, excluded groups act
collectively to reject their descriptions by the majority, taking on new and more empowering descriptors and nouns. The term *Dalit* in India, for instance, means “the oppressed.” Identifying themselves as such is a way to claim political and symbolic space, as well as a means to shake the dominant orthodoxy into accepting its responsibility for oppression. The same is true of the terms *Adivasi, Adibasi,* and *Janajati* in India, Bangladesh, and Nepal, which denote the preeminent and primordial rights of tribal peoples over their lands.

Take also the increasing use of the word *woman* in the United States, as opposed to the more value-laden term *lady.* It was propelled by the feminist movement, which rejected the patriarchal and class-based connotation of the term *lady.* This usage represents yet another example of assertion by a historically subordinate group. Hence, assertion or negation of identity by excluded groups is socially grounded and often has deep political and historical roots.

**Individuals Have Overlapping Identities**

Individuals are simultaneously members of different groups and may be excluded because of one of their identities but not another. The notion of “intersectionality” is based on the understanding that people are simultaneously situated in multiple social structures and realms, which interact in complex ways to influence human experiences, social relations, and outcomes. In Sen’s words (2008, 6–7):

> A solitarist approach is, in general, a very efficient way of misunderstanding nearly everyone in the world. In our normal lives, we see ourselves as members of a variety of groups—we belong to all of them. The same person can be, without any contradiction, a Norwegian citizen, of Asian origin, with Bangladeshi ancestry, a Muslim, a socialist, a woman, a vegetarian, a jazz musician, a doctor, a poet, a feminist, a heterosexual, a believer in gay and lesbian rights…. Each of these identities can be of significance to the person, depending on the problem at hand and the context of choice, and the priorities between them could be influenced by her own values as well as by social pressures. There is no reason to think that whatever civilizational identity a person has—religious, communal, regional, national or global—must invariably dominate over every other relation or affiliation he or she may have.

Intersecting identities can produce an overlay or a multiplication of disadvantage or advantage. For instance, the intersection of gender, age, ethnicity, and place of residence can have significantly more deleterious
effects than the effects of gender alone. Education and employment are documented in the literature as particularly salient mediators through which multiple disadvantages may play out. Take the case of Somali women and girls, who bear the brunt of long-term conflict. Almost one-third of Somali girls of primary-school age in Kenya are not enrolled in school, compared with only 9 percent of all girls in Kenya (Africa Progress Panel 2012). The Women’s Refugee Commission (2012) shows that Somali women refugees in East Africa face multiple exclusions that stem from their ethnicity, religion, and refugee status, which are compounded by gender.

Multiple exclusions of some groups stand out in countries where average outcomes are quite good. Bolivia, for instance, has a high level of secondary-school attainment, with low gender differentials. Figure 2.2 shows the probability that an average Spanish-speaking Bolivian man (25 years of age or older) completes secondary education. If this Bolivian were a woman, the probability would be lower by 5 percentage points. If this Bolivian were a man who belonged to the Quechua people, the probability of secondary-school completion would be lower by 14 percentage points.

**Figure 2.2 Intersecting Identities Transfer Cumulative Disadvantage: Secondary-School Completion in Bolivia**
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Note: Figure shows secondary-school completion marginal effects, using men and Spanish mother tongue as reference group, for people 25 years and older, controlling for age, age-squared, and urban/rural residence. All values are significant at the 1 percent level.
If the person were a Quechua woman, she would have a 28 percentage point lower probability of completing secondary school than a Spanish-speaking Bolivian man. The qualitative literature on double and triple disadvantage for women and indigenous women documents this overlay of disadvantage very poignantly in a variety of settings.

The intersection of social and spatial characteristics is one of the most common markers of disadvantage. Take the case of Brazil, once considered the negative outlier on income inequality and today celebrated as a success story in reducing inequality. A large part of the decline in income inequality in Brazil is explained by convergence in outcomes between the historically poorest North and Northeast and the historically richest South and Southwest. Yet disparities in outcomes between the average Brazilian and minorities such as Afro-Brazilians or indigenous people persist.

Fertility is an outcome of interest, because it has a bearing on women’s choice about how many children they will have, how they will control childbearing, and the timing of birth. Brazil has been a success in reducing fertility. The total fertility rate in Brazil is 1.9, putting it at below replacement level. Brazil has also been very successful in reducing teen fertility: in 2010, about 12 percent of women 15–19 had had a child, compared with 15 percent in 1991 and 18 percent in 1996 (World Bank 2013). At the national level, the indigenous population has much higher teen fertility rates, but the regional breakdown of differentials is even more instructive. The Southeast not only has the lowest incidence of teenage pregnancy, it also has the lowest differentials across racial groups, indicating that all women benefit from the relatively low rates of teenage pregnancy in the region (figure 2.3). In contrast, the overall incidence of teen pregnancy is only slightly higher in the Center-West, but indigenous women are disproportionately disadvantaged, with very high differentials between them and other women. Differentials in the South are also relatively high compared with other regions. The North has the highest incidence of teenage pregnancy, but the gap between indigenous and non-indigenous women is smaller, suggesting that all women face high rates of teenage pregnancy relative to the rest of the country. However, indigenous women who live in the North have lower teen fertility rates than their counterparts in the Center-West but comparable rates to their counterparts in the South. There could be many reasons for these patterns, but they serve to show that the interface between region and ethnicity creates particular advantages and disadvantages for social groups in terms of their human development outcomes.
How Exclusion Plays Out

Practices of Exclusion

Individuals and groups are excluded through behaviors and practices, including stereotypes, prejudices, and stigmas that are socially constructed and influence day-to-day interactions. These practices play out at different levels, often underpinned by sophisticated and ingrained social norms and the beliefs of both the excluder and the excluded.

The exclusion of less “valuable” members starts in the household and in family dynamics. It often mirrors the normative structure of society. For instance, in many families, the invisibility of a person with a disability mirrors his or her invisibility in society. The ostracism of widows in some societies plays out in their homes and families. Such practices continue at the community level, where they translate into exclusion by formal and informal institutions. In turn, institutions can also be the conduit for greater inclusion, this report argues.

Practices and processes of exclusion are not conspiracies, except under the most extreme circumstances. In many cases, the “code” is hidden even to the individuals who are executing the act of exclusion. For example, stereotypes about groups can be so ingrained in the labor market that hiring managers or even peers do not even realize that they have internalized
them (see Loury 1999; Deshpande and Newman 2007), or they may not consider them stereotypes but facts. Stereotypes of the “lazy” Roma or of women as having low commitment to the labor market are so internalized by the majority that they are often regarded as truisms, even though they are not borne out by data on labor force participation (figure 2.4).

Employers find it easier to “connect” with employees who share their belief systems. Cornell and Welch (1996) show that employers are able to judge the qualities of job applicants better when candidates and employers belong to the same group, and the top applicant is likely to

Figure 2.4 Questioning the Stereotype of the Roma Being “Lazy”: Labor Market Outcomes of Roma Men

Source: de Laat 2010.

Note: Figures are for men 15–64. Wages for Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, and Serbia are net; wages for Romania are gross. Data come from surveys carried out at different times between 2007 and 2009.
have the same background as the employer. They also point to some
“reinforcing effects” of such screening discrimination. For instance,
employers may infer the quality of applicants from the behavior of other
employers, amounting to herd behavior, in which preferences expressed
by third parties drive decisions. A recent book, Blindspot: Hidden Biases
of Good People, suggests that there may be a part of the human brain
that almost unknowingly favors certain kinds of people versus others
(Banaji and Greenwald 2013). Such biases are shaped by a lifetime of
exposure to attitudes and stereotypes about people, places, and things.
Most important, the authors argue, it may be possible to change these
blind spots.

Extreme stereotyping leads to stigma that deeply discredits some groups.
Stigmatization combines social consensus about a specific target or group, a
shared discontent against them by some members of the society, and a social
justification or supportive ideology for their moral exclusion (Major and
O’Brien 2005). People with HIV/AIDS—or earlier, leprosy—were stigmat-
tized both literally and figuratively, because physical contact with them was
considered polluting. In a survey of people receiving antiretroviral therapy
in Botswana, more than 50 percent of respondents said it was either equally
or more difficult to cope with the social consequences of their HIV sta-
tus than the medical ones (Ogden and Nyblade 2005). The Joint United
Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) categorizes stigma as a pri-
mary obstacle in the fight against HIV/AIDS, because it prevents people
from disclosing their sero-status, seeking medical information or treatment,
adopting preventive behavior, and getting tested, even where services are
available (DFID 2007). (Chapter 5 discusses attitudes toward certain com-
monly stigmatized groups.)

Language is a potent force for reinforcing excluded status and practices.
This idea was most famously articulated by Bourdieu (1991), who outlined
the notion of language as symbolic power. Name-calling and the use of
pejoratives to describe individuals and groups with certain characteristics
reinforce disrespect and exclusion. Examples include words used for black
people in the United States, Dalits in India, women and sexual minorities
in different languages, the Roma in Europe, and people with disabilities,
among others. Sometimes the words that describe certain practices say
much about the social acceptance of exclusion. Many egregious practices
are described in playful or benign terms. For instance, the term eve teasing
is used in South Asia as a flippant euphemism to signify sexual harassment
of women in public places. Both the term and the practice are treated with
the same indulgence. The practice has come under cynosure only after a horrific gang rape in Delhi in 2012 came to light. The same is true of the term *teasing*, which is common in schools across the world. Much of what was once thought of as innocuous teasing is now recognized as bullying, a process that succeeds in excluding students with certain characteristics. Both sexual harassment and bullying, which are about assertion of power, are also being recognized in the workplace; both are mechanisms that exclude (by threat) certain groups from active participation in social life.

Many exclusionary practices are upheld through elaborate ideologies, rules, religious tenets, and even dictats. Bourdieu (1989, 21) famously remarked that “objective relations of power tend to reproduce themselves in relations of symbolic power.” Women, for instance, are assigned a place in the domestic sphere in most societies, a role endorsed by several religions. Caste in the Hindu hierarchy is a system of exclusion that sets clear roles and rules for groups, based on division of labor and ratified by religious texts. Castes are assigned their place in the economic, social, and religious orders. Other practices take on ritual significance because they are tied up with notions of honor that serve to keep groups excluded.

All of these practices have something in common: they create a web of norms that makes the most unequal and unfair practices seem normal. Hoff and Stiglitz (2010) cite the manner in which ideology shapes racial categories and perceptions, which in turn gives rise to “equilibrium fictions.” In order to maintain an exclusionary equilibrium, dominant groups can generate elaborate “fictions.” Dominant groups can also generate rules regarding who can do what. In feudal times, for instance, members of a group wore badges—epaulettes, logos, or other symbols—to indicate their status. Only members of the preferred group could use these symbols. In many societies, groups can be distinguished by their dress, headgear, or jewelry. These signs are one way of differentiating people socially; they are also a way of keeping lower-status groups in their “place” and maintaining the social distance between dominant and subordinate groups. Although many of these symbols and practices break down in urban areas, where anonymity trumps the maintenance of old forms of symbolic power, new intersections between power and space may occur.

The normative structure is not the only driver of social exclusion; both history and the quality of institutions matter. Slavery, apartheid, and caste are all systems of social stratification that have created institutions and processes that have solidified into divisions between dominant and subordinate groups. Many of these systems have changed over the years and
continue to do so. Yet the inexorable depth to which they have seeped into institutions and processes has rendered their dismantling more intractable. Divisions between groups, and between ethnic groups, often reflect colonial legacies, because colonial governance was often organized along ethnic lines, giving ethno-linguistic differences a fixity and social significance they had previously lacked (Mamdani 1996). At other times, ethnic or regional representation among key political power-holders often leads to some being considered “insiders” and others “outsiders.”

Laws, policies, and programs can propel change, but they may also have unintended consequences. Thus, differential retirement ages for men and women in China are meant as a concession to women workers, as are laws meant to protect young female migrants from abuse overseas by enforcing a minimum age for their departure. But both can have potentially negative consequences—excluding older women from the labor market and creating conditions for poor young women to migrate without documentation (Das 2008, 2012).

Another study (Ebenstein 2010) links China’s high ratios of males to females to the enforcement of its One Child Policy. It uses census data to show that fertility is lower and sex ratios higher among couples who are put under stricter fertility control. By exploiting regional and temporal variation in fines levied for “unauthorized births,” it finds that higher-fine regimes discourage fertility but are associated with higher ratios of males to females.

Take also the case of child molesting in the United States. In a bid to be tough on child molesters, several states and local governments passed zoning laws prohibiting sex offenders from living within close proximity to schools, parks, playgrounds, day care centers, and other places where children congregate. Levenson and Hern (2007) show that these residence restrictions had adverse consequences for long-term integration of the offenders into family and society, ranging from housing instability to limited accessibility to employment opportunities, social services, and social support. Young adult offenders were especially affected, because residence restrictions limited affordable housing options and often prevented them from living with family members.

Some unintended consequences of policies and programs are the result of service providers’ prejudices and preferences. For instance, service providers can reinforce and even exacerbate negative gender norms in the way they deal with patients or school children. The American Psychological Association (APA 2012) reports that teachers in the United States tend to perpetuate gender stereotypes in academic achievement, with lower
expectations for boys’ general academic skills, even after controlling for actual academic performance. African American boys are referred for disciplinary infractions more often than girls and nonminority children. This discipline gap appears to be related to behaviors that involve subjective interpretations; there are few ethnic and racial differences in referrals for behavior problems that are objectively identified, such as physical altercations and possession of weapons in schools.

**Internalization of Exclusion**

Negative stereotypes can have insidious effects when they are internalized in the belief systems of the excluded. They can, for instance, lead to low self-esteem, low aspirations, and potential group discouragement. The social psychology literature shows that people who maintain affiliations with a particular group echo the beliefs of that group, comply with its norms, and mimic the behavior of its members (Fiske 1998; Abrams and Hogg 1998).

A set of field experiments in the Greater Accra region of Ghana primed participants to make religious identity more salient and then measured the impact on altruism, trust, and trustworthiness. It found that increased salience of religious affiliation results in less altruism, trust, and trustworthiness toward members of other religions (Parra, Joseph, and Wodon 2013). Such internalization can also have insidious effects on the behavior of stigmatized individuals and groups, who may, for example, internalize stigma as a strategy of self-defense in the face of ostracism (Major and Eccleston 2005). This internalization may in turn perpetuate the same beliefs among their excluders that led to the exclusion in the first place.

There is now increasing evidence that exclusion, often conflated with “discrimination,” can affect the performance of excluded groups. Perceived discrimination can alter both the expectations of jobseekers from the labor market and their future labor supply decisions (Goldsmith et al. 2004). Members of excluded groups may therefore become discouraged and drop out of the labor force.

Similar effects of “giving up” are evident in education. Students who know they will face discrimination may not bother to apply to higher-level institutions (Leonhardt 2013). Using controlled experiments with junior high school (grades 6 to 8) students from the historically most disadvantaged caste in a village in Uttar Pradesh, India, Hoff and Pandey (2006) find that beliefs shaped by a history of prejudicial treatment can have a significant impact on children’s cognitive performance when opportunities are presented to them. Elmslie and Sedo (1996) use the concept of learned
helplessness to show that negative events, such as an episode of discrimination, can lead to a decrease in learning ability. Exclusion therefore can create helplessness and resignation at both the group and the individual level, which in turn diminishes human capital, constrains effort, and becomes somewhat of a self-fulfilling prophecy. As Loury (1999, 17) notes:

A psychological externality can occur when individuals draw on their own encounters with the market, and on the encounters of others to whom they are socially connected, to reach conclusions about, say, the extent to which effort accounts for market rewards—as opposed to ability or luck. In this scenario, the degree to which an individual believes that bad personal outcomes are a result of inadequate personal “effort” can depend on the aggregate experience of other members of the group.

A significant strand of the literature on policy preference places the onus of participation on the excluded group. It suggests that cultural preferences are in part responsible for the way in which some groups take advantage of or reject policies and programs. It hints that the nonparticipation by some groups is the result of their own choice, that they “self-exclude.”

Recent empirical work suggests that policy preferences may indeed vary by ethnic group but that variation may reflect an objective evaluation of what that policy means for the group. Based on an analysis of Afrobarometer data from 18 countries, Lieberman and McClendon (2012) conclude that the variation of preferences is not merely an expression of socioeconomic differences or group-level differences. Instead, they suggest that citizens use ethnicity as a “heuristic for judging their own life chances” and that “the overall well-being of the group affects an individual’s own self-esteem” (p. 20). They find more persistent disagreement about public policies among people from different politically relevant ethnic groups and where group disparities of wealth are high. Excluded groups therefore may accurately perceive their disadvantage and, on the basis of knowing that they will receive lower returns to any human capital assets they accumulate, rationally choose to invest less in those assets for themselves and their children (World Bank 2006; Hickey and du Toit 2007).

Groups that may seem as if they are rejecting a policy or program by not participating fully may well be rejecting the terms on which they are being asked to participate. These adverse terms could be in the form of mistreatment by service providers, lack of attention to traditional knowledge systems, or the design of policy. Some studies have focused on rejection of health services by tribal groups in India (box 2.2) and the Pygmy and other indigenous groups in Africa (Ohenjo et al. 2006).
Evidence on the use of health care by indigenous or tribal communities in different parts of the world shows that inclusion in services needs to go beyond the provision of facilities. Members of these communities need to feel that they are being treated with respect and dignity.

The Indian National Family Health Survey, for example, reports that less than 20 percent of Adivasi women gave birth in a health facility until 2005, compared with a national average of 40 percent. Between 1998 and 2005, the incidence of home births declined at a much slower pace for Adivasi women than it did for other women.

When asked why they did not use a health facility, the majority of Adivasi women said they did not consider it necessary to do so (World Bank 2011b). This response is readily interpreted by service providers as a sign of “low demand” and tends to be attributed to ignorance. But a number of studies suggest that other factors, such as discrimination against and mistreatment of tribal groups, may be at play.

One of the few studies from the early 1990s, for instance, documents the cultural chasm between Adivasi clients and non-Adivasi service providers in the Indian state of Maharashtra (Government of Maharashtra, UNICEF, and WHO 1991). It found that negative stereotypes of Adivasis as dirty pervaded the mindset of the anganwadi (child development center) workers who provide supplementary nutrition and early childhood support to preschool children and pregnant and lactating women. For their part, Adivasi women felt that they were treated without respect. A recent audit of maternal deaths in Madhya Pradesh reported serious problems of accountability to tribal women and multiple cases of botched childbirths in health centers (Subha, Sarojini, and Renu 2012).

Similarly, qualitative research conducted by the World Bank in the Sierra region of Peru shows that lack of respect for cultural practices and values is one of the most important deterrents preventing women from seeking an institutional birth (World Bank 2011a). Asked why they did not deliver their baby at a health facility, women provided the following responses:

- Attention is provided by unknown people, who do not speak indigenous languages.
- Traditional practices are discredited.

(continued next page)
BOX 2.2 (continued)

- Family members are not allowed to be present, and husbands are not allowed to help in the birth.
- Modesty does not allow them to fully disrobe, as required by health personnel.
- Vaginal examinations and other intrusive procedures are performed too frequently; combined with cold rooms, excessive light, and doors being opened, they may damage the baby.
- Women are given “improper” food that upsets the balance between “hot” and “cold” humors.
- There is no rope (soga) for vertical births, and head wrapping and traditional herbal remedies are not allowed.
- Placentas are not disposed of according to their practice, and women are not allowed to keep them.
- Time for after-birth rest is limited, and women and their babies must leave earlier than is thought safe.


Concluding Reflections

This chapter focused on the importance of processes, practices, and identities. Although these are clear drivers of exclusion, they can also be influenced for positive change. For instance, focusing on positive images or even positive stereotypes can improve the achievements of excluded groups. Women who read scientific essays asserting that there are no gender differences in mathematical ability perform better in mathematical problems (Dar-Nimrod and Heine 2006). Furthermore, positive perceptions—feelings of participation, belonging, and being respected in society—promote self-esteem and a sense of security. These perceptions have significant impacts on the way people experience objective conditions, adapt to their circumstances, and achieve a sense of fulfillment and happiness (Frey and Stutzer 2010). Positive feelings have also been shown to stimulate other factors that are related to ability, including self-regulation, creativity, divergent thinking, multitasking, and perseverance (Hall n.d.).
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Inclusion in What? Through What Channels?

Living in better housing has implications for jobs. People say that earlier their shoes would be all mucky, and they would leave the house stressed; now they appear for jobs looking more respectable. Also, in the previous barrio there were no addresses, now they can put down an address when searching for jobs.

—BARRIO RESIDENT, LOS ALAMOS, COLOMBIA, MOVING OUT OF POVERTY STUDY (WORLD BANK)

What Do Individuals and Groups Take Part In?

This chapter lays out three interrelated domains—markets, services, and spaces—within which individuals and groups take part in society. These domains represent both barriers to and opportunities for social inclusion. Just as the different dimensions of an individual’s life intersect, so do the three domains (figure 3.1). Intervening in one domain without consideration for the others is likely to be one of the most important reasons for the limited success of policies and programs in reducing social exclusion.

Markets

In their day-to-day interactions, individuals and groups engage in society through four major markets—land, housing, labor, and credit. The four markets intersect at the individual and the household level.
Land and housing markets. Land has been a historical driver of exclusion. The roots of exclusion of indigenous populations globally for instance, lie in significant part in the appropriation of their lands by their colonizers or other nonindigenous groups. Major social upheavals have been caused by unequal agrarian relations, which at once straddle land and labor markets.

In many parts of the world, women’s historical lack of de facto access to land has underpinned their lack of enforceable property and other rights. Today, as large tracts of land are being acquired for commercial purposes, issues of land use and ownership—with their potential for exclusion of local smallholders—have again come to occupy the global stage (Deininger 2011).

Social exclusion through access to land is not just a rural phenomenon. Urban land markets are notoriously skewed in favor of the rich and powerful. Of late, laws that govern their use and sale have been the subject of considerable debate. One of the manifestations of exclusion from urban land markets is unequal access to housing, which creates negative externalities in other areas, such as sanitation.

On the side of inclusion, land ownership can confer status and security (see Deininger and Feder 1998; Carter 2000), especially for women,
who are often denied equal shares of parental and other property. Panda and Agarwal (2005), for instance, find that ownership of land (but not any other asset) protects women from domestic violence. Realizing the importance of land in social and economic relations, Binswanger-Mkhize, Bourguignon, and van den Brink (2009) make a persuasive case for land redistribution for greater inclusion in countries that have had a history of inequalities based on land.

**Labor markets.** Like land markets, labor markets are crucial sites for the play of social relations. They reflect the existing and historical inequalities in a society and are tied up with social stratification (see Polanyi 1944). For instance, slavery was at its core an involuntary system of division of labor in which slaves worked on farms and plantations. Caste, similarly, is a system of occupational segregation that became a form of social stratification that systematically excluded certain groups.

Disparity in labor market outcomes is most visibly demonstrated by the gap in earnings between preferred and excluded groups. In their study of 18 Latin American countries, Ñopo, Atal, and Winder (2010) find sizable gender and ethnic wage gaps between indigenous and nonindigenous populations, partly as a result of disparities in education and other characteristics. However, there is an important net gender wage gap that cannot be explained by differences in measured human capital and other characteristics. It is likely driven by discrimination in both employment type and wages. The *World Development Report 2012: Gender Equality and Development* (World Bank 2012b) also finds unexplained gender wage gaps in all regions of the world, despite progress in overall gender wage gap reduction. The *World Development Report 2013: Jobs* (World Bank 2013) stresses the social value of jobs and makes a case for leveling the playing field in order to achieve higher-order goals.

**Credit markets.** Land and labor markets are intricately linked to credit markets, especially in developing societies. The most extreme form of coalescence between the three types of markets is forced labor, which still persists in many countries. In Nepal, for instance, as part of the Kamaiya and Haruwa/Charuwa systems, indebted families, often from the most disadvantaged castes, pledge themselves or their children to work because they cannot pay their debts to moneylenders, who are often also landowners. Under these labor arrangements, agricultural workers agree to bondage in return for advance payments of salary from landlords at rates
far below minimum wages or in lieu of loans at very high interest rates. Workers attached to the labor market through bonded labor mechanisms are rarely able to accumulate sufficient savings to repay the bond and are thus effectively in servitude for the remainder of their lives. The transition from bonded labor to greater labor freedom is fraught with risk, because freedom severs connections with former “employers,” who provided housing and employment. Generating alternative means of livelihoods can leave former bonded laborers without shelter, income, or access to services (World Bank 2011).

The global push toward “financial inclusion” may be overtly about the penetration of financial instruments into untapped markets, but it is equally about social inclusion. In the current milieu, where social assistance and wages, even for unskilled workers, are increasingly being channeled through banks and other formal payment mechanisms, lack of access to financial systems is an important axis of exclusion. Financial services are, moreover, increasingly tied up with access to digital technology, such as smart cards and automatic teller machines, which may add an additional layer of exclusion to individuals and groups that are either uneducated or otherwise already disadvantaged.

In fragile and conflict-affected states, only 15 percent of adults have bank accounts (Demirgüç-Kunt, Klapper, and Randall 2013). Poor access to credit and shocks can affect minorities disproportionately in more developed financial markets, too, as evident in the mortgage crisis in the United States. Most of these foreclosures were on owner-occupied properties with mortgages that were originated between 2005 and 2008. The majority (an estimated 56 percent) of families who lost homes were non-Hispanic and white, but this is partly explained by the fact that more white families took loans. African Americans and Latinos were disproportionately affected relative to their share of mortgage originations. For example, although African Americans and Latinos received 26 percent of all loans to low-income borrowers, they accounted for about 33 percent of foreclosures in this income category. This pattern held for all income categories, mostly because borrowers of color were more likely to have received higher-rate subprime loans (Bocian, Li, and Ernst 2010).

**Services**

Access to services is essential to improving the terms on which individuals and groups take part in society. Health and education services enhance human capital. Social protection services cushion vulnerable groups
against the effects of shocks and promote their well-being. Transport services enhance mobility, promote access to other services, and connect people to opportunities. Water and sanitation are essential for good health, and access to energy is important for maintaining one’s livelihoods and building human capital. Information services enhance connectedness and allow individuals to take part in the “new economy.”

The literature on ethnic diversity and provision of public services is divided on whether greater diversity improves access and quality or reduces it for members of a minority or subordinate group. Some experts argue that when the subordinate group is more numerous, it has a better chance of holding providers accountable and therefore gets better services (Guha 2007). Another strand of the literature claims that greater diversity in a service area improves access and quality for all. Whether service improves or not is to a great extent influenced by contextual factors, such as earnings at the local level, the extent of animosity among ethnic groups, and the institutional capacity to deliver services (see, for instance, Alesina, Baqir, and Easterly 1999).

Overall, subordinate groups tend to have lower access to and receive poorer quality of basic services. In rural areas of the Lao People’s Democratic Republic, for example, estimates suggest that a higher proportion of women from the excluded community (non-Lao-Tai) never attended school (34 percent compared with 6 percent of Lao-Tai women). Men from the excluded group fare better than women, but still worse than the majority group: 17 percent of non-Lao-Tai men never attended school, compared with only 4 percent of Lao-Tai men. Disparities are also visible in access to health services. In Vietnam, where poverty reduction has been impressive, indigenous peoples are less likely to be covered by health programs or receive vital vaccinations, despite impressive improvements in overall access to health (Hall and Patrinos 2006, 2012). In South Africa, antenatal care has been free for almost two decades, but nonwhite women and those living in rural areas are less likely than white women to receive antenatal care or to have a skilled attendant present at the time of delivery (Burgard 2004; Say and Raine 2007; Silal et al. 2012). Data from African countries show that groups that speak minority languages as their mother tongue typically have lower access to services such as water and electricity. In Uganda, for instance, where electricity coverage is low in general, almost half the Muganda respondents in the 2010 Uganda Demographic and Health Survey reported having electricity, but less than 5 percent of the Lugbara and Ngakaramajong
did (figure 3.2). Similar results show up in self-reported water insecurity from the Afrobarometer: the Langi, the Ateso, and the Alur report the highest incidence of having experienced water insecurity “many times or always,” whereas the Mutooro, Mukiga, and Munyankole are most likely to report never having experienced such insecurity (figure 3.3).

Because excluded or subordinate groups start from a low base, trends in improvements in access to services for them can be better than those for nonexcluded groups. Moreover, because they are often targeted for social assistance and other social protection programs, they are also over-represented among these programs’ beneficiaries. In Vietnam, for example, indigenous people tend to receive a higher proportion of preferential credit; free health care; tuition exemption and reduction; and support for agriculture, forestry, and aquaculture. In India, indigenous people (especially the poorest 20 percent) are more likely to benefit from the Integrated Child Development Services program, and they appear well represented as beneficiaries of the National Rural Employment Guarantee program (Das et al. 2012). South Africa deliberately sought to equalize the coverage of its social assistance programs that had predominantly whites among the beneficiaries by targeting blacks (see chapter 7).
Spaces

A final domain of inclusion is space. At one level, the notion is esoteric and fluid. At another, it has been prolifically used in the sociology, political science, philosophy, and psychology literature. Both philosopher Michel Foucault and sociologist Pierre Bourdieu focused on the relationship between power, knowledge, and space. In fact, many of Foucault’s ideas about space have been taken up by creative architects, who have sought to create urban spaces that seek to include rather than exclude.

Physical spaces have a social, political, and cultural character that solidifies systems and processes of exclusion. The most overt example of exclusion occurs when physical spaces are reserved for dominant groups, such as whites-only clubs during apartheid in South Africa or during slavery in the United States. Even today, literature in the United States suggests a subculture created by dominant groups to implicitly exclude minorities, even when they can afford to buy homes in their neighborhoods. Neighborhoods thus become white or black; the term “white flight” is
used to document the departure of white families when black people start to move to their neighborhoods.

In his classic work on segregation, Schelling (1978) shows that aggregate segregation of neighborhoods can occur just from the desire of each individual not to belong to an extreme minority in his or her neighborhood. Each time a member of a minority moves out of an area, it becomes more likely that others will do so, which leads to extreme segregation in the aggregate. Black neighborhoods are considered poor or “bad” or unsafe, reflecting at once a judgment of the social and economic character of the neighborhood. Similarly, there is evidence to suggest that Dalits in India and Nepal are still sometimes barred from entering temples and other physical spaces considered “pure.” Physical space has also been a focus of analysis in feminist geography (Women and Geography Study Group 1984; Rose 1993), with women often relegated to “interiors.”

Excluded groups can react to their disadvantage by claiming certain spaces, but doing so can have mixed effects. Clustering in certain geographical areas can serve as opportunity enclaves for the excluded, who, when excluded from the primary market, concentrate in secondary markets, which they use for social and economic mobility (Wilson and Portes 1980; Portes and Jensen 1989). This phenomenon has been documented for Cubans in Miami and other immigrants who skirt discrimination by consolidating their positions in secondary markets. Not all strategies of clustering necessarily lead to social mobility, as illustrated in differential child mortality patterns in Ghana, where the Ga have higher mortality rates than other ethnic groups. Weeks et al. (2006) find a close association between ethnic differences in child mortality and residential clustering in Accra. The Ga live in one-room dwellings with poor amenities, exposing women and children to health risks. If the Ga woman is unmarried or is non-Christian, the risk of losing a child during birth increases further, regardless of where the woman lives.

Economic and social spaces are often linked to political space—an idea that simultaneously subsumes notions of voice, agency, and participation. Because at its core social inclusion is also about accountability of the state to its citizens, it is as much about political space as it is about having an equitable share in markets and services. It is not just poor people or traditionally excluded groups that demand greater voice and space: in the Arab Spring, a group of educated young people felt excluded from
Poverty and minority status often compound the lack of access to political space. Many countries have seen a rolling back of state power since the 1980s, accompanied by a widening of economic opportunities. Yet state power continues to underpin many processes of exclusion and inclusion, and rent seeking becomes an important process of exclusion. For instance, the power to award mining leases or to sit in positions that can influence public sector hiring offers ample scope for kickbacks. Although politicians do not necessarily or exclusively favor their own ethnic or cultural group, groups with little or no political representation risk having their interests excluded from consideration (Marcus et al. 2013).

Being able to claim space is intrinsic to inclusion, because it facilitates freedom to think, act, aspire, and take up opportunities. Social psychologists have written prolifically about the impact of harassment, bullying, and similar acts of violence on individuals’ ability to take part in society. In the 2011 National School Climate Survey of 8,584 American self-identified lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) students between the ages of 13 and 20, 82 percent reported having been verbally harassed (for example, called names or threatened) at school because of their sexual orientation, and 64 percent reported having been harassed because of their gender expression the previous year. Almost two-fifths of respondents reported experiencing physical harassment (for example, being pushed or shoved) at school in the past year because of their sexual orientation, and 55 percent reported cyberbullying (being harassed or threatened via electronic media) by their peers. Such psychological violence affects access to services, such as education, as well as the sense of self. For example, students who experienced higher levels of victimization because of their sexual orientation or gender identity were two to three times more likely than students who experienced lower levels of victimization to have missed school the previous month. They were also more than twice as likely to report that they did not plan to pursue postsecondary education (for example, college or trade school) and to suffer from depression and low self-esteem (Kosciw et al. 2012). Although LGBT students were harassed because of other characteristics as well, their religious or ethnic identities were not nearly as important as their sexual identities (figure 3.4).
What Influences the Terms on Which Individuals and Groups Take Part in Society?

This report considers three related channels through which inclusion can be enhanced: ability, opportunity, and dignity (figure 3.5). All three channels act in tandem to produce the conditions on the basis of which people can take part in society. All three are also dependent on the background and social standing of the individual or group. In fact, it is sometimes difficult to tell whether a poor outcome reflects poor ability or poor opportunity, the roots of which go back to a previous generation.

*Ability*

Ability is innate to individuals. However, ability, when measured through achievement tests, may not be randomly distributed. Instead, it can be a function of family background and intergenerational endowments.

The literature on early childhood education indicates that the brain starts to develop in utero. Although brains are elastic enough to compensate for maternal or other in utero deprivations, they may not be able to fully do so. In addition, depriving children of stimulation and nutrition
in their early months and years permanently affects their development. Children born with low birthweight to very young mothers, for instance, start life with poor initial conditions. The empirical literature documents the adverse effects of hunger and malnutrition on the performance of children.

A child’s development, however, is not a matter of genes alone. Both neuroscience and social science research shows that the social environment, particularly of the family, affects a child’s development. Taking a cue from these facts, James Heckman (2012) makes a strong case for
“predistribution,” arguing that investment in very young children could compensate for the exclusion their parents may have faced. Such early investment could help arrest to some extent the intergenerational transmission of the outcomes of exclusion. Using U.S. data, Heckman shows that cognitive and noncognitive skills (such as motivation, ability to work on long-term plans, and the social skills needed to work with others) are equally predictive of many social outcomes: a 1 percent increase in either type of ability has a roughly equal effect, for instance, on reducing undesirable outcomes such as teenage pregnancy. Individuals with high levels of cognitive and noncognitive skills are also less likely to be incarcerated. In fact, for the lowest deciles, the drop in incarceration is greater for noncognitive than cognitive ability (Heckman 2012).

The average endowments of their ethnic group can also have an impact on individuals’ abilities. Borjas (1992) outlines the notion of “ethnic capital” to show that individuals who are members of high-performing groups tend to perform better than individuals from other groups. Earlier chapters discussed the depressing effect of exclusion on the performance of disadvantaged groups and the fact that when identity is made salient these groups perform worse than their potential would have predicted (Hoff and Pandey 2004). This report argues elsewhere that reference groups and role models are important in the “capacity to aspire,” to use the coinage of anthropologist Arjun Appadurai. When disadvantaged groups see others around them performing at a low level, they set a much lower bar than they would have if they belonged to high-performing groups.

Some of the research on female employment finds that even after controlling for a range of household and demographic characteristics, women’s employment outcomes are significantly correlated with the extent of gender inequality at the cluster or village level (Das and Desai 2003). Ability and achievement can therefore be said to be socially mediated.

**Opportunity**

Inequality of opportunity is one of the major constraints to the realization of human potential. Recent work on the Human Opportunities Index (HOI) underscores this fact and focuses policy attention on investments that equalize opportunities at the beginning of the life cycle. The HOI measures advances in the supply of basic opportunities (health, safe water, education) to children, with a goal of universal coverage. It aims to level the playing field in the provision of these services in order to equalize opportunity
The underlying assumption is that equalizing the supply of these services gives all individuals an equal chance of translating their capabilities into enhanced well-being. The HOI places emphasis on children, given evidence that interventions to equalize opportunity early in life are most efficient.

This report takes the idea of equality of opportunity further. It argues that identity can constrain both the supply of and the demand for opportunity.

Providing full opportunity is not only an institutional challenge in many countries; the process of expanding opportunities can itself be exclusionary. Take the case of health facilities in remote areas where the indigenous women described in box 2.2 in chapter 2 live. These women live in such remote areas that getting services to them that are of the same quality and quantity as those provided to their urban counterparts is fiscally and institutionally challenging. The placement of health centers often depends on the voice of the residents. Some of the most remote residents also have the weakest voice. Even if health centers are available, quality can be uneven, because medical staff is often absent. Moreover, there is also “low demand” for facilities, or of opportunity, for a number of reasons. The indignity and humiliation they experience at the hands of service providers deter women from wanting to go to the facility. Demand for the opportunity to give birth in a health facility could also be physically constrained by threats and violence, as dominant groups in some areas prevent subordinate groups from accessing markets, services, and spaces.

Opportunity is also mediated by the special needs of some groups. Because of initial conditions, including innate characteristics (such as disability status) or life experiences, some people may require remedial efforts in order to access the same degree of opportunity. An estimated 12–16 percent of all children in the United States come into the school system with a disability that hampers their ability to learn (AAP 2001). Children with disabilities who receive targeted support in addition to schooling are more likely to graduate, find employment, and live independently (Shonkoff and Meisels 2000). Yet remedial services are seriously deficient, mirroring the wider social, economic, and political exclusion of persons with disabilities worldwide (Yeo and Moore 2003).

As another example, an estimated 3 million children work in the sex trade around the world. Even if they are removed from these circumstances, catching up with their peers who are already in regular school settings will require additional help, in the form of medical care, economic
Low-income students have always trailed their richer peers in school performance, but these gaps have been widening in recent years. In the United States, class has overtaken race as a predictor of academic success (DeParle 2012). Economic inequality drives these growing gaps.

The rich have gotten richer, and wealthy parents are outspending their lower-income counterparts on their children’s education. They pay for enrichment activities such as sports, music lessons, and summer camps. They hire coaches to support their children academically. Poorer children not only compete against peers whose parents have more money to spend. They also suffer from perceptions—from family, friends, society, and not least themselves—that can become major obstacles in their uphill struggle.

Angelica Gonzalez, a young woman from a struggling, low-income family in Galveston, Texas, seemed to have beaten the odds: despite attending a high school in Galveston, Texas, deemed “academically unacceptable,” she still managed to do extraordinarily well, ranking at the 84th percentile nationwide for the math and reading portions of the Standardized Aptitude Test (SAT). Her dream was to get into college and to do better than her mother and grandmother, who worked at Walmart, always struggling to make ends meet.

But when Angelica makes it into Emory University—a top-ranked institution in Atlanta, Georgia—her family mocks her, saying “Now you go to some big fancy school!” Her boyfriend does not see the point of her getting a degree either. He wants her to work in her dad’s local furniture store instead.

College does not start well for Angelica. She fails to access the extensive financial support Emory would have granted her. Emory costs nearly $50,000 a year, but it is one of the few top schools that promises to meet the financial needs of any student good enough to be admitted. But Angelica fails to fill in the financial aid forms correctly, partly because she does not know how to get hold of her father, from whom she needs financial details. As a result, Emory keeps underestimating her needs. Angelica senses that something has gone wrong, but she doesn’t complain. Her reaction is not uncommon: poor students and their parents are much less likely to challenge institutions than their middle-income peers. They are not used to institutions responding to them. Angelica gets a private loan instead. To protect her mother from worries, she has

(box continues next page)
support, and remedial therapy and counseling, before they can successfully take up educational opportunities (Kristof and WuDunn 2010).

Finally, opportunity is dynamic over the life cycle and over life events. Equalizing opportunities at the beginning of the life cycle does not ensure the capacity for equal outcomes over time. There are critical junctures in the life cycle, including first entry into the job market and job searches for career advancement, when both demand and supply factors play an important role in reallocating opportunity. There are also catastrophic and unforeseen events, such as economic crises and natural disasters, which reallocate opportunity, with unequal impacts on population subgroups. In the recent financial crisis in the United States, for instance, African Americans were twice as likely as whites to lose their jobs, and it took them much longer to regain employment (Lynch 2012).

Dignity

In an article in Foreign Policy, historian Leon Aron (2011) lays out the implications of dignity, which often have nothing to do with poverty but with feeling alienated and unrespected:

From the Founding Fathers to the Jacobins and Bolsheviks, revolutionaries have fought under essentially the same banner: advancement of
human dignity…. “Dignity before bread!” was the slogan of the Tunisian revolution. The Tunisian economy had grown between 2 and 8 percent a year in the two decades preceding the revolt. With high oil prices, Libya on the brink of uprising also enjoyed an economic boom of sorts. Both are reminders that in the modern world, economic progress is not a substitute for the pride and self-respect of citizenship.

The idea that dignity matters for individuals and groups is not new for development theory and practice. The word *dignity* is mentioned in several human rights covenants and charters. It appears in the Preamble of the Charter of the United Nations, is referred to in Article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and appears in Article 10 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which states that “all persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated with humanity and with respect for the inherent dignity of the human person.” Amartya Sen’s idea of capabilities (Sen 1999) encompasses the notion of human dignity, as does Nussbaum’s list of 10 “central human capabilities” (Nussbaum 2000).

Although rooted in philosophy and human rights activism, the idea of dignity is increasingly gaining currency in mainstream economic, social, and political thought. In his analysis of protest movements across the world, journalist Thomas Friedman (2012) speaks of the “politics of dignity.” The application of the idea of “social recognition” is becoming increasingly common in companies, whose human resource departments seek to recognize diversity and pluralism in the organization as a way to promote productivity and belongingness to the organization.

Dignity as it relates to social inclusion is intrinsically linked to respect and recognition. When, through their institutions and norms, dominant cultures and processes actively disrespect individuals and groups who are considered subordinate, those individuals or groups can either opt out, as argued earlier, submit, or protest (box 3.2). As Appiah (2006) writes:

Since ... old restrictions suggested substantially negative norms of identification, constructing a life with dignity entails developing positive norms of identification instead…. But if one is to be out of the closet in a society that deprives homosexuals of equal dignity and respect, then one must constantly deal with assaults on one’s dignity. Thus, the right to live as an “open” homosexual is not enough. It is not even enough to be treated with equal dignity *despite* being homosexual, for that would mean accepting that being homosexual counts to some degree against one’s dignity. Instead, one must ask to be respected as gay. [Author’s emphasis.]
Box 3.2

Self-Exclusion or Self-Defense? Quilombos, the “Runaway” Slave Communities in Brazil

Africans who came to Latin America as slaves and their descendants were integrated into the local social and economic structures under unmentionable conditions. Not surprisingly, many slaves escaped (“marooned”) and settled in remote areas. Although the majority of settlements disbanded after the abolition of slavery, some have persisted until today. Current residents of these semi-autonomous communities are known by various names, including quilombola, mocambo, palenquero, and the more general cimarrón.

For more than a century, these enclaves were ignored by the state and largely isolated from the rest of society. Isolation enabled these people to preserve their unique cultures, but it prevented them from benefiting from advances in living standards.

In Brazil, the First National Meeting of Quilombola Communities took place in 1995. It produced an official document that called for land registration and social policies for these communities. In 2003, only 724 quilombola communities were recognized as such. With the incorporation of the Brazil Quilombola Program into the national plan, the government granted rights, including land ownership rights, to 3,524 self-identified quilombola communities and promoted their social and economic inclusion.

Piggybacking on an immunization campaign, a government-sponsored study on quilombolas conducted in 2006 quantifies the conditions of these communities. Their settlements are relatively small; about half have fewer than 300 people, and three-quarters have fewer than 200 houses, though quilombola families tend to be multigenerational. A majority of quilombola enclaves have electricity, but only a quarter have trash collection or are connected to a public sewerage system. Only half of household heads have more than four years of schooling.

The heightened attention to quilombolas has translated into concerted efforts by the Brazilian government and civil society for social inclusion on quilombola terms. Policies, particularly in education and health, are tailored to quilombola heritage and way of life.

A World Bank and Japanese Trust Fund project targeting more than 15,000 quilombola families in three Brazilian states used a consultative process to identify (box continues next page)
Feelings of being treated with dignity and respect can promote trust and social harmony. Lister (2004, 2008) looks at recognition as it relates to political participation, arguing that it is emblematic of the notion of social inclusion. Drawing from projects such as the All Together in Dignity Fourth World movement, she finds that recognition is highly relevant to inclusion through the avenues of participation and voice. For example, she discusses how participants of various projects find “the experience of being listened to and taken seriously unusual,” because they were often treated with disrespect. They complained that people with political and social power did not think of them as “human beings with the rights and capacities to participate in public debate” (Holman 1998, 16, quoted in Lister 2004).

Recognition, which is a core aspect of dignity, can be literal and symbolic. Lack of recognition renders some individuals and groups invisible. They are often not counted in official statistics, for a variety of reasons. For instance, in many cultures, a disabled member of the household is not reported in the household roster when survey personnel come to conduct interviews. In other cases, groups such as refugees who cross borders without documents are also not counted. Other undocumented people include stateless people and legal citizens who lack documents to prove their residency or eligibility for various benefits.

Like many of the processes and practices discussed earlier, ideas of dignity—of according dignity or being treated without dignity—are measurable. The empirical literature on dignity has been led by medical ethicists and advocates of respectful treatment of patients, especially the terminally ill, the elderly, and people with significant physical and cognitive impairments, at the hands of medical providers. Using data...
from the Commonwealth Fund 2001 Health Care Quality Survey of 6,722 adults in the United States, Beach et al. (2005) analyze the association between two measures of respect (involvement in decisions and treatment with dignity) and patient outcomes (satisfaction, adherence, and receipt of optimal preventive care). After controlling for respondents’ demographic characteristics, they show that the probability of reporting a high level of satisfaction is higher for people treated with dignity. Being involved in decisions was significantly associated with adherence to treatment for whites, whereas being treated with dignity was significantly associated with adherence for racial or ethnic minorities. Because measures of dignity are still being developed, the terms dignity, respect, and recognition are often used interchangeably.

Surveys reveal negative attitudes toward traditionally excluded groups, even in countries where formal institutions embody principles of equality, recognition, and respect. For example, the Life in Transition Survey—conducted jointly by the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the World Bank in 29 transition economies and 5 Western European countries in 2010—reveals that large percentages of the population are unwilling to live in the same neighborhood with homosexuals (55 percent of respondents), Roma (49 percent), and people living with HIV/AIDS (43 percent). Many other groups—immigrants, people with a different religion or race, and cohabitating unmarried couples—also shared the experience of being unwanted (table 3.1).

A 2011 survey in China of 128,000 migrants in urban areas asked respondents whether they thought migrants were “always looked down on” in the cities in which they lived. Between one-third and one-fourth of urban migrants thought they were always looked down on by locals, a finding that varied little with age or education (figure 3.6). Feelings of being looked down on increased with the length of stay in the city, suggesting that migrants encountered unpleasant behavior if they stayed long enough and interacted with more people. The survey also asked migrants about their feelings of happiness. It found that happiness is positively correlated with feelings of being integrated and of liking their city. But across the board, and at the multivariate level, people with higher levels of education were significantly unhappier than their less educated counterparts—despite the fact that education is negatively correlated with feelings of being looked down on. This finding implies that happiness and dignity are not the same and that educated migrants, especially younger people, may have higher aspirations and unmet needs (Shi 2012).
Table 3.1 Unwanted Neighbors across Europe and Central Asia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Percentage of respondents not wanting group as neighbor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drug addicts</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedophiles</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy drinkers</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homosexuals</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roma</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People who have HIV/AIDS</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigrants or foreign workers</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People of a different race</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewish people</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People of a different religion</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmarried couples living together</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People who speak a different language</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor people</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elderly people</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Families with children</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Lakhani, Sacks, and Heltberg 2012, based on results of Life in Transition Survey.

Concluding Reflections

This report defines social inclusion in two ways. The first is a broad sweep that defines it as “the process of improving the terms for individuals and groups to take part in society.” A second, sharper definition takes into account how the terms can be improved and for whom. It articulates social inclusion as “the process of improving the ability, opportunity and dignity of people, disadvantaged on the basis of their identity, to take part in society.”

Part I of this report discussed the fact that social inclusion is both a process and an outcome. It spans different levels of people (individuals, groups, and entire societies) who take part in markets, services, and spaces. In addition, markets, services, and spaces are interrelated categories, and intervention in one domain can have effects on another. Although identities affect the manner and extent of inclusion, no one is fully excluded from or fully included in his or her social universe. It is the intersection of identities that confers advantage or disadvantage. The process of making sure that individuals and groups can take part on terms that are acceptable to them is
Figure 3.6 Migrants in Urban China Speak of “Being Looked Down on” by Locals, 2011

a. By age

b. By education

Source: Shi 2012.
Note: Based on responses to the question, “Do you agree with the view that migrants are always looked down on by locals?” in the 2011 Migrant Survey conducted by the National Health and Family Planning Commission of the People’s Republic of China.
the essence of social inclusion. It can be achieved by enhancing the abilities, opportunities, and dignity of individuals and groups. These three channels are also interrelated and overlapping. Chapters 4–8 discuss why the imperative for social inclusion is so urgent and how change can be influenced.
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TRANSITIONS, TRANSFORMATIONS, AND PERCEPTIONS

PART II
Transitions, Transformations, and the Changing Context of Inclusion

For the loser now
Will be later to win
For the times they are a-changin’.

—BOB DYLAN, “THE TIMES THEY ARE A-CHANGIN’” (1964)

It seems as though many more people are talking about social inclusion. The social movements that followed the food, fuel, and financial crises of the early years of the millennium, and the ongoing financial crises, have shaken the complacency of the high growth years of the late 20th century. Home foreclosures in the United States poignantly brought home the catastrophe that strikes families who lose their homes. The Occupy Wall Street movement trained its eyes on the top 1 percent of the wealthiest Americans and spearheaded mirror “occupy” movements elsewhere in the world. The Middle East was shaken in 2011, not by war but by a surge of protest against the social order. Other emerging markets, including Brazil and Turkey, are reverberating with the protest of rich and poor alike. Microblogs in China reflect deepening demand for citizens’ voice. In Africa, farmers are protesting against the acquisition of their lands for commercial purposes. Natural disasters have become common, and climate change is affecting the lives of citizens across welfare groups. The global play for natural resources is leading to significant tensions in many parts of the world. These events have complex implications for social inclusion. They are underpinned by larger transitions and transformations.

Much of the political upheaval witnessed today can be linked to demographic, spatial, and economic transitions and changes in knowledge and
information that are transforming societies. The cumulative impact of the transitions witnessed in the past several decades has changed the profile of the global community and reshaped some of the social inclusion issues that will be faced in the future. The new global population is increasingly older, but it also has large youth cohorts; it lives in urban areas and under new types of living arrangements; it is less poor, better educated, and more interconnected but also in many ways more unequal than before. In addition, migration is becoming one of the most potent forces of social churning, creating new challenges for citizens, policy makers, and politicians alike. These and other transitions present opportunities for greater inclusion, but they also create new types of exclusion and exacerbate the exclusion of already disadvantaged groups.

This chapter looks at major transitions and transformations of the past several decades as a frame of reference to prognosticate on the drivers of exclusion and the potential for inclusion in the coming years. It focuses on transitions in four areas: demographic, spatial, economic, and knowledge. It argues that the cumulative impact of these large-scale transitions has changed the context for inclusion, either by creating new groups that deserve attention or by changing the forms of, and opportunities for, both inclusion and exclusion. The chapter also highlights the fact that there are significant differences across countries and regions, some of which are being excluded from the fruits of progress more than others or are likely to face particular issues of inclusion. Chapter 5 then considers attitudes and perceptions in response to some of these transitions, giving credence to the idea that large-scale transitions have also affected how people react to their social reality, which in turn affects the opportunities and challenges for social inclusion.

**Complex Demographic Transitions**

*Fertility and Mortality: Changing Families and Age Structure*

Demographic transitions observed today are far more complex than earlier transitions and affect multiple groups in myriad ways. High fertility and mortality rates, for example, have implications beyond population growth. At the household level, high fertility is associated with low access to education and health, with all its implications for future life choices. For women living in countries with high fertility rates, lack of control over their own fertility is a key axis of their exclusion from the rest of
the world. There are also significant impacts at the country level, with high-fertility countries being left out of positive global trends and having poor human development outcomes. More generally, the combination of low fertility and mortality with other complex demographic transitions, as manifested in major transformations in age and family structures, living arrangements, and diversity of populations, has significant social inclusion implications (table 4.1).

### Table 4.1 Demographic Transitions: Illustrative Implications for Social Inclusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affected group</th>
<th>Markets</th>
<th>Services</th>
<th>Spaces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elderly people</td>
<td>• Enabling older workers to remain productive</td>
<td>• Ensuring that social security and pension systems allow for aging with dignity</td>
<td>• Making public spaces accessible for elderly (for example, wheelchair access)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ensuring that social security and pension systems allow for aging with dignity</td>
<td>• Enabling better coverage and quality of formal and informal care arrangements; social security; new forms of health services; assistive technology; and transport services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth</td>
<td>• Enhancing youth employment</td>
<td>• Supporting the development of marketable skills and noncognitive skills</td>
<td>• Acknowledging aspirations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single parents, split families, homosexual couples, widows, orphans</td>
<td>• Equalizing access to jobs, credit, and housing for groups that are traditionally excluded</td>
<td>• Providing child care services</td>
<td>• Enhancing voice and participation in decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Creating flexible work arrangements, so that more groups can participate in the labor market</td>
<td>• Providing social protection services for the vulnerable among the traditionally excluded</td>
<td>• Acknowledging and fulfilling demands for recognition, political representation, and legal standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certain groups of women</td>
<td>• Ensuring access to land, housing and property, and credit markets</td>
<td>• Supporting the development of marketable skills and noncognitive skills</td>
<td>• Making public places safe and secure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ensuring access to the labor market and better terms of employment</td>
<td>• Putting in place mechanisms to prevent violence and services for survivors of violence</td>
<td>• Ensuring better representation in positions of authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Providing child care services</td>
<td>• Enforcing laws that equalize opportunity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Providing legal services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fertility has declined all over the world since 1970, but the decline has been uneven. As of 2013, 88 out of 198 countries had fertility rates that were below the replacement level of 2.1. Yet some countries, many of which are in conflict or fragile situations, continue to have very high fertility rates (box 4.1). Niger, for example, has a total fertility rate (TFR) of more than 7.0 births per woman, with very small declines since 1975–80. Afghanistan, Chad, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Mali, Somalia, Uganda, and Zambia all have TFRs of more than 6.0. At the other end of the spectrum, fertility rates below replacement level mean that the populations of some economies are expected to decrease by at least 10 percent by 2050. These economies include Belarus, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cuba, Georgia, Japan, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Portugal, Romania, the Russian Federation, Serbia, and Ukraine. Many Asian countries are also experiencing a “retreat from childbearing” by women of reproductive age (see, for instance, Lesthaeghe 2010). These countries are either importing labor or will need to do so in the near future, which has implications for migration, the number of foreign workers, and their families.

Age structures of populations have been altered; many developing countries will grapple simultaneously with bulging youth cohorts and rapidly aging populations in the years ahead (box 4.2). Today’s unprecedented youth cohort in many developing countries has generated new interest in the “demographic dividend,” but not all countries have the vision or the capacity to put in place policies that can reap it (box 4.3). Reaping a demographic dividend requires concerted action on poverty, employment, and human development, as well as skillful management of the political economy. China, among a few other countries, has famously made good use of its large young labor force (World Bank and DRC 2013). If unmanaged, large youth cohorts can come with significant economic, social, and political cost. In conflict countries, where the demographic window has opened or is about to open, these issues can become even more acute, as young people are vulnerable to being recruited for armed conflict. Youth are also more likely to be unemployed than adults in countries where their numbers are large (figure 4.1); many countries will struggle to absorb the new labor force entrants.

Although jobs are an important piece of the youth puzzle, employment is not the only important issue for youth. In fact, as the World Development Report 2013 notes, jobs have benefits that go beyond incomes to social
BOX 4.1

World Population, 1950–2100

The population of Sub-Saharan Africa is expected to double in size and to account for more than 20 percent of the world population by 2050. The world will soon overwhelmingly comprise people born in developing regions, particularly Africa and fragile countries. This trend has implications for international migration, urban growth, and competition for investment in new and untapped markets. In turn, it will mark a continuing shift in the global relations of power. Unless the countries that will have the largest populations and the largest markets also have the strongest voices in local and global decision making, it can have negative political consequences as well.

Figure B4.1.1 World Population, by Region, 1950–2100

Source: UN 2011b.
Note: Medium-variant estimates.
BOX 4.2

Population Pyramids Are History

Transitions in fertility and mortality and uneven migration patterns will make population pyramids extinct by 2050, in all except the very high fertility countries. Figure B4.2.1 shows age structures of three very different contexts: Uganda, where the fertility transition has been slow and late; Poland, which has very low fertility and low mortality; and the Arab Republic of Egypt, which falls in between these two scenarios. The figures show that by 2050, half of Uganda’s population will be below 20 years of age; Egypt’s population, which is young now, will be older and replaced by a much smaller cohort of young people; and Poland will have a full-fledged aging crisis. Each of these three scenarios underscores the need for planning and vision.

Figure B4.2.1 Population Pyramids in Uganda, Poland, and the Arab Republic of Egypt, 1950, 2010, and 2050

(continued next page)
Figure B4.2.1 Population Pyramids in Uganda, Poland, and the Arab Republic of Egypt, 1950, 2010, and 2050 (continued)

Source: World Bank, based on data from UN 2011b.
cohesion and personal well-being, which is just as, if not more, important (World Bank 2013).

Large numbers of the elderly are likely to generate new pressures for social inclusion. By 2050, one person in five in less developed countries and nearly one in three in developed countries is expected to be over 60, with some variation across countries. An increasing number of older adults are living alone, rather than in joint family situations as in previous generations. This change is particularly important for developing countries, where extended families have been the norm until very recently.

Apart from the fiscal and institutional challenges of providing for the elderly (through pensions, social security, and public health care), there may well have to be a major restructuring in work arrangements across the population. Such restructuring could include increasing the age of retirement, shifting employment of the elderly from jobs that require physical strength to ones that require knowledge and experience, and increasing part-time employment. Here, too, the intergenerational aspects will need to be carefully managed, as increasing retirement ages could have an adverse impact on youth employment. Finally, societies

---

**BOX 4.3**

**Young People in Morocco: Cost or Dividend?**

Thirty percent of Morocco’s population is between the ages of 15 and 29. Half of these people are neither in school nor working. Most active labor market programs in Morocco target a small section of youth who have tertiary training. But most youth have less than secondary education or no education and end up in informal private sector jobs that come without security or benefits. Better jobs call for competency in French, a skill that most youth leaving public schools lack.

In addition to economic costs, there are social costs to youth being excluded from the labor market. Employment is integral to dignity, in particular for young men in Morocco, who are culturally expected to start a family once they finish education. Failure to secure employment undermines self-esteem and social standing and can lead to depression and frustration. In a recent World Bank study, young men openly described their vulnerability to crime and drugs and women described their vulnerability to prostitution. One in three young people reported wanting to seek better prospects abroad.

Figure 4.1 In Countries Where Their Numbers Are Large, Youth Are More Likely Than Adults to Be Unemployed

Note: Values are included for all countries for which data for both variables were available in the period 2005–2011. Latest data available are used.
and families will have to be more cognizant of the needs of the elderly if they are to provide better care arrangements and facilitate more dignified aging.

Despite the worldwide decline in mortality, some populations have been excluded, both within and across countries or regions. Exclusion is reflected most starkly in skewed sex ratios. Women have a biological propensity to live longer and have higher survival chances at birth, so more men than women in a population suggests discrimination against females, which takes place at different stages in their lives. Women in many countries die needlessly in childbirth, and girls die needlessly through neglect. Most of the preventable maternal and child deaths take place among the poor and among racial and ethnic minorities. The pattern of excess boys that has been written about most prolifically in the context of India and China is actually more widespread. It is true that the two most populous countries account for the largest number of excess female deaths, but similar trends are observed in Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kosovo, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Montenegro, Pakistan, and the Republic of Korea. In Vietnam, sex ratio at birth has increased continually over the past three decades (Guilmoto 2011). Technological advances have made it possible to detect the sex of a child early in a pregnancy and to terminate a pregnancy more easily. Although some countries, such as India and China, have laws that prohibit doctors from revealing the sex of the child to parents, the laws are not enforced.

Apart from the fact that they reflect serious bias against women and girls, skewed sex ratios have implications for marriage markets and migration patterns. In China, for example, the share of unmarried men above the age of 30 is predicted to increase dramatically in the next few decades (Eberstadt 2011). Anecdotal accounts of Indian brides from other states in the female-deficit state of Haryana indicate that women enter the marriage market in unknown territories, usually from a position of weakness, going through significant physical and mental stress in the process of their adaptation, often without support.

Although the HIV/AIDS epidemic seems on the decline, there are still a number of countries that have high levels of the disease. In Southern Africa, the region with the highest prevalence of the disease, life expectancy fell from 61 years in 1990–95 to 51 years in 2005–10. Although it has recently started to increase, life expectancy in the region is not expected to recover to the level in the early 1990s before 2035. As a consequence,
the growth rate of the population in the region has declined (UN 2011a). People with HIV/AIDS face higher risk of death and are stigmatized and excluded from a number of domains. Their children are at greater risk of orphanhood, and the impacts of the disease permeate their families, as discussed in chapter 5.

Developing countries and populations are not the only ones excluded from the huge progress in mortality decline. Eastern Europe has experienced reductions in life expectancy since the late 1980s. Despite having recorded some recovery since the late 1990s, Moldova, the Russian Federation, and Ukraine currently have the lowest life expectancies among developed countries (below 70 years), driven mainly by very high rates of male mortality. Brainerd and Cutler (2005) mark out a “mortality belt” in Eastern Europe, where men die much earlier than women and their male counterparts in other Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries. They attribute this pattern to two main factors: alcohol use, especially as it relates to external causes of death (homicide, suicide, and accidents), and stress associated with a poor outlook for the future.

In addition to fertility patterns, far-reaching demographic changes have led to new family formations and living arrangements. For instance, delayed marriage and childbearing have played a role in the fertility transition. Women are also increasingly having children outside of wedlock, and couples are cohabiting rather than marrying more than before, leading to a decline in marriage. The norm of a two-parent heterosexual family is under question, especially in some OECD countries and parts of Latin America.

In developing countries, urbanization, modern social mores, and migration have meant that extended families are increasingly moving to a nuclear model. Table 4.2 shows the recent decline in the proportion of extended and joint families (accompanied by an increase in single, semi-single, and nuclear families) in Bangladesh, often considered a “traditional” country. These new family formations have important social consequences at the individual, household, community, and national levels.

Split families in China are aberrant enough to warrant serious policy concern. Nuclear families allow women greater freedom and control over their own lives, but they also impose a greater burden of caregiving on them, especially in countries where informal arrangements dominate the provision of care. Outward migration is also known to have profound effects on family life. A thread of the literature from Kerala, India, and Sri Lanka focuses on the impact on the mental health of both men
women who return from work overseas. Some of the literature on households headed by women whose husbands migrate shows that wives who stay behind tend to have greater freedom of choice and control over resources (see, for instance, Yabiku, Agadjanian, and Sevoyan 2010 for Mozambique).

Migration: Toward More Diverse Populations

Migration is likely to become a more dramatic and volatile demographic process than fertility or mortality, leading to more diverse societies and challenges to family structures. In Germany, for example, foreigners will make up 30 percent of the total population by 2030 and more than half of the population of major cities such as Frankfurt and Berlin (Ulrich and Muenz 1995). The United States has had a relatively liberal immigration policy compared with many other countries in the OECD. Foreign-born residents represent nearly 13 percent of its population, up from 6 percent in 1980 (MacDonald and Sampson 2012).

The prolonged recession and unemployment in the United States and Europe and a simultaneous boom in many developing countries have had an effect on migration patterns. Anecdotal accounts indicate that skilled job seekers from southern Europe are moving to take advantage of opportunities in economically stronger countries, such as Germany and the countries of Scandinavia (Demling 2012). There are similar accounts of Portuguese workers migrating to Brazil and Mozambique, given the high

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Household type</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>57.9</td>
<td>57.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-single</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Note: Households are classified as follows (following Amin 1998): a single household includes just one member; a nuclear household includes a married couple and unmarried children; a semi-single household includes a single parent and children or a household head and relatives but no married couple; an extended household includes one married couple and children, relatives, or both. A joint household is an extended household with multiple couples.
levels of unemployment in Portugal and better opportunities for high-skilled workers in the new receiving areas.

In each of these cases, workers hit or at risk of being hit by the recession are now finding new avenues for inclusion. However, they are likely to face new challenges in their new countries. There is little historical evidence to understand what happens when workers from previously colonizing countries migrate to their erstwhile colonies because of vulnerability, not colonization.

Migration within countries is also becoming larger in size and significance. In Latin America, for instance, much internal migration is between cities. Like international migration, internal migration is non-linear, complex, and country specific. The ongoing internal migration in China, for example, is the greatest and fastest movement of humans in history. In 2010, 19.5 percent of the people in China were migrants, more than 15 percent of whom moved from one city to another (World Bank and DRC 2013). The existence of the registration system, the hukou, which does not allow families of migrants the same access to markets, services, and spaces in the host area as the families of natives, has come under increasing scrutiny. The inclusion of urban migrants in Chinese cities is now a top priority of the government, which recognizes the far-reaching impacts that the unique nature of Chinese migration has had on urban and rural social structures.

People who migrate under the most extreme forms of duress, such as war, natural disaster, or extreme poverty, end up being some of the most excluded groups in their host countries or regions. About 15.4 million of the global migrant populations are refugees who fled armed conflict. The number of forcibly displaced people within borders is even larger, with 27.5 million of the 44 million people who are involuntarily or forcibly displaced across the world classified as internally displaced (UNFPA n.d.).

In addition to forced migration as a result of conflict, human trafficking is pervasive and has many faces, including forced or bonded labor; domestic servitude and forced marriage; organ removal; and the exploitation of children in begging, the sex trade, and warfare. Probably as a result of statistical bias and national legislation, sexual exploitation is the most commonly identified form of human trafficking (79 percent), followed by forced labor (18 percent). Women are disproportionately involved in human trafficking as victims (two-thirds of the reported victims worldwide), whereas the majority of traffickers are male (UNODC n.d.).
Urbanization was one of the most dramatic transitions of the previous century. It will continue to unfold in this century. In the mid-20th century, less than a third of the world population, and about half of the population in developed countries, lived in urban areas. The steady increase in urban populations since then has resulted in nearly half of the world population living in urban areas at the turn of the 21st century. Urban population has continued to increase in the 2000s, not just as a result of migration from rural to urban areas (which is estimated to account for 40 percent of urbanization) but also as a result of high fertility in urban areas (Montgomery 2009).

The importance of urbanization for social inclusion lies in both the prospects and the barriers it presents. For instance, urban space offers anonymity that allows some groups to meld in. In the 1960s, noted Indian sociologist M. N. Srinivas put forward a theory that caste hierarchies and the norms that discriminated against groups that had been historically disadvantaged, would be diluted as urbanization proceeded. This is indeed what happened: although caste is far from eradicated, even in urban areas, its sting has definitely dulled. At the individual and household level, urbanization offers the possibility for social mobility through a range of new opportunities. Migrants from rural areas move to cities and towns seeking new jobs, business opportunities, and education. Cities and towns also offer a different social milieu than do villages. Old norms and values give way to new and more diverse ones. The village society tends to rely on proximity between kin and clan groups, which is less pronounced in urban areas. But, as pointed out earlier, in urban areas, too, ethnic groups and

---

Resident of a favela in Brazil, Voices of the Poor study (World Bank)
migrants from the same sending area often live in close proximity and draw on networks from their places of origin. New social networks and social capital are also built, and professional and neighborhood groups become new sources of social support.

Not all social processes in urban areas are necessarily positive for excluded groups; new axes of exclusion are also created (table 4.3). Mental health issues, substance abuse, and poor security all affect

Table 4.3 Spatial Transitions: Illustrative Implications for Social Inclusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affected group</th>
<th>Markets</th>
<th>Services</th>
<th>Spaces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slum residents</td>
<td>Reforming housing markets and urban zoning laws to ensure equitable access</td>
<td>Extending basic services across the board</td>
<td>Acknowledging and fulfilling demands for recognition, political representation, and legal standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor migrant workers, internally displaced people, refugees, people affected by conflict, families of migrants left behind in sending areas</td>
<td>Ensuring equitable access to labor market, fair wages, and worker protection</td>
<td>Extending basic services across the board</td>
<td>Acknowledging and fulfilling demands for recognition, political representation, and legal standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intervening in markets to ensure employment for displaced people, movement of goods and services during times of stress</td>
<td>Tailoring services for migrants to adjust to their new milieu</td>
<td>Protecting women and children from the risk of trafficking and violence during times of war and physical displacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents of low-lying and coastal areas</td>
<td>Providing disaster risk-reduction services</td>
<td>Providing culturally appropriate services</td>
<td>Ensuring that communities are consulted before major decisions affecting them are made; meeting the demand for information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigenous populations in remote areas, citizens whose lands are acquired for large infrastructure and urban development</td>
<td>Ensuring that people are fairly compensated for land acquisition by the state and private entities</td>
<td>Providing culturally appropriate services</td>
<td>According respect and regard to traditional systems of knowledge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
individuals more in urban areas than in rural areas. Poorer or otherwise excluded groups live in areas that expose them to these factors more intensely. There are also challenges for city and municipal authorities. Urban growth is often unplanned in developing countries, creating serious problems of service delivery and housing. Access to basic services and assets becomes the fulcrum around which social exclusion pivots, often intensifying preexisting disadvantages. Even households that are not poor may end up living in substandard, crowded housing, with poor access to basic services. Kibera, in greater Nairobi, is the largest urban slum in Africa, housing about 250,000 people (Marras 2012). It is contaminated with animal and human feces as a result of an open sewage system.

Residents of slums also tend to experience extreme weather events more intensely as a result of their living conditions. The study of Mombasa by Moser et al. (2010) shows the cumulative impact of physical, social, and legal vulnerabilities related to poverty, physical location, and exclusion from most basic services. For instance, the lack of formal land tenure rights makes the poor more vulnerable to severe weather. They squat on the most fragile land, and, because they do not have tenure rights, they are less likely to receive municipal services. Because they lack tenure, households are also reluctant to invest resources in adaptation measures to build resilience in their plots.

Although there has reportedly been a decline in the share of people living in slums—from 46 percent of the world’s urban population in 1990 to 33 percent in 2010 (UNFPA 2011)—there are still more than 800 million slum residents across the developing world. Of these, only a quarter gained access to improved water, sanitation, or durable and less crowded housing over the past decade (UNFPA 2011).

Cities are polarized between those that have access to basic services and those that do not. The favelas in Brazil are a case in point. The Brazilian mantra is to move from “divided cities” to “integrated cities,” recognizing that favelas are a visual testimony to the country’s inequality.

Polarization within cities is also one of the root causes of the crime that has beset many cities in Latin America and the Caribbean and Africa. Over time, violence can become institutionalized, making it difficult to dismantle. Governance challenges in urban areas contribute to some groups feeling left out and having few opportunities for voice and redress. Land
mafia, drug lords, and other extortionists then step into the role of what should have been core state functions.

Finally, at the national level, social exclusion is often characterized by an urban-rural dichotomy. As discussed in chapter 2, there is often an intersection of spatial and social exclusion, with excluded groups inhabiting poorer or more fragile areas. Increasingly, with urban areas driving prosperity and progress, rural areas are being left behind. A case in point is China, where patterns of growth and migration have rendered entire villages bereft of human and social capital. Overall, income inequality in China is on the rise, characterized by inequality between urban and rural areas. The pattern of China’s urbanization process has created new challenges for both urban and rural areas. In particular, there is increasing policy interest in the well-being of people “left behind” by migrant family members. These “left-behind” individuals and groups experience a range of vulnerabilities, including poor access to services and significant psychological and social isolation (Jingzhong and Murray 2010).

**Climate Change, Disasters, and Excluded Groups**

One of the most profound spatial transitions of this century is occurring as a result of climate change. Although there is contestation over the pace of climate change, there seems to be no doubt of its existence,

> With rain one was at ease, one was full of the seed and oil. Now nothing, it is the drought. Now if one doesn’t buy milk one doesn’t drink it, because Lakssiba (the livestock) have left. Lakssiba too want to live, they want grass, straw. There is no meat, there is no harvest, there is no grass.
>
> —Focus group participant, Ait Yahia, Morocco, Moving Out of Poverty study (World Bank)

> During El Niño I could hardly catch any fish. The rains were so heavy that nobody was able to distinguish between lake and land. Fishing is not as promising as it was in the past. The water level has decreased and the mature fish hide very far away.
>
> —Life history participant, Kagera, Tanzania, Moving out of Poverty study (World Bank)
with rapid and catastrophic consequences for livelihoods, crops, and ecosystems. A recent report portends a scenario of a world that will be 4°C warmer in 2100 than in preindustrial times, leading to catastrophic heat waves, droughts, and floods in many regions (World Bank 2012b). The regions most vulnerable to climate change are in the tropics and subtropics and toward the poles, where multiple impacts are likely to come together. For example, small island states and the least developed countries have identified a global warming threshold of 1.5°C above which there would be serious threats to their survival. Ironically, many of these countries and regions are the least responsible for greenhouse gas emissions and have the least economic, institutional, and technical capacity to cope and adapt.

Periods of climate-related stress, such as a drought, reduce food availability, with people in conflict-affected areas hit hardest. Sen (2001) argues that food insecurity during periods of climatic stresses is higher in countries affected by conflict, because they end up spending more on the military than on social programs and have poorly functioning markets and services. Conflict also affects agricultural production by blocking the ability to import (UN 1993) and by removing men from farming. These fragile populations often take refuge in countries with greater food security. A 2012 primer from the World Food Programme draws attention to the food crisis in Mali, where an estimated 1.7 million people are at risk of hunger since the coup (WFP 2012). About a third of them have moved to Burkina Faso, causing stress on resources there. More than 1.5 million people in Haiti are estimated to be at risk of malnutrition because of a heavy storm season that damaged as much as 90 percent of the country’s harvest in 2012 (Huffington Post 2013). Within these situations, children, the elderly, women, and people with disabilities are at greatest risk.

Excluded groups are more vulnerable to extreme events. Many people with challenges to their mobility face compounded constraints when severe weather events occur. Qualitative fieldwork in a community in North Mombasa, for instance, shows how flooding and rains disproportionately affected the mobility of people with disabilities (Moser et al. 2010). Gender is also an important dimension of climate change. It is estimated, for instance, that more women than men die in natural disasters, mostly because they stay at home (Neumayer and Plümper 2007). Take also the case of indigenous people who inhabit ecologically fragile areas and are more dependent for their
livelihood on natural resources. They are therefore disproportionately affected by changes in environmental conditions. Despite sharing a close relationship with environmental resources, these groups are not equitably represented in environmental governance processes, although decisions made by them have significant implications for carbon emissions.

Arnold (2011) argues that natural catastrophes, although devastating, can provide a blank slate not just for reconstruction but for transformation of societies. Steps to improve gender equality, for instance, can easily be integrated into the recovery process by issuing joint titles (in the name of both man and woman) for newly constructed houses, distributing relief through women, and funding women’s groups to monitor the recovery process.

Indigenous knowledge and community action can help in disaster management. The 2004 tsunami made the global community recognize the importance of indigenous knowledge in disaster preparedness. Journalistic accounts showed how the Moken indigenous people (or sea gypsies) in Thailand and the native inhabitants of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands in India were able to escape to safety. In Indonesia, Acehnese houses made of local materials survived without damage, even as modern houses made of cement and brick came down. In Guatemala, many Mayan communities were able to escape unhurt during Hurricane Stan in 2005. They attributed their preparedness to Kumatzin, a board game with Mayan illustrations that is used to inculcate from childhood the ability to prepare for and survive natural disasters. Where entire villages are affected by a natural event, drawing on community resources can also aid government action. The communities that live on the char lands in Bangladesh, for instance, have to move constantly to avoid being flooded by the course changes of the rivers. Bangladesh has shown that concerted policy action and strong social capital can prevent fatalities from the regular floods and cyclones that affect its low-lying areas.

Green policies can contribute to economic growth, but they may not be win-win, especially in the short term and for the poor. In a micro characterization of the link between poverty and green growth, Dercon (2012) argues that not all measures that maximize green growth will maximize poverty reduction or promote development. Take the case of low-carbon energy production. It is more labor intensive and hence likely to benefit the poor, but the size of the subsidy or public investment required may crowd out aggregate pro-poor impacts. Similarly, environmental
pricing and regulation affect the poor as producers, because they may not have sufficient access to human capital to substitute for more expensive energy or other natural resources in their production. The tradeoff can be starker if adaptation and other resilience-enhancing investments induce the poor to adhere to lower-return/lower-risk livelihoods with little chance of escaping poverty. Because excluded groups are often, though not always, overrepresented among the poor, it is important to analyze the distributional impacts of a policy change by excluded group.

The implications for “inclusion” in the face of climate change depend on environmental factors but depend equally on social and economic ones. The pressures of climate and environmental change will likely have the greatest impact on the growth prospects of poorer countries. The World Development Report 2010: Development and Climate Change (World Bank 2009) calls for an equitable and effective global agreement for dealing with climate change that would recognize the needs and constraints of developing countries, assist them with the finance and technology to meet the increased challenges to development, ensure they are not locked into a small share of the global commons, and establish mechanisms that decouple where mitigation happens from who pays for it.

**Economic Transitions**

*Poverty Reduction and the Rise of the Middle Class*

In tandem with and underlying other transitions over the last few decades are deep economic transitions. Globalization and regional integration, coupled with substantial reforms at the national level, have led to impressive growth and poverty reduction across the globe. Based on the $1.25-a-day threshold, the poverty headcount was halved in the past two decades, falling from 43 percent to 22 percent of the world population between 1990 and the onset of the financial crisis in 2008. In South Asia, the region that shares the largest number of poor people with Sub-Saharan Africa, an average annual growth rate of 6 percent between 1990 and 2010 was matched by an 11-point decline in the percentage of people living below the $1.25-a-day poverty threshold. The rate of poverty reduction was even higher in East Asia and the Pacific.

At the $2.50-a-day poverty threshold, however, only East Asian countries show progress; Africa and South Asia actually show an increase in the share of people living below this threshold (figure 4.2). Furthermore, global
Figure 4.2 Fewer People Live on Less Than $1.25 a Day, but There Is Mixed Progress for People Living on Less Than $2.50 a Day

Source: PovcalNet (World Bank)
poverty is increasingly concentrated in fragile states, where the rate of poverty decline has been slower. These countries are projected to account for half of the world’s poorest people by 2015, compared with one-third in 2010 (Chandy and Gertz 2011)—despite the fact that nearly half of fragile states are now classified as middle-income countries (OECD 2013).

Within countries, it appears that poverty reduction has been uneven for different groups as well. For example, across the Asian and Latin American countries that have managed to reduce poverty in the last few decades, poverty reduction rates were lower for indigenous than nonindigenous populations, except in China (figure 4.3). Not everyone benefited equally from growth and poverty reduction.

The decline in poverty has meant an increase in the number of people who can be considered middle class, with important social and political implications (table 4.4).4 Globally, for the first time in history, by 2030, more than half the world’s population is expected to become “middle class” (Kharas and Gertz 2011). Ferreira et al. (2013) show that the middle class and the poor now account for roughly the same share of Latin America’s population; only a decade ago, the share of the poor was about 2.5 times

Figure 4.3 Poverty Reduction Has Been Slower among Indigenous People Than among Nonindigenous People

Source: Hall and Patrinos 2012.

Note: Average yearly changes in the poverty headcount (FGT0)—the fraction of the population that lives below a defined poverty line—are based on compounding growth rates.
that of the middle class. This new group of people is significantly reordering the social contract in several Latin American countries. Indeed, when combined with education, information, and higher disposable income, the new class of upwardly mobile people around the world has a greater “capacity to aspire” and wants to participate on different terms in society.

The relationship of the middle class to the state is quite different from that of the poor to the state. The middle class demands voice and accountability as a right; the poor can often be reduced to being supplicants by a strong state. Protests against corruption in India, through street demonstrations, political action, and information and communication technology (ICT) on websites like ipaidabribe.com, succeeded in shaming the state, ostensibly by members of its own elite.

In many countries, the middle class has a vested interest in continuing the benefits that have historically accrued to them, for instance, through subsidies; it therefore reacts adversely to reforms. Take the case of subsidy cuts in education, transportation, and energy, which have ignited the anger

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affected group</th>
<th>Markets</th>
<th>Services</th>
<th>Markets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Larger middle class</td>
<td>• Ensuring better jobs, housing, and access to credit markets</td>
<td>• Providing better quality of services and infrastructure</td>
<td>• Ensuring greater participation in decision making and greater transparency and accountability from the state and service providers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor and food-insecure people</td>
<td>• Ensuring equitable access to labor markets, fair wages, and worker protection</td>
<td>• Providing social protection services, especially effective social safety nets, for the vulnerable among the traditionally excluded</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groups affected by crises and left out from growth</td>
<td>• Ensuring adequate food availability</td>
<td>• Intervening in markets to ensure employment for displaced persons, movement of goods and services during times of stress</td>
<td>• Providing adequate social housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Providing adequate social housing</td>
<td>• Managing social tensions arising from inequality and deprivation, through better access and voice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4 Economic Transitions: Illustrative Implications for Social Inclusion
of middle-class and poor people alike in countries as diverse as Brazil, Bulgaria, Chile, Hungary, Nigeria, and several others. Essentially, the relations between the state and society are undergoing a change, with rising numbers of the middle class demanding a different kind of accountability but also wanting to preserve their benefits in the face of a rising lower-middle class. Empirical evidence on what this means is relatively thin, but the trends appear to be clear.

The middle class and the elite are also an important agent for change, as chapter 6 shows. Recent evidence from the United States suggests that policies favored by affluent Americans (the top income decile) have a one in two chance of being adopted; in contrast, the support of the poor has virtually no impact on the prospects of a policy being adopted (Gilens 2012). This is not to say that elites necessarily opt for antipoor or exclusionary policies—most affluent Americans would support broadening access to higher education, for example (Gilens 2012). Moreover, when elites have a stake in public systems, the systems tend to perform better. In Sweden, for example, everyone was required to attend state schools until the early 1990s. In 1992, the country introduced an innovative school voucher system, offering students the freedom to choose any school they wanted. The municipality would pay the school an amount equivalent to the average cost incurred by the child in a state school. Private schools could participate as long as they did not charge an additional fee. In this manner, private schooling became affordable to everyone, and schooling outcomes improved (Baker 2004; The Economist 2007; Böhlmark and Lindahl 2012). It helped that affluent Swedes did not mind paying higher taxes under Sweden’s progressive tax policy.

**Economic Crises and Food Insecurity**

In contrast to the dramatic growth that characterized the last years of the previous millennium, growth rates in most countries have slowed, as a result of crises in recent years. With the onset of the financial crisis in 2008, the global economy shrank for the first time since World War II, with social and economic impacts reverberating around the globe. The crisis overlapped with an earlier food and energy crisis, which in 2006–08 pushed the prices of staple items beyond the reach of millions of people.

Economic and other crises tend to affect already disadvantaged groups more than they do others. The effects of a global crisis can be transmitted through various channels (such as trade, public budgets, credit, investment, aid, and remittances). The nature and magnitude of each of these impacts
usually differ by gender, increasing the economic insecurity and burden of unpaid work among women (Floro, Tornqvist, and Taş 2010). The overlapping crises since 2008 have had a disproportionate impact on the most vulnerable groups, which rely solely on informal coping mechanisms, with significant long-term consequences on their well-being (Heltberg, Hossain, and Reva 2012). Moreover, these groups usually take longer to recover from the effects of such shocks.

Despite reductions in poverty across the board, hunger has remained a stark axis of exclusion; it affects certain groups and areas disproportionately. Food price volatility has exacerbated the problem, and countries that are in conflict are disproportionately affected. According to the Global Hunger Index (GHI), which ranks countries’ hunger situation as “alarming” or “extremely alarming,” the proportion of people who are food insecure remains high, despite considerable progress in reducing hunger since 1990 (figure 4.4). Angola, Bangladesh, Ethiopia, Mozambique, Nicaragua, Niger, and Vietnam—all of which started from a low base—saw the largest improvements. Twenty-six countries have “extremely alarming” or “alarming” levels of hunger. The countries with “extremely alarming” GHI scores in 2011 are Burundi, Chad, the Democratic Republic of Congo, and Eritrea; most of the countries with “alarming” scores are in Sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia. Improvements in South Asia have been very slow, especially since 1996. Within countries, food insecurity is often correlated with ethnicity and region, with the most excluded groups and people living in remote areas at greatest risk. In Nepal, historically disadvantaged castes and residents of the mountainous western regions have the highest incidence of self-reported food insecurity (World Bank 2011). Issues of hunger and food insecurity have always been very political; they have become rallying cries for movements that are contesting the claim that growth has led to shared prosperity.

**Concerns around Inequality**

Incomes of the poorest have risen, but so have the incomes of the richest, although inequality trends are highly heterogeneous across countries. Milanovic (2012) outlines three types of inequality: across countries, across countries (weighted by population), and across the world’s individuals. He shows that although inequality across countries (measured by Gini coefficients) increased between 1950 and 2010, inequality across countries (weighted by population) fell, as a result of the role of fast-growing populous countries, such as India and China. Inequality across individuals,
Note: The Global Hunger Index combines three equally weighted indicators: the proportion of people who are undernourished, the prevalence of overweight in children under the age of five, and the mortality rate of children under age five. It ranks countries on a 100-point scale, with 0 the best score (no hunger) and 100 the worst.

Source: Von Grebmer et al. 2012.
in contrast, seems to be higher, but it has been on a downward path since 2000 (figure 4.5). However, people tend to react to inequality as it affects them, usually in the countries or regions where they live. Within countries, both the United States and China are in the throes of rising inequality, which remains high in South Africa and is increasing in India as well. In contrast, inequality across Latin America, which had been very high in the 1990s, has shown a considerable decline. Overall, it is estimated that 71 percent of the world’s population lives in countries where income inequality has been increasing since the 1990s, including China, India, Russia, and the United States. Another 7 percent lives in countries where inequality has stayed the same for at least two decades (Conference Board of Canada 2011).

Inequality reduces the opportunity for social mobility. Brunori, Ferreira, and Peragine (2013) find that inequalities in opportunities are positively correlated with overall income inequality and negatively correlated with measures of intergenerational mobility, both in incomes and in years of schooling. To put it simply, children born to poor parents in

Figure 4.5 Inequality across Countries (Weighted by Population) Fell between 1950 and 2010, but Inequality across the World’s Individuals Is Relatively Higher

![Graph showing inequality trends from 1950 to 2010](image)

Source: Milanovic 2012.
unequal societies are much less likely to have the opportunity to move out of poverty, leading to the persistence of intergenerational poverty. In turn, thwarted avenues for social mobility lead to frustrated aspirations and can increase the likelihood of political unrest. In fact, such thwarted aspirations often lead to exaggerated perceptions of economic inequality, as chapter 5 discusses.

**Not Just Transitions but Revolutions in Knowledge, Information, and Citizen Action**

*Education and Information Technology*

Education is the unparalleled agent of social change. It has expanded across the board, even in the poorest countries.

The world currently has the largest cohort of young people in history. This cohort has attainments, aspirations, and hopes that are quite different from those of its parents’ generation. When combined with the fact that its members are also better educated than their parents were, have greater access to information, and have better connectedness, the world could well be poised for the greatest movement toward social inclusion. In Sub-Saharan Africa, for instance, there was a fivefold increase in the gross secondary school enrollment rate, from 7 percent to 36 percent, between 1970 and 2009. At the global level, the corresponding figure nearly doubled, from 36 percent to 68 percent (World Development Indicators database).

Education affects social inclusion in many other ways. It often changes relationships of power within society and within households. Groups that were considered subordinate acquire voice and confidence when educated. They tend to be more assertive in holding the state and service providers accountable and in demanding dignity and respect from groups that were considered dominant. At the household level, educated young women have greater say in decision making and are able to access opportunities outside their homes in ways their mothers never did.

These changes affect intrafamily power relations. A large body of literature focuses on the enormous impact education can have on women’s inclusion into markets, services, and spaces. When young women in Bangladesh were asked during focus group discussions how education had changed their lives, they described “being able to speak” as the most important gain (World Bank 2008). Despite these dramatic developments, educational expansion is far from a completed agenda. School dropout rates are still
high among the most excluded groups, and educational quality remains a challenge even in countries that have taken strides in expanding quantity. Finally, as noted elsewhere in this report, educational institutions become sites where exclusion plays out (see, for instance, box 3.1 in chapter 3).

When combined with the global revolution in information technology, advances in education have enormous implications for social inclusion. It means not only that people in developing countries are rapidly catching up with their developed peers but also that there are greater channels through which social inclusion can take place, even for poorer countries and households.

In both India and China, three-fourths of the population is estimated to have access to mobile phones. In much of Central America and some Latin American countries, including Brazil, as well as in developing countries with large youth cohorts, such as Indonesia and the Islamic Republic of Iran, the number of cell phones and mobile phone subscriptions exceeds the number of people. Owning a mobile phone can alter the quality of life of individuals, through greater connectedness to markets, services, and spaces. For instance, farmers in remote areas are often at the mercy of middlemen, who pay a lower price than the farmers would get in the market. A number of initiatives are using mobile technology to inform farmers of market prices through their mobile phones. A study of farmers in the Philippines finds that owning a mobile phone had positive impacts on the household-level growth rate of per capita consumption (Labonne and Chase 2009).

The role of information technology in collective action is also being widely recognized by citizens who claim their political and social space through online engagement. Virtual groups are able to mobilize individuals for a number of causes and to voice discontent against perceived wrongs.

Although education and information technology have created new opportunities for social inclusion, they also are conduits for continuing and new forms of exclusion. Individuals and households left out of the expansion in education are usually from groups that face cumulative disadvantage. They are overrepresented among the uneducated and underrepresented among the highly educated. Part I of this report discusses the fact that group identity has a bearing on individual outcomes in a variety of ways. Box 3.1 in chapter 3, for instance, tells the story of a young woman who had to drop out of college because it was a site for the play of social exclusion. Family background, networks, social skills, and ability to navigate the social space become as salient as academic performance.
The delivery of education—in terms of the curriculum, the manner in which teachers treat students, and the quality of education—affects the performance of excluded groups. With overall progress, and improvement in the educational attainment of the average population, there is a risk that the divide between excluded and nonexcluded groups will grow.

As in education, the divide between people who have access to information technology and people who do not is evident. Access to the Internet is still very expensive in many countries, and richer people, people who live in urban areas, and people who belong to certain demographic groups and speak English have a clear advantage. Table 4.5 shows that in Lagos and Rio de Janeiro, the cost of going online for the average person actually increased over time. An hour of Internet access in a cybercafé can cost the resident of a developing city twice as much of his or her daily income as such access can cost the resident of a developed city.

There is an age and a gender dimension to the digital divide as well, and people with disabilities face particular challenges. The deeper the impact of the Internet and of information flowing electronically, the more excluded, groups that remain unconnected will be. For instance, many job applications or applications for admissions to educational institutions are increasingly being accepted only electronically. In several countries, government services such as making an appointment to renew a driver’s license, identification card, or voter registration can be accessed only online.

**Citizens’ Responses to Transitions and Transformations**

The historic developments of the last 40 years have redefined the context for the 21st century. Individuals and groups feel the impacts of these transitions cumulatively and through multiple channels. The reactions are unprecedented as well and are reflected through a new political and social activism. The massive sit-ins of the Occupy Wall Street movement have found echoes in other parts of the world and in other forms of dissent. The nature of these new movements—dynamic, evolving, and often played out in virtual space—does not lend itself to easy analysis.

Contemporary protest movements have much in common with the past, but they also seem to have a distinctive character. Current movements embody protest as a process of mass networked, connected, collaborative, and ongoing action common across countries (Castells 2011). Participants come from mixed demographic and socioeconomic backgrounds and choose to protest in ways that are closer to their lifestyle and mindset. A host of innovative protests have utilized art, dance, and drama to speak
out against what is perceived as being unfair to groups that feel left out of mainstream economic and social processes.

Many developing countries are articulating these demands in terms of rights. In India, for instance, since 2005, rights-based movements and judicial activism have led to the passage of laws for the right to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>Percentage of income</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>Percentage of income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delhi</td>
<td>83</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lagos</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcutta</td>
<td>79</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cairo</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karachi</td>
<td>77</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dhaka</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td>73</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rio de Janeiro</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumbai</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
<td>São Paulo</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhaka</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
<td>Buenos Aires</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tehran</td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
<td>Karachi</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagos</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mexico City</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buenos Aires</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tokyo</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td>Calcutta</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jakarta</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td>Istanbul</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jakarta</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manila</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokyo</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>Osaka</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rio de Janeiro</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mumbai</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osaka</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tehran</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>London</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seoul</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>Delhi</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Manila</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Seoul</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Developing country average 40 Developed country average 14

Developing country average 26 Developed country average 7

information, employment, and education. Another law seeks to protect the rights of Adivasis (tribal groups who claim to be India’s original inhabitants) over their lands and forests, and a right to food movement is currently very strong. These movements have led in turn to greater citizen oversight of the design and implementation of many social programs. Across Africa and Asia, citizens are protesting against the manner in which land is being acquired for infrastructure and commercial farming and intensifying action against the way in which minerals are being extracted from their countries.

Another important development in the past few years has been the revival of feminist protests and changes in the gender aspects of protest movements. Three trends stand out. First, there is a strong strand of protest against curbs on women’s sexual and reproductive rights, ranging from abortion rights in the United States to the Billion Rising Campaign against gender-based violence. Second, men are increasingly joining the protests against the violation of women’s rights. Third, women are increasingly joining social protest movements. In the Arab Republic of Egypt, female political activists and reporters continued to contribute to the revolution even after they were sexually harassed in Tahrir Square (Project Syndicate n.d.).

Just as citizens’ movements to assert demands and be a part of the transformations have intensified, so too have state responses to these movements changed. New forms of protest, which involve the resurgence of actors such as students and new actors such as the middle class, place new pressures on states that are unused to such movements. The fear of contagion from the Arab Spring led many states to crack down on actual or anticipated protest. Although the number of social protests in China is under serious contestation, the government has sought to control microblogs from time to time. The mass protests against the rape of a young woman in Delhi in 2012 were controlled using force. Controls by the state in the Middle East are also well known. Yet states also realize that they will need to put in place reforms that address the new demands and the fact that, at their core, many of the new protests are demands for social inclusion.

**Concluding Reflections**

Global and national transitions have significant implications for social inclusion; the pace and complexity of the transitions underscore the need
for attention to social inclusion. These transitions highlight the importance of looking at macro-level trends to plan for a socially inclusive future.

From an economic perspective, future policy will need to provide rapid and effective responses to expanding numbers of youth and the elderly while providing the basic needs of an increasingly urbanized and unequal population, without leaving a large carbon footprint for the generations to come. From a political perspective, it will be essential to understand the changing attitudes, behaviors, and demands of youth and the middle class and to create new opportunities and mechanisms for greater participation by them in decision making. At the same time, responsive governance and careful targeting of public services to a new profile of global citizens will be essential. From a social perspective, future policies and institutions will need to promote the affiliation of different social groups with the evolving social, political, and economic reality of increasingly diverse societies.

Notes

1. Figures are based on latest data available (usually 2011 but 2010 for some countries and 2007 for one country). The medium-variant estimates of the United Nations Population Division for 2005–10 indicate that 76 countries are below replacement level.

2. These figures do not include the 5 million people displaced by the Syrian conflict between 2011 and 2012, 1 million of whom are registered as refugees in neighboring countries.

3. Urbanization estimates by the United Nations have been criticized for overestimating the world’s urban population because they estimate the growth rates for urban-rural populations, a conflation of natural increase in population, migration, and reclassification of settlements. Some argue that this practice inhibits the ability of demography to contribute to an understanding of the implications of urbanization (see B. Cohen 2006; J. Cohen 2010).

4. Although there is no standard definition of the “middle class,” from a material perspective, it means meeting basic needs and having extra disposable income. It can be defined in absolute terms (exceeding a certain level of income) or relative terms (the middle segment of an income distribution). Banerjee and Duflo (2008) define people earning between $2 and $10 a day (in 2005 purchasing parity terms) in developing countries as middle class. Ravallion (2010) extends the upper bound to $13 a day (derived from the U.S. poverty line in 2005). Birdsall (2010) classifies all people earning more than $10 a day (except for the top 5 percent of the income distribution) as middle class.
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Attitudes and Perceptions of Inclusion

Men are disturbed not by things, but by the view which they take of them.

—EPICETUS

Of late, there has been a plethora of reports, discussions, and debates on attitudes and perceptions of people about the world around them and about social, economic, and political issues. What was considered the domain of psychologists, psephologists, and market researchers appears to be surely and steadily entering the domain of core development practice (Norris 2009). The dramatic transformations reported in chapter 4 seem to have blurred the boundaries between positivism and subjectivism, as policy makers and researchers alike seek answers to complex questions.

Several countries in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) now conduct regular surveys that measure attitudes and life satisfaction. Many multilateral agencies, including several agencies of the United Nations, the International Organization for Migration (IOM), and others rely on perception surveys for their programming. The World Values Surveys, the Life in Transition Surveys conducted by the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the World Bank, and the Latino Barometer and Afrobarometer are examples of surveys that capture cross-country attitudes and are increasingly being used for formulating policies and programs. Economists, who have long focused on gross domestic product (GDP) as the gold standard of progress, are veering toward subjective reports of well-being.

Although attitudes and perceptions are sometimes mentioned in the same breath, there is a distinction between them. One formulation of an
attitude is a “mindset or a tendency to act in a particular way as a result of both an individual’s experience and temperament.” A perception is the interpretation of a situation or stimuli. “The person interprets the stimuli into something meaningful to him or her, based on prior experiences. However, what an individual interprets or perceives may be substantially different from reality” (Pickens 2005, 52). There is now a strong body of literature on the measurement of attitudes; the measurement of perceptions is also becoming more refined. What is less well known is how attitudes and perceptions change. This chapter is devoted to some empirical findings of attitudes and perceptions as they relate to social inclusion.

Why do attitudes and perceptions matter for social inclusion? Attitudes matter most of all because they are a barometer of people’s potential behavior. Human beings act on the basis of how they feel. Their feelings of being included and respected are central to the opportunities they access and the way in which they take part in society. Conversely, which groups get included and excluded, and on what terms, is shaped by people’s attitudes about each other and about themselves. The importance of attitudes and perceptions also spills over to levels above the individual. A large body of literature shows that prejudices, stereotypes, and misperceptions affect the way policy is implemented and even designed. This chapter shows that attitudes play a key role in the treatment of individuals and groups, both by other members of the society and by the state.

Perceptions also mediate social inclusion and shine a light on the processes through which exclusion takes place. Perceptions of unfairness and injustice, and frustration with social and political institutions or society at large, often reflect individuals’ feelings of powerlessness. In highly stratified societies, particularly where political power is concentrated in the hands of a few, perceptions can be a significant measure of social inclusion. Feelings of fairness, justice, and “being part of society” can be manifestations of how much the society recognizes, respects, and listens to its members.

Over time, there has been greater acceptance of the fact that some practices can be judged on the basis of feelings and that these feelings can influence policy. Take sexual harassment, once considered normative, with victims of harassment having little recourse. Even after passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, federal courts in the United States refused to view sexual harassment as a form of employment discrimination. Basu (2003) describes how the definition of sexual harassment moved from overt threats to innuendo and now to feelings of being harassed. Moreover, the definition, which used to cover only men’s harassment of women, has been
expanded to include women’s harassment of men and same-sex harassment. In essence, sexual harassment is widely recognized as a practice that can be vindicated on the basis of the feelings of the person harassed, even if the harasser does not regard the act to be harassment. Underlying the practice are power relations that play out and place certain groups and individuals at risk. Intended to intimidate those considered weaker, these relations in effect succeed in excluding weaker groups from a range of activities.

This chapter uses some recent surveys to highlight why paying attention to attitudes and perceptions is important for social inclusion. Based primarily on the World Values Surveys, the chapter tries to unpack some of the channels and underlying perceptions through which attitudes can influence social inclusion. It also discusses perceptions of citizens about their relations with formal institutions in their country, including the state. Most important, the chapter makes the case that attitudes and perceptions are not intractable, that they change over time. It concludes by arguing that efforts to increase social inclusion will have a better chance of succeeding if the role of attitudes and perceptions is taken into account.

**Subjective Assessments of Individuals and Groups**

The literature on happiness and subjective well-being makes the strong case that, although objective indicators are important, people’s subjective reports can often be at variance with their objective condition. This dichotomy between objective and subjective reports of well-being presents a conundrum for policy makers, who are often puzzled over why people who seem to have everything report being less happy than people who have little. In Africa, for instance, poor people report being more hopeful than the rich, and in poorer countries in Latin America, the poor assess their health as better than the poor in richer countries (Graham 2011). Diener and Biswas-Diener (2005) show that life satisfaction scores among the *Forbes* group of richest Americans are similar to the scores of groups that are considerably worse off in objective terms (table 5.1). Clearly, something other than their objective conditions is driving their happiness and sense of well-being.

The drivers of subjective well-being may have a lot to do with what people value. Two groups that are very poor may have very different reported levels of happiness. The Maasai in Kenya, for instance, lack access to basic
infrastructure yet show a remarkably high life satisfaction score that is almost on par with that of the richest Americans. In contrast, the homeless in California, despite their average incomes being higher than the incomes of the Maasai, show low satisfaction. These scores could well reflect the importance of social relationships, an aspect of life in which the Maasai are better off than the homeless in a rich state in the United States. Hence, “people’s expectations and the respect they receive from society seem to moderate the effects of income on life satisfaction” (Diener and Biswas-Diener 2005, 13).

Subjective reports of how people regard their own situation and that of others could also have to do with whom they compare themselves with and what they aspire to. Their aspirations are related to whom they want to be like—in short, whom they regard as their reference group. Policy makers may think the person who has risen out of poverty should be satisfied with her life, but how she feels depends on her reference group, which could include her neighbor, her relative, or even herself at another point in time.3

Table 5.1 Life Satisfaction Is Not Tied to Absolute Wealth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forbes’ richest Americans</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maasai (Kenya)</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amish (Pennsylvania)</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inughuit (Northern Greenland)</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloistered nuns (United States)</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois nurses</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois college students</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcutta slum dwellers</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcutta sex workers</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda college students</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcutta homeless</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California homeless</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New prisoners (Illinois)</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental inpatients</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit sex workers</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Diener and Biswas-Diener 2005.
Note: Response scale: 7 = extremely satisfied, 4 = neutral, 1 = extremely dissatisfied.
Stouffer et al. (1949) report that African American soldiers stationed in the South during World War II were more satisfied with their lives than African American soldiers stationed in the North, despite the fact that living standards in the South were much lower. The reason was that the soldiers in the South compared themselves with the local African American population—who faced racial discrimination and lived in acute poverty—rather than with other soldiers across the country (see Walker and Smith 2002). A similar phenomenon has been observed in the labor market, where women facing worse labor market outcomes than men reported feeling less deprived, because they compared themselves not with men but with other women (see, for instance, Serajuddin and Verme 2012).

Sometimes there is a strong correlation between objective and subjective reports of happiness, satisfaction, and well-being. The World Bank's Moving Out of Poverty study (Narayan, Pritchett, and Kapoor 2009) finds that happiness increases as people move out of poverty: only about 19 percent of people who moved out of poverty between 1995 and 2005 put themselves in the bottom three happiness categories (on a 10-point scale), compared with more than half of the chronic poor. Similarly, the literature on subjective well-being and happiness indicates that once basic objective needs (such as food, education, health) are met, self-reported well-being becomes more sensitive to factors such as rising aspirations, relative income differences, and the security of gains (Graham 2011). In a study on the relationship between subjective well-being and income mobility in Peru and the Russian Federation, Graham and Pettinato (2002) find that people with the greatest absolute gains in income have the most pessimistic subjective assessment of their well-being. They attribute this finding to global integration and unemployment in these countries, which shifted people’s reference groups and made them increasingly wary of losing their position on the mobility ladder relative to a “global community.” Referencing growth prospects for one’s own country against the prospects of a region may similarly influence anticipation about the future. The second round of the Life in Transition Survey, for example, found Poles to be largely optimistic about their future. This finding was in sharp contrast to perceptions of people in other countries in the region (Romania, Hungary), very few of whom expressed optimism and satisfaction with their life (LiTS 2010). The finding could well reflect the fact that between 1990 and 2010, Poland’s economy grew in real terms by 81 percent, with a significant decline in poverty (the proportion of people living under $5 a day came down from 25 percent to 12 percent between 2000 and 2010).
Poland was also the only country in the European Union to have avoided recession in 2009 (Plonka 2013).

**Attitudes toward Excluded Groups**

Attitudes toward excluded groups are important because they can determine how society treats these groups, how these groups engage with society, and how the policies that aim to improve their status are implemented. Excluded groups vary across contexts. Four main groups are discussed here: foreigners (usually migrants), homosexuals, people with HIV/AIDS, and women. Although women are a more heterogeneous and cross-cutting category than the other groups, their status in the labor market, education, and political leadership has traditionally been lower than that of men in almost every society and therefore deserves special attention.

Data from the World Values Surveys show changes in the attitudes toward these groups. Five waves of representative national surveys were conducted between 1981 and 2008; a sixth wave was being finalized in 2013. The surveys cover nearly 100 societies, with random samples of adult populations averaging about 1,400 respondents per country. Limited access was available to the 2010–12 survey data in Foa (2012). Other data sources are used to juxtapose attitudes against objective indicators.

Attitudes and perceptions mediate social inclusion through various channels. The measured attitude, for instance, may be the rejection of a certain category as neighbor (a question asked in the World Values Surveys), but these attitudes are often manifestations of negative perceptions about those groups. Attitudes toward foreigners, for example, often have their roots in feelings of economic or cultural insecurity. They can be based on the perception that migrants take jobs away from natives, that they are perpetrators of crime and violence, or that they are a burden on the welfare system. There is also a view that links migrants to terrorism. Finally, a cultural argument is often made in “us” versus “them” terms. Migrants bring their own values and norms, which are distinct from those in their receiving areas. Although these differences can have salutary consequences for diversity and pluralism, integration of migrants can also be a contentious process.

A recent empirical analysis that explores the determinants of negative attitudes toward certain groups (response to the unwanted neighbors question) in the Life in Transition Survey (LiTS 2006, 2010) for Europe shows that controlling for a range of variables, country-specific factors are far
more important than individual socioeconomic and demographic characteristics in explaining patterns of negative attitudes. By the same token, stigmatization of homosexuality and HIV/AIDS status are usually based on religious and moral beliefs, and gender attitudes are shaped by norms of power and masculinity, although they may be justified as religious mores. The end result of these attitudes is exclusion of certain groups from markets, services, and spaces, as laid out in table 5.2.

**Attitudes toward Foreigners and Migrants**

As discussed in chapter 4, migration will be one of the most volatile global transitions in the near future. Its impacts on attitudes toward foreigners are already coming to the surface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Question in World Values Surveys</th>
<th>Likely perception about the group that underlies the negative attitude</th>
<th>Domain of exclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foreigners and migrants</td>
<td>Would you have them as neighbors?</td>
<td>• Take away jobs from natives &quot;Contaminate&quot; the culture • Are ungrateful to host country and loyal to another country • Commit illegal acts • Do not assimilate, learn language, adhere to rules • May become a majority or politically powerful • Represent religious &quot;other&quot; • Could affect election outcomes • Represent drain on the welfare system</td>
<td>Markets, Spaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homosexuals</td>
<td>Would you have them as neighbors?</td>
<td>• Are immoral and unnatural; behave in way that violates religious tenets</td>
<td>Spaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV/AIDS affected</td>
<td>Would you have them as neighbors?</td>
<td>• Are immoral; many people conflate HIV/AIDS with homosexuality • Are infectious</td>
<td>Spaces, Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>Is university education more important for a boy than for a girl?</td>
<td>• Are subordinate to, weaker than, and less capable than men • Should be restricted to the home and to private spaces • Are incapable of functioning as well as men • Man's role is to be breadwinner, so he should have better opportunities • Men have &quot;natural&quot; leadership qualities</td>
<td>Services, Markets, Spaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Do men have more right to jobs when jobs are scarce?</td>
<td></td>
<td>Markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Do men make better political leaders than women do?</td>
<td></td>
<td>Spaces</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Animosity toward migrants is common across many societies. It usually arises from the perception that they are taking jobs away from natives, a view that colors day-to-day interactions between migrants and the host populations as well as restricting migrants’ access to markets. Such conflict is likely to be more intense when the receiving area is ethnically homogeneous (so that migrants and native populations are easily identifiable), when migrants dominate certain economic activities, or when migrants fare better than natives. There is also apprehension about an influx of less skilled workers, which natives fear will reduce already low wages. Migrants, particularly asylum seekers, are also seen as imposing a fiscal burden as a result of the popular perception that they use more services and pay less in taxes than nonmigrants. This belief has already triggered a set of policy responses in countries undergoing fiscal austerity. For example, the end of restrictions on the free mobility of Bulgarian and Romanian workers within the European Union has led to fears that unemployed people, often depicted by the media as “indigent gypsies,” will flood welfare-generous European states (Guild 2013).

Survey data lend credence to the popular perception that animosity against immigrants is widespread and that it changes over time. The World Values Surveys ask respondents which groups they would not like to have as neighbors (figure 5.1). The responses indicate that people who come from different linguistic, racial, and religious backgrounds are viewed negatively in many societies. For example, the latest publicly available round of the survey, conducted between 2005 and 2008, shows that in Hong Kong SAR, China; the Islamic Republic of Iran; Jordan; and Malaysia, immigrants and foreigners were viewed unfavorably by 57–79 percent of respondents. People in India also appeared to have negative attitudes toward different religious and linguistic groups, but Foa (2012) shows that these attitudes improved significantly in the most recent surveys, conducted between 2010 and 2012. Among the 21 countries for which comparable data are available from 1981 to 2012, 10 show strongly positive changes and 11 show strongly negative changes. No obvious pattern distinguishes societies with sizable declines from those with sizable gains, and some changes are within the margin of error (Foa 2012).

Changes in attitudes toward migrants reflect the changing terms of political life and public policy. In OECD countries, for example, the number of people rejecting migrants as neighbors rose from 1 in 12 respondents in 1980 to about 1 in 8 respondents in 2010. This 34 percent
increase is considerable and coincides with the growth of conservative political parties that advocate for limiting the infl ow of migrants (Norris 2005, cited in Foa 2012).

The changes in anti-migrant sentiment also correlate with the stock of the migrant population in each region. Foa (2012) uses the most recent round of the World Values Surveys data to look at the relationship between increases in the migrant population and the change in the ratio of people accepting versus rejecting migrants. Such a comparison is useful if one believes that each region has a natural baseline against which changes should be measured. Foa finds that the proportion of migrants in the general population has fallen in some regions, such as Sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America. In these regions, anti-migrant sentiment has also declined. The exception remains Europe and Central Asia, where the size of the foreign-born population fell sharply following the collapse of the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia but unleashed processes of nationalism have served both to increase anti-migrant sentiment and, in a number of cases, to drive out resident minorities (Campos and Kuzeyev 2007, cited in Foa 2012). The World Values Surveys for 2005–08 show a weakly positive relationship between the share of a country’s population that rejects migrants or foreign workers as neighbors and the proportion of migrants in that country’s population in 2005 (figure 5.2). Jordan and Hong Kong SAR, China, stand out in terms of the relatively large size of their migrant population and the high levels of anti-foreigner attitudes. In contrast, Australia, Canada, and Switzerland are outliers with relatively large foreign populations, but less than 10 percent of respondents in these countries hold negative views of foreigners or migrants.

Factors other than migration could also have influenced the acceptance or rejection of foreigners across countries. First, it is possible that migration is seen as a threat under some conditions but not others. It is also possible that the nature of migrant flows has changed. Today, international migrants may seem more “culturally distant” in the countries where they settle, compared to earlier migration flows (Baker et al. 2009). Moreover, migration has occurred against a backdrop of rising tensions over religious issues, in both Western societies and a number of developing countries, notably in East and South Asia. Second, national discourses around ethnicity or citizenship can influence attitudes toward foreigners. For example, in high-income countries witnessing recent waves of immigration, foreigner rejection is higher in countries with strongly ethnic or cultural conceptions of citizenship (such as France or Italy) than in countries with “thinner”
Figure 5.1 Whom Would You Not Like as a Neighbor?
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Figure 5.1 Whom Would You Not Like as a Neighbor? (continued)

Note: Data were collected at different times between 2005 and 2008 in each country or area.
conceptions of civic identity (such as Canada, the United Kingdom, or the United States) (Foa 2012). Third, Kleemans and Klugman (2009) argue that acceptability of immigration is likely to be higher if jobs are available. This finding suggests that reforms that link future liberalization to the demand for labor, so that inflows of migrants will respond to vacancy levels, could attract public support and alleviate the concern that migrants will substitute for or undercut local workers. Fourth, perceptions toward foreigners and migrants may also be a reflection of contemporaneous issues affecting a country. Consider Bulgaria, Romania, and Slovenia, three post-transition states that joined the European Union. These countries have witnessed increased foreigner acceptance over the past few decades, perhaps because foreign contacts are increasingly associated with tourism, investment, and student exchange rather than with a history of foreign domination, the threat of terrorism, or competition in the labor market. Finally, other factors that may explain negative sentiments could include unemployment or high crime rates, the nature of immigration policies, and media coverage of the issues related to migration.
Attitudes toward People with HIV/AIDS and Homosexuals

Two groups of people, homosexuals and people with HIV/AIDS, have been singled out for discrimination and exclusion in the last few decades. The HIV/AIDS epidemic in Africa, combined with overall antipathy toward lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) populations in most parts of the continent, have fueled attacks against them. Homosexuality is illegal in many countries, although it is common for homosexuals to face social exclusion even where homosexuality is not illegal. Discrimination against these two groups is also related because both are perceived to be “immoral” based on religious or cultural ideologies. More than 90 percent of World Values Surveys (2005–08) respondents in Jordan, the Islamic Republic of Iran, and Georgia, and more than 80 percent in Turkey, the Republic of Korea, Ethiopia, and Burkina Faso reported negative attitudes toward homosexuals (figure 5.3). Negative attitudes toward homosexuals were closely linked with negative attitudes toward people with HIV/AIDS. The top five countries where attitudes toward homosexuals were negative (Jordan, the Islamic Republic of Iran, Georgia, Turkey, and the Republic of Korea) were also the top five countries in which people with HIV/AIDS were viewed unfavorably. There is almost a one-to-one relationship between negative attitudes toward homosexuals and people with HIV/AIDS (figure 5.4).

Discrimination against and stigmatization of people with HIV/AIDS has been categorized by UNAIDS as a primary obstacle in the fight against the disease. Stigmatization of people with HIV/AIDS prevents individuals from seeking information, adopting preventive behavior, getting tested, disclosing their sero-status, and accessing treatment even where services are available. People with or associated with HIV/AIDS are at risk of losing their employment, property, livelihoods, and social status. They may lose their children, families, and social networks and may be refused care at health facilities. These effects are more prominent among already disadvantaged groups. Women and children are more prone than men to property grabbing, abandonment, and violence as a result of their HIV status or association with the disease. Similarly, men who have sex with men (MSM), injecting drug users, sex workers, and prisoners often face greater discrimination when diagnosed with HIV. These groups experience multilayered stigma and discrimination, making them likely to be refused services (DFID 2007). In a survey of people receiving antiretroviral therapy in Botswana, 37 percent of respondents said it was more difficult to cope with the social consequences of their HIV status than the medical ones, and 14 percent said they were equally difficult to handle (DFID 2007).
It is well known that people with HIV/AIDS and LGBT groups face discrimination; it is less well known that attitudes toward them are becoming more liberal and accepting. Foa (2012) shows that change in attitudes toward people with HIV/AIDS has been positive, with India seeing the greatest change between 1981 and 2012. In the first survey conducted in
India, in 1990, there was almost universal rejection of minorities of several kinds. In more recent surveys, the level of rejection is still high by international standards, but it is no longer universal, as reflected in a large positive shift. Zimbabwe and Nigeria also saw greater acceptance of people with HIV/AIDS. In many countries, change can be attributed to the plateauing of the epidemic combined with an intensive public education campaign (see box 5.1).

As in the case of acceptance of people with HIV/AIDS, there is growing acceptance of homosexuals as neighbors. This positive change is particularly strong in India, where rejection of homosexuality was nearly universal in 1990, and Mexico. Public education campaigns have been instrumental in increasing the acceptance of homosexuality, which was decriminalized in 2003 in Mexico and in 2009 in India. Attitudes in Europe and Latin America and the Caribbean have also become more liberal, but these regions already had a high base, so the change is in the direction of considering homosexuality more normal (and in recognizing LGBT rights such as same-sex marriage) rather than merely tolerating or accepting it.

Attitudes toward Gender Equality and Women
The gaps between the attainment of males and females in a range of outcomes are well documented. Attitudes about women are usually a reflection...
An estimated 5.6 million people in South Africa are living with HIV/AIDS (Robins and von Lieres 2004; UNAIDS 2012), with infection rates for young women about four times those of young men (UNAIDS 2012). The skepticism in the 1990s of key members of the South African government, such as then president Thabo Mbeki and health minister Manto Tshabalala-Msimang, delayed the introduction of a public antiretroviral (ARV) program; until the mid-2000s, ARVs were the preserve of people who could afford to pay for them privately (Robins 2006).

The Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) has mobilized a cross-section of South African society, from working-class black urban communities unable to afford ARVs and facing stigma and discrimination to trade unions, black and white middle-class business professionals, health professionals, scientists, the media, and ordinary South African citizens. It now has more than 16,000 members (TAC n.d.). TAC allied itself with the South African government against the high prices of ARVs set by the international pharmaceutical industry, leading major pharmaceutical companies to reduce ARV prices, which in turn has enabled the large-scale provision of ARVs through state clinics.

TAC has also fought high-profile battles in the South African courts. For example, in a 2001 High Court case, it established that the state’s constitutional obligation to provide health care extended to HIV/AIDS treatment. This ruling led to the establishment of the national ARV program in 2003. TAC also took the government to court for refusing to provide prevention of mother-to-child transmission treatment (PMTCT), playing an important role in the establishment of South Africa’s PMTCT program.

Testimonies from people taking ARVs in South Africa (Robins 2006) and Zimbabwe (Campbell et al. 2011) suggest that with declines in their health arrested or their health significantly improved, people taking ARVs are able to continue working and engage in social activities—that is, ARV treatment can help prevent people with HIV/AIDS from becoming socially and economically excluded, though the stigma associated with HIV/AIDS persists. At both the grassroots level and in the national media, TAC also campaigns against discrimination against people with HIV/AIDS in communities, schools, hospitals, and workplaces. It has organized highly visible media activity and public demonstrations.

Source: Marcus et al. 2013.
of social norms and can be correlated with the way institutions treat women. For example, low female labor force participation in the Middle East and North Africa could be partly attributed to attitudes about the roles and responsibilities of men and women inside and outside the household. The World Values Surveys data show that this region has the most gender-related discriminatory attitudes, with nearly half of respondents believing that education is more important for boys than girls and that men make better political leaders than women. In contrast, less than 15 percent of respondents in countries in the OECD, East Asia and Pacific, and Latin America and the Caribbean express such attitudes (figure 5.5).

Despite continuing gender inequality in many domains, there has been progress in women’s rights and opportunities in the past few decades. Muñoz Boudet et al. (2013) document how women are gaining increased control over economic decisions and other strategic life choices as the social norms limiting women’s work to domestic confines get relaxed. The main drivers of change are education, urbanization, and the expansion of female labor force participation, provided that the institutional context is favorable toward gender equality.

Figure 5.5 Attitudes toward Gender Equality Are Most Conservative in the Middle East and North Africa

Note: Every country for which time series data were available is included (23 countries in Europe and Central Asia [ECA], 16 countries in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD], 11 countries in Latin America and the Caribbean [LAC], 7 countries in the Middle East and North Africa [MENA], 7 countries in East Asia and Pacific [EAP], 5 countries in Sub-Saharan Africa [SSA], and 3 countries in South Asia [SA]). Brackets show standard errors.
to older people, younger men and women also express higher aspirations for gender equality and control over their lives, including getting more education, having fewer children, and marrying later. However, the relaxation of gender norms can also trigger physical and other forms of violence against women as reminders of repressive traditions, as shown through qualitative interviews conducted in 20 countries for the World Development Report 2012: Gender Equality and Development (Muñoz Boudet et al. 2013).

Three sets of views regarding gender equality are considered: whether university education is more important for a boy than a girl, whether men have more right to jobs when jobs are scarce, and whether men make better political leaders than women. As table 5.2 shows, each of these attitudes mediates an important element of social inclusion. For instance, education of girls is crucial in determining their future opportunities. Attitudes regarding women’s right to having a job when jobs are scarce may reflect norms of masculinity that emphasize the role of men as breadwinners and have an impact on women’s economic empowerment and access to markets.

Attitude surveys indicate that there has been a favorable shift in attitudes toward women’s education but negative attitudes are still widespread and correlated with actual education outcomes. Chapter 4 highlighted the huge expansion in education across the board and the fact that gender differentials in education have narrowed considerably. In some regions, women’s educational outcomes are better than those of men.

The World Values Surveys ask respondents whether they think university education is more important for boys than for girls. The results show that a number of countries, including the Islamic Republic of Iran, Mali, and Iraq, display the most discriminatory attitudes, with more than half of respondents in the Islamic Republic of Iran saying that university education is more important for boys. These responses are generally in keeping with objective measures of educational outcomes across countries. Figure 5.6 shows that there is a negative relationship between the gross tertiary school enrollment rate for women and the percentage of survey respondents who think that higher education is more important for men than for women. By contrast, in countries where female tertiary school enrollment is almost universal, discriminatory attitudes toward access to higher education are very low: almost no one in Sweden, Andorra, or Norway believes that men should have greater access to higher education than women.
Responses in the World Values Surveys to women’s access to jobs show greater conservatism. The literature on discrimination against women in jobs has documented that a mix of labor market conditions, women’s reproductive roles, and active discrimination have been responsible for women’s lower outcomes compared with men. The World Values Surveys ask respondents whether they think men should be given preference for jobs when jobs are scarce in the economy. Respondents in the vast majority of countries believe that men should be given preference. The most discriminatory attitudes are found in countries that have the lowest female labor force participation rates (less than 25 percent), including the Arab Republic of Egypt, the Islamic Republic of Iran, Jordan, and Iraq, with 90 percent of respondents in Egypt and Jordan believing that men should get preference (figure 5.7). Jordan presents a peculiar paradox. Despite a strong supply-side push for female education, which has increased educational attainment for girls and women relative to other countries in the region, labor market outcomes remain poor. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show that public attitudes to both equal education and jobs are very discriminatory.
(in chapter 6, the case of Jordan is discussed in more detail). Countries that have the least discriminatory attitudes are Sweden, Norway, Finland, and Ethiopia. Ethiopia stands out among African countries in terms of both high female labor force participation rate and attitudes toward women’s right to jobs in a tight labor market.

Discriminatory attitudes about women pertaining to the labor market have eased in almost all countries where the same question was asked at least twice in the World Values Surveys. The exceptions are Mexico, Turkey, India, Argentina, and China, where discriminatory attitudes toward women participating in the labor market seem more entrenched (figure 5.8). More than half of respondents in Turkey and India, and more than 40 percent in China, believed that men should be given preference when jobs are scarce (see figure 5.7). Interestingly, these countries have seen robust growth rates during the last decade or so, and there are reports of increasing jobs. In India, the National Sample Survey also shows fairly flat trends in female labor force participation during a period of relatively high growth. However, both the baselines and end lines for
individual countries in figure 5.8 are different and may not reflect the most recent attitudes.

A final indicator of gender equality that has received considerable attention is the distribution of leadership positions between men and women. Since the mid-1990s, the share of women in parliaments and legislative bodies has been used as one of the indicators to measure women’s leadership status. The discourse around women in leadership positions has recently gained momentum, and representation of women in private sector board rooms and higher echelons of civil services and politics are very much on women’s rights agendas. Discussion around women’s leadership roles has been accompanied in recent decades by overall improvements in women’s roles in high-level politics.
Attitudes toward women holding leadership positions are even more conservative than those regarding women’s education and employment. The World Values Surveys ask respondents whether they think men make better political leaders than women. About 80 percent of respondents in Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, the Islamic Republic of Iran, Ghana, and Mali believe that men make better political leaders. On the other side of the spectrum, Sweden, Andorra, Norway, Canada, and Switzerland display the most open attitudes, with less than 15 percent of respondents saying that men make better political leaders. These attitudes are negatively related to the share of seats held by women in national parliaments, with the first set of countries having the lowest share of women parliamentarians and the second set of countries having the highest (figure 5.9). A notable exception is Iraq, where more than 25 percent of the postwar parliament were women but attitudes toward women’s leadership are strongly negative. Rwanda, interestingly, is split 50-50 on both accounts. Across regions, attitudes toward women’s leadership are also negatively associated with the number of female leaders in top executive positions.

**Figure 5.9 Countries in Which People Say Men Make Better Leaders Have Low Proportions of Women in Parliament**

Source: World Bank, based on data from the World Values Surveys 2005–08 (attitudes) and World Development Indicators 2005–08 (parliamentary seats held by women).

Note: Values are included for all countries for which data for both variables were available within a period of two years. Latest data available are used.
Perceptions of Inequality and Fairness

Both the experience and the perception of inequality and fairness are important in assessing the extent to which social inclusion has resulted and the fruits of growth have filtered across societies. The last decade has seen a spate of global protests against what is broadly considered unfairness or lack of accountability and transparency. These protests are usually against the state but also against business leaders, landowners, and other agglomerates. The uprisings in many parts of the Middle East and North Africa are believed to be more than just a reaction to unemployment—they are regarded as uprisings against the state. Reich and Satz (2011), writing about the Occupy Movement, discuss not merely the lack of opportunity, their central proposition, but also the perceived injustice of inequality. These growing protests have caused considerable anxiety to governments and, in some countries, led to crackdowns against protest.

People’s acceptance of inequality is, to a large extent, rooted in historical circumstances. History plays a large role in people’s preferences about the society in which they live (Verme 2009). For example, precolonial and colonial institutions affect the extent to which citizens accept or legitimize inequality and exclusion. DiJohn and Putzel (2009) highlight the fact that the inclusionary political settlement in Botswana was successful because colonial institutions did not have a tight hold on the country’s institutions, which led to a more equitable distribution of mineral wealth. The Brazil case is also instructive. In an analysis based on a survey conducted in 2000, Scalon and Cano (2008) find that Brazilians were very aware of the high levels of income inequality in their country but that there was an implicit acceptance of this inequality across income groups. They argue that the “selective modernization” of Brazil, which retained traditional values on the one hand and introduced modern institutions on the other, enabled the acceptance of large, and at the time of their analysis, growing, inequalities:

For many people, it is difficult to understand how it is possible that in a highly unequal country, a perception also exists—even among those who are at the bottom and thus most affected by inequality—that people must be unequally rewarded for their unequal assets and talents. But one must also ask how a country could accept extraordinary gaps in equality for decades without adopting an ideology that permits and legitimizes this inequality. This seems perverse, and it is: unequal societies tend to be more tolerant toward inequality, which in turns perpetuates that
inequality…. A shared political culture that is complicit with the acceptance of inequality makes it hard to break patterns in a society. (Scalon and Cano 2008, 95)

Given differences in the historical circumstances of each country, the relationship between actual and perceived inequality is mixed. The analysis of the World Values Surveys data for 2005 suggests a nonlinear relationship between “aversion to inequality” and observed inequality across countries (figure 5.10). Australia and many countries in Europe, for example, have low inequality alongside a low appetite for it. In contrast, some countries in Latin America (such as Chile, Argentina, Uruguay, and to some extent Colombia and Brazil) have high levels of measured inequality, but their inequality aversion is similar to that of countries with lower levels of inequality. This pattern is most likely driven by the colonial and precolonial institutional structure of these countries.

Acceptance or aversion to inequality may also depend on the type and extent of social stratification in a country. Societies that have highly hierarchical

Figure 5.10 Perceptions and Actual Levels of Inequality Are Not Always Related


Note: Attitudes toward inequality were collected at different times between 2005 and 2008. Gini coefficients are either from the same year as the attitude variable or from the closest period within a span of one year. Circles distinguish countries that cluster at similar intersections.
stratification systems seem to have higher levels of acceptance of inequality. Take the case of India, which has low levels of measured inequality but high acceptance of it (despite a small increase in the Gini coefficient in the last two decades) (see figure 5.10). The public rhetoric against inequality and social exclusion in India is pervasive, linked to both Gandhian and Nehruvian visions of an ideal society. Yet the caste system, while having morphed into a political category, is still intact. In this respect, India presents an interesting conundrum. On the one hand, the public ideology of a modern India is implicitly linked to the demise of caste; on the other, an elaborate religious ideology supports the existence of caste. Socioreligious reformers have historically tried to counter this oppressive ideology, but caste-based beliefs and stereotypes remain pervasive in people’s private lives.

Citizens’ views about the extent of fairness in their country often reflect deeper issues of inclusion and exclusion in society. The sharper focus on the measurement of subjective well-being promises to serve as an avenue for citizens, especially those who feel they are not being heard, to voice their grievances. Herian et al. (2012) argue that fairness in formal institutions is judged against four main criteria: the ability of individuals to express their opinions, the consistency of the authority in its application of processes and transparency of its decisions, respectful treatment of individuals, and the perceived trustworthiness of the authority. Whether people consider the policies and decisions of state authorities as legitimate is related to whether they perceive them as fair and impartial (Tyler 2006; Gilley 2009). More generally, people may perceive situations as unjust if they are denied participation and active citizenship and do not feel respected by authority (Sampson 1983; Marc et al. 2012). In short, citizens’ perception of the fairness of the way the state treats them is, to some extent, also a measure of their feelings of being excluded by the state.

Perceived fairness is often related to the extent of opaqueness and corruption. Linde (2012) shows, for instance, that public support for the political system in postcommunist democracies is determined to a large extent by what citizens perceive the degree of corruption is among public officials and the level of fairness they expect when they deal with them. In a similar vein, the Afrobarometer asks respondents how often they feel they are being treated unequally by the state. Although it is a bit farfetched to expect too many people to think of any state as being “never unfair,” the results can be indicative of feelings of injustice (figure 5.11).

At the top of the list is Botswana, where 43 percent of respondents indicate that people are never treated unequally and another 25 percent report
that people are rarely treated unequally. It is followed by Namibia, where
38 percent of respondents report that people are never treated unequally and
30 percent report that people are rarely treated unequally. Other countries
where respondents did not report strong feelings of unequal treatment under
the law include Burundi, Lesotho, Liberia, Ghana, Malawi, and Mauritius.
By contrast, more than two-fifths of respondents in Sierra Leone (45 percent),
Zimbabwe (44 percent), Burkina Faso (43 percent), and Nigeria (41 percent) report that people are often unequally treated, and 13–23 percent report that people are always unequally treated by their state.

That the majority of citizens feel that people in their country are treated unequally may be indicative of the fact that the state is perceived as catering to the needs of a small section of society and that exclusion is a problem for many rather than a few. Africa’s economic growth over the past decade has been in substantial measure from mineral extraction, with the benefits concentrated among a few. Economic power is closely related to political power and representation in decision making, which in turn affects the allocation of public expenditure and can lead to disparities in opportunities. Income inequality, too, rose considerably in the last three decades throughout Sub-Saharan Africa. In 2010, Africa was the second most unequal region in the world (after Latin America), and 6 of the world’s 10 most unequal countries worldwide were located in Southern Africa (AfDB 2012). The increasingly visible contrast between rich and poor may be one of the driving forces behind feelings of unequal treatment.

There also seems to be a decline in approval ratings of what governments are doing about inequality in many African countries. The Afrobarometer surveys ask respondents whether they approve their governments’ efforts to narrow the gap between rich and poor. In no country in the sample did approval ratings exceed 50 percent, although it is unclear whether respondents wanted their governments to do more or less. Moreover, the periods 2005/06–2008/09 and 2008/09–2011/12 saw a decline or no change in approval in the sampled countries, except in Botswana, Malawi, and Zimbabwe (figure 5.12). The increase in approval was highest in Malawi, where respondents changed their approval ratings from 19 percent to 44 percent in the period 2005/06–2008/09 (followed by a slight decline to 41 percent in 2011/12). The largest drop observed was in Senegal (from 34 percent to 7 percent) in the period 2005/06–2008/09 and in Tanzania (from 35 to 13 percent) and Namibia (from 42 to 28 percent) in the period 2005/06–2011/12.

Recent reports suggest that new divisions may be emerging across Africa, as countries are adopting new strategies for growth. Take the case of Uganda. Expert opinions point to growing concerns that the majority of the population views itself as excluded from economic prosperity. A recent study notes that a minority that belongs to the “right groups” is systematically provided better opportunities economically, politically,
and socially. Patronage and corruption have become the processes by which groups are included or excluded from taking their share of the national wealth (Awori 2012). In line with this argument, only 9 percent of Ugandan respondents said their country never treats people unequally, whereas 58 percent say people are always or often unequally treated (see figure 5.11). In 2012, the most common reason that respondents cited for not reporting corruption was that they “knew no action would be taken.” This finding clearly signals a sense of powerlessness with respect to perceived injustices taking place in state institutions.
Concluding Reflections

Attitudes and perceptions matter for the behavior and actions of individuals and groups. They can influence the terms on which some groups are included and affect the way groups access opportunities. They are intrinsic to the dignity and respect accorded to many groups. They change over time, can be correlated with both country-level and global changes, and are likely to be responsive to new incentives. Paying attention to attitudes and perceptions and changes in them is therefore important, because they can throw light on what can be done to foster positive change.

Subjective reports of how people regard their situation and that of others could well have to do with whom people compare themselves with and what they aspire to. Negative subjective reports are often indicative of unfulfilled aspirations for social mobility and a sense that “others are doing better than us.” Subjective well-being is also a reflection of the way in which society treats its members and the extent to which people feel they can access opportunities. Measuring perceptions allows excluded groups and groups with little voice to make themselves heard. Perceptions of the way the state treats its citizens can be a reflection of the extent of exclusion. They can be rooted in long-term grievances against the state and against the rule of a few.

Notes

1. For example, the Scottish Social Attitudes Survey, conducted three times since 2002, examines views on whether different groups of people are equally suitable for employment as a primary school teacher and compares the responses with views about these same groups marrying into a person’s family. It also explores gender stereotyping in attitudes toward parental leave, attitudes to older people working, and perceived labor market competition from particular groups. The aim of this survey is specifically to provide inputs into policy to address discrimination (see Das 2012).

2. Classical economists and philosophers, such as Jeremy Bentham, John Stuart Mill, and Adam Smith, incorporated the pursuit of happiness in their writings. However, as economics grew more technical as a discipline, more parsimonious definitions of welfare, underpinned by decision making by a utility-maximizing rational individual, became more common; subjective perceptions became secondary to observed objective measures.

3. For a comprehensive review of the interdisciplinary literature on relative deprivation, see Walker and Smith (2002).
4. Detailed information about sampling and fieldwork and the exact text of each question can be found at http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org.

5. Certain negative attitudes tend to be widely held, showing some tendency to soften with advances in education. However, the dominant type of negative attitude, and how strong it is, depends largely on the country in which a respondent is living (Lakhani, Sacks, and Heltberg 2012).

6. This view seems unfounded, as international migration of skilled workers relative to unskilled workers has been rising since the 1970s for every developing region of the world (Docquier 2006).

7. Certain conjectures popularly held about migrants underpin exclusionary attitudes toward them. Pritchett (2006) calls these conjectures “immovable ideas” or “self-interested arguments,” which are often made by the elite. They must be shifted if the issue of exclusion of immigrants is to be tackled in a comprehensive manner.

8. An increase from 5 percent of a society that rejects migrants to 15 percent can be expected to have a far more significant impact on the policy debate and discourse than an increase from 60 percent to 70 percent, despite the fact that both are 10 percentage-point increments. Because of this nonlinear effect, changes in the ratio may be more meaningful for the purpose of empirical analysis.

9. The latest round of the World Values Surveys (2010–12) shows that one of the most notable exceptions to the generally negative relationship between attitudes toward homosexuals and attitudes toward people with HIV/AIDS is Zimbabwe. Respondents in Zimbabwe are severely against homosexuality but not HIV/AIDS. Zimbabwe saw one of the sharpest declines in HIV prevalence within a decade; coverage of ARV treatment among adults rose from 15 percent in 2007 to 80 percent in 2010 (WHO, UNAIDS, and UNICEF 2011).

10. The Gender Empowerment Measure (GEM), for example, was one of the indicators introduced by the United Nations’ 1995 Human Development Report. It consists of three indicators: male and female shares of parliamentary seats; male and female shares of administrative, professional, technical, and managerial positions; and power over economic resources, as measured by women’s and men’s estimated earned income.

11. See, for instance, the indicators for a Rule of Law Index created by Agrast et al. (2008) for the American Bar Association.

12. The low levels of observed inequality are in part related to measurement issues (see World Bank 2011 for a discussion).
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CHANGE IS POSSIBLE
Change toward Social Inclusion

* Cultures are made of continuities and changes, and the identity of a society can survive through these changes. Societies without change aren’t authentic; they’re just dead.*


Change is inevitable. It happens by stealth or by design. It happens through discrete events, as well as through gradual processes that culminate over time. It is inevitably a complex process. For example, its impacts on groups can vary, and what is considered costly today may have positive outcomes in the future or vice versa. Attempts to make change inclusive may involve trade-offs, creating both winners and losers. For these reasons, change toward social inclusion is almost always political and occurs through the dialectic between different power groups in society. There can be push-back from the dominant groups when previously subordinate groups feel included and break the norms. Push-back can come with active retaliation, which can set the process of change back. So change is hardly ever linear or clear-cut.

Despite its messiness or complexity, the process of change can be influenced toward social inclusion. Although it is true that social inclusion is hampered by, among other things, culture, norms, and history, the impacts are not immutable. Examples of change toward inclusion abound in history. South Africa, for example, moved from institutionalized segregation toward an ideal of a “rainbow nation” in a matter of two decades. Foot-binding, an ancient tradition in China, was curtailed and eventually eliminated, following an intense social campaign and prohibition by law.
The articulation of social exclusion in Brazil that started with a widespread belief in a “racial democracy” led to acceptance of the notion that discrimination on the basis of race has held some groups back. The exclusionary system of informal local justice in Bangladesh (the *shalish*) has been transformed by greater voice and participation. In a region where women’s role in society is confined to the private sphere, higher educational attainment among women in Jordan has become the rule rather than the exception.

This chapter focuses on the manner in which change can take place and the political processes that underpin it. Before presenting a variety of policies and programs that have been used for tackling social inclusion in the next chapter, it is important to start with a few pointers regarding the process of change. The first section of this chapter gives examples of different areas in which change toward social inclusion has been possible. The second section then reflects on the actors who can propel change toward social inclusion, based on the cases reviewed and other literature. The third section argues that change toward social inclusion is conditioned by the nature of the social contract, the extent of a shared vision in society, and the strength of institutions. The final section concludes. The chapter provides the foundation for assessing the nature of policies and programs that can lead to social inclusion, discussed in chapter 7.

**Change in What?**

*Bangladesh: Changes in Local Justice Institutions*

Access to justice in Bangladesh, as in several other countries, is limited by long delays in the formal court system and poor access by various excluded groups, particularly women. Countries often have a range of local justice mechanisms, with varying degrees of formality, which serve as substitutes for formal institutions. That such traditional dispute resolution systems are often also undemocratic and exclusionary has been well documented.

In Bangladesh, the traditional *shalish* is an informal institution delivering justice, while formal courts are at the other end of the spectrum. The literature documents the tension between the *shalish* as a fast and inexpensive mechanism for resolving local and family disputes and its character as the enforcer of often retrogressive norms. The literature on the *shalish* has underscored its elitist character and the hazard that it perpetuates existing power structures. For example, few women are invited to serve as *shalishkars* (mediators) in the traditional *shalish*, making
them less likely to approach it for justice. The dearth of women as mediators is important because the large majority of cases that women would like to see resolved are family based, many of them related to domestic and spousal violence. Another key aspect of exclusion is that shalish decisions tend to enforce established social norms and in that sense may also deter women from participating. Such norms perpetuate the lower status of women and the poorest people in relation to the rich and more powerful (Bode and Howes 2002; Golub 2003; Guirguis 2004; Jahan 2007; World Bank 2008).

In many parts of rural Bangladesh, the shalish has been transformed into a more participatory and representative local justice institution. This transformation has been concurrent with an improvement in women’s status across the board through expansion of education, better health outcomes, and steep fertility decline. Women in Bangladesh are now much more visible in public spaces and are able to make their voices heard (World Bank 2008). These developments have coincided with efforts by nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and been supported by international donors in an environment that encouraged local democracy. The reformed shalish includes an equal number of women as shalishkars and often addresses injustices to women such as violence, dowry demands, abandonment, and maintenance. NGOs assist parties in accessing the formal system when shalish is either not appropriate or not satisfactory. The Bangladesh Rural Advancement Centre (BRAC) runs one of the largest informal justice systems in the world. The activities of BRAC and legal aid organizations (Bangladesh Legal Aid and Services Trust, Ain-o-Shalish Kendro, and Nagorik Uddyong), which also run the reformed shalish, have been documented.

The reach of the reformed shalish is speculative, although one report estimates its coverage at 30 percent of the country (Asia Foundation 2007). Local governments in Bangladesh—known as Union Parishads (UPs)—have embraced the changes in the local justice landscape. Their role in conducting the shalish has also expanded. Some of this change in local government involvement could be related to the growing political importance of the UPs and the lack of commensurate discretionary power and resources available to them. It is likely therefore that UPs use their role as new elites in mediation—something that gives them added political power. It is also likely that with the increasing push toward decentralization, the contact of UPs with higher levels of administration has increased. The rising importance of elected representatives of the UPs, the increasing
penetration of NGO-sponsored dispute resolution, and the movement toward legal empowerment of the poor has created new social and political dynamics. Elites and institutions are competing for spaces and spheres of influence. Traditional elites are reimagining themselves, and new elites are carving out their roles (Das and Maru 2011).

Brazil: Changes in Framing Issues of Inclusion

Afro-descendants (counted as the “negro” and “black” categories in the census) made up 7.6 percent of Brazil’s population in 2010. In the 1970s, at a time when the dominant discourse in Brazil emphasized tolerance and social harmony across racial groups, Thomas Skidmore, a sociologist from Brown University, wrote about discrimination against Afro-Brazilians. He focused on the “whitening thesis,” by which “Brazilian intellectuals of the late 19th and early 20th centuries managed their racial and nationalist anxieties by interpreting miscegenation as a dynamic process that would dilute Brazil’s black population” (Davila, Morgan, and Skidmore 2008). Skidmore’s analysis was met with negative reaction from what Skidmore termed the “elite” in Brazil, which comprised policy makers and academics alike. To them, Skidmore was attacking the very foundation of Brazil’s famed “racial democracy.” However, until recently, racially disaggregated data were only partially available from Brazilian official statistics.

Using qualitative evidence, Skidmore argued that there are systematic differences in labor market and human development outcomes of Afro-Brazilians and other Brazilians, most notably whites. These differences generated much interest in differential outcomes between blacks and whites in other arenas as well, leading in turn to a body of empirical evidence and simultaneous education of the Brazilian public and elite about these differentials as well as the discrimination that underlies them.

Later, Telles (2006) carefully analyzed the differential outcomes in the labor market and in education by race. His main conclusion was that there is a high degree of social harmony across racial groups in Brazil, which is marked by deep and meaningful social interactions, intermarriage, interdining, and co-residence. However, this apparent social harmony masks high levels of inequality across racial groups.

By the turn of the 21st century, there was increasing acceptance in policy circles in Brazil that Afro-Brazilians were discriminated against and deserved special treatment. In its 2003 report to the United Nations (UN) Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, Brazil recognized that “for many decades, the myth of a nationality characterized by
the harmonious and perfect fusion of three races, responsible for the construction of a ‘racial democracy’ in the country, was propagated. Over a long period of time, the Brazilian State and society, acting on behalf of this myth, revealed themselves incapable of implementing effective mechanisms to incorporate Afro-descendants, indigenous individuals, and members of other discriminated groups into the larger society” (CERD 2003, 5). More recently, Brazil put in place quotas for Afro-Brazilians that guarantee them seats in public educational institutions. These quotas are being seen as a game changer for these groups. In sum, there is an emerging consensus that the fight against poverty in Brazil cannot be disassociated with the recognition of race as a marker of inequality and that without specific policies targeted at reducing race-based inequality, improvements will occur too slowly for this group (Gacitúa-Marió and Woolcock 2008).

China: Changes in Egregious Social Practices

Foot-binding was a centuries-old custom in China that required that women tie their feet so that they would be small and pretty. This conception of beauty was tied to control over female bodies. The interesting thing about foot-binding was how soon it came to an end, propelled most strongly by the power of external actors in the form of missionaries and Chinese elites (Mackie 1996; Appiah 2006).

The movement that overturned the ancient and revered practice of foot-binding was propelled by Christian missionaries. In 1875, Rev. John Macgowan, of the London Missionary Society, called a meeting of Christian women in Xiamen and asked them to sign a pledge to abandon the practice. At first, nine women did. Quickly, growing numbers joined, other groups were founded, and membership of anti-foot-binding organizations was in the tens of thousands. A national movement for change had started. The campaigners against foot-binding did not necessarily have new arguments: the Chinese had long known that foot-binding produced suffering and debility. Nevertheless, bound feet had continued to be regarded as an important status symbol and instrument for enforcing the chastity of women—or as Appiah (2006) puts it, foot-binding had simply become the normal thing to do.

The leaders of the movement against foot-binding were careful not to impose their ideas but to change minds instead through respectful engagement and knowledge-building: they set up newspapers and magazines such as Review of the Times (founded in 1868), which gave the Chinese elite access to ideas and events from abroad. They also republished
anti-foot-binding essays by Chinese writers. Beyond changing the minds of people, campaigners also created role models who helped change the shared commitments of society: members of anti-foot-binding societies not only pledged to stop binding their own daughters’ feet, they also pledged not to allow their sons to marry women with bound feet.

**Jordan: Changes in Women’s Educational Attainment**

The success of Jordan in expanding education services to its citizens, particularly women, is widely acknowledged. Since the late 1980s, the government has spent more than 5 percent of its annual domestic product on education, a larger share than any other lower-middle-income country (World Bank 2005). Education policies were supported by active participation of civil society organizations, especially in regard to early childhood education, illiteracy, and vocational training programs. Between 1980 and 2002, literacy rates for adult men increased from 82 percent to 96 percent (a 14 percentage point increase), while rates for adult women increased from 55 percent to 86 percent (a 31 percentage point increase). The performance of women also improved in higher education: between 1988 and 1999, the number of female university students in Jordan quadrupled; their share of the student body increased from 39 percent to 45 percent; and in 1998, for the first time in history, more than half of university admissions were women (Jansen 2006).

Although education is a necessary condition for gender equality, it is far from sufficient. Despite improvements in female educational attainment, there are significant barriers to gender equality in Jordan, both in the education system and after women enter the labor market. For example, the education system reinforces traditional gender roles and implicitly directs young women into “appropriate” professions (such as art, the humanities, teaching) thereby segregating women into certain kinds of jobs even before they enter the labor market. In 2005, the World Bank’s gender assessment of Jordan described a paradox. It documented that female labor force participation in Jordan stood at about 28 percent, which was 50 percent of its potential when taking into account women’s educational level, reductions in the fertility rate, and the age structure of the population (World Bank 2005). Public attitudes about gender equality are still very conservative, as chapter 5 shows.

Some of the gender disparities in Jordan reflect an underlying attitudinal and policy bias against women. Although Jordanian women enjoy legal equality with men on many issues (for example, health care, education,
and political participation), they suffer from discriminatory statutes on nationality and citizenship law, family law, and provisions of pensions and social security benefits. Legislation aimed at protecting women’s health, safety, and “modest standing in society” has had the effect of constraining their ability to find employment. Finally, Jordan has deeply entrenched patriarchal norms, although from 2004 until the end of 2009, the women’s movement in Jordan made a number of important gains that led to new laws and expanded access to services. However, some women, such as divorced women, the elderly, and widows, are still constrained from participating fully in society. They are most likely to experience poverty and deprivation, often depending on relatives, friends, or welfare support.

South Africa: Changes in Income Inequality

South Africa’s success in reducing racial inequalities presents an interesting conundrum. Postapartheid policies sought to aggressively equalize the historical burden that the apartheid era had left on a range of outcomes. South Africa still has high levels of income inequality (measured by a Gini coefficient of 0.63), but inequality is driven primarily by within-race inequalities, which account for about 59 percent of overall income inequality. This pattern is likely to continue in the future, confounded by the fact that the share of black South Africans in the population will rise. Therefore, going forward, attempts to address intragroup inequalities will drive South Africa’s quest for greater inclusion more than intergroup disparities.

Despite this important shift, economic disparities across groups remain the major drivers of social exclusion. Although the Reconciliation Barometer survey shows significant progress—in 2012 the survey found that two-thirds of South Africans are willing to “forget about apartheid” and “move forward together as a country” (Lefko-Everett 2012)—issues of “material justice” seem to stand in the way. Low levels of economic inclusion and slow transformation remain important concerns: 43.1 percent of the Reconciliation Barometer survey participants believe that “reconciliation” and “improved social relationships between South Africans” are impossible when people who were disadvantaged under apartheid are still poor. Levels of disagreement vary with age: across all racial categories, youth are more likely than adults to disagree that progress has been made. Racial differences are particularly evident in relation to two survey items related to restitution and the economic legacy of apartheid. About one-third of white (31.1 percent) and Indian/Asian (34.2 percent) youth feel that economic justice and greater equality are not necessary preconditions for
reconciliation. A significant share of white youth (29.5 percent) also opposes the idea that the government should continue to support apartheid victims. This share is much larger than it is among white adults (14.5 percent).

The Propellers of Change toward Social Inclusion

The preeminent role of the state as the driver and propeller of change toward inclusion is well recognized. The state can intervene for social inclusion through three conduits. The first is to create an enabling environment for social inclusion, such that citizens have the freedom to exercise their choice and innovate for better outcomes and processes. The second is to design legislation, policies, and programs that directly or indirectly affect social inclusion. The third is to ensure implementation and enforcement of the legal and policy framework. All these roles are underpinned by the nature of the state, the degree of openness of the polity, and the vision that the state and citizens share. The strength of both formal and informal institutions is critical for the success of state-led actions. Strong institutional contexts with a clear vision of social inclusion lead to better outcomes (Acemoglu and Robinson 2012). Chapter 7 discusses policies and programs for social inclusion in greater detail.

The state, however, does not act suo moto; a host of nonstate actors are active drivers of social inclusion. The impact of state-led actions, in

I know that we should participate in politics and leadership at all levels. We have a right to property; we have a right to education. But men do not like this and I think that they are wrong; they have enjoyed too much because everything was theirs. Now these laws are saying that not everything is theirs. If I were the one in their position, I would not like the laws either. My husband told me one time when we finished the seminar with World Vision on the rights of women and we were talking about female circumcision: “rights of women, yes, but what about the rights of men”? I like the question of rights, but sometimes I think that many women get more problems when they talk about their rights and they are abandoned by their husbands as stubborn women and bad women. Men get other women.

—Female focus group participant in Chibelela, Tanzania, Moving Out of Poverty study (World Bank)
fact, is contingent upon other actors and their stakes in making the change successful. Similarly, processes led by nonstate actors often need buy-in from powerful groups, such as the political elite. Together, these actors build coalitions and shape the course of change.

Catalysts and champions of change toward social inclusion often come from among the elite. The movements to end slavery in the United States, foot-binding in China, and apartheid in South Africa were all led by elites, whether from among the excluded groups (as in South Africa) or dominant groups (as in the United States). Appiah draws parallels between the processes that ended foot-binding in China to the processes that led to the abolition of female genital mutilation in Senegal. Both began with respectful elites assembling a core of supporters and organizing a program of commitment to new practices that were sensitive to traditions of the community. In contrast, the top-down criminalization of genital mutilation by the Senegalese government a few years earlier backfired, leading to the cutting of many girls in deliberate violation of the law. Dani and de Haan (2008b) point out that although “modernizing elites” and colonial traditions were early drivers of change, over time, with the increasing influence of international organizations, NGOs and international actors have assumed more prominence in driving change agendas. The role of NGOs and international actors is probably greater in highly aid-dependent contexts.

The role of business leaders in promoting social inclusion is also well recognized and has a long history in both developed and developing countries. Private foundations have both the political clout and the financial resources to influence change toward social inclusion. A large number of private foundations address the goals of social inclusion by supporting services such as health or education. Few of them invest in nondiscrimination, citizenship, or diversity, although these inclusionary outcomes are often externalities of successful service delivery programs. Organizations like the Open Society Foundation have funded a range of projects, including media campaigns, to change public attitudes and advocacy to influence policy. These campaigns are explicitly aimed at combating discrimination and xenophobia against a broad range of excluded groups, such as the Roma and Muslims in Europe; lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people; asylum seekers and refugees; people with disabilities; and stateless people (Open Society Foundation 2012).

Social movements and collective action have historically pushed agendas for social inclusion by taking up specific wrongs that society needs to correct.
Most large social reforms have had at least some element of public support. The end of foot-binding in China and the acceptance of race as an axis of exclusion in Brazil had strong elements of social movements. In addition, collective action by excluded groups that lobby for rights are forms of social movements that build coalitions for change. The more impressive strategies of subversion are at the group level and usually involve political coalition building. Not all of them, however, as Appiah notes, are claims for recognition; some are demands for participation in different spheres of life.

The media can help in creating awareness about exclusion and in changing mindsets. Awareness campaigns are usually based on getting information to the public, especially when stereotypes and misinformation are rife. In the cases discussed earlier, the importance of awareness in China and of new data in Brazil had a positive impact on bringing new facts to the agenda.

The use of soap operas in changing attitudes and behaviors is increasingly being recognized. In a particularly innovative move, the U.S. Census used Telemundo, the Spanish-language television company, to run messages during a popular soap opera. The aim was to encourage Latinos to participate in the U.S Census of 2010 in the face of strong anti–U.S. government feeling among Latinos and a potential boycott of the census. Trujillo and Paluck (2012) randomly assigned Latino participants in Arizona, Texas, and New Jersey during a period of either contemplated or passed anti-immigration legislation to compare people who had seen the pro-census scenes and those who had viewed scenes featuring the soap opera characters but not the census information. Compared with control viewers, census viewers expressed more positive attitudes toward the U.S. government and more behavioral support for the census (wearing pro-census stickers and taking informational flyers). Affinity with the soap opera character was associated with stronger effects. However, there were no positive effects in Arizona, where anti-immigration legislation had directly affected participants. Similar changes in attitudes have been noted with respect to HIV/AIDS, contraceptive use, and girls’ education in developing countries. But the obverse is also true: the media can be used effectively to spread misinformation about excluded groups and events.

The Importance of Shared Goals and Strong Institutions

Policies and programs that seek to enhance social inclusion are rooted, first and foremost, in the nature of the social contract. As Sen (2001, 74) writes,
“Inclusion is characterized by a society’s widely shared social experience and active participation, by a broad equality of opportunities and life chances for individuals and by the achievement of a basic level of well-being for all citizens.” This shared vision about what it means to be included in society is crucial, as it underlines support for or opposition to inclusionary measures. Shared ideals are usually laid out in constitutions; upheld through laws; refocused through vision documents, plans, and manifestos; and put in practice through policies, programs, and projects. Ideals such as fundamental rights and, often, nondiscrimination are common in modern constitutions. Vision documents and national plans serve to reiterate these ideals and focus attention on them. Kenya’s Vision 2030 is intended to create a “just and cohesive society enjoying equitable social development in a clean and secure environment”; Malawi’s Vision 2020 aspires for the country to be “secure, democratically mature, environmentally sustainable, self-reliant with equal opportunities for and active participation by all”; the Uganda National Resistance Movement’s manifesto for 2011–15 is entitled “prosperity for all” (Marcus et al. 2013). Although such higher-order ideals are the core of the social contract, their actualization is usually the real challenge.

When different groups in a population have a shared vision of society that is based on a common identity, actions for social inclusion are likely to be more successful. Qualitative interviews conducted as part of an ongoing World Bank poverty and social impact analysis of the hill state of Himachal Pradesh in India reveal a shared sense of pride among Himachalis from all caste groups when it comes to their rich environmental heritage. Their shared vision of progress accords equal weight to economic progress and environmental sustainability.

Research on Bangladesh points to a remarkable congruence between the ideals and vision of the elite on the one hand, and of ordinary people on the other, regarding poverty and development at the national level (Hossain 2005). It also notes that elites in Bangladesh are relatively new and still maintain their links with their rural roots, because the cultural ethos of the elites and the people are remarkably similar. Such shared vision allows for policies that address poverty and target other positive social outcomes.

Identification with a shared vision of society is often related to whether citizens regard their national identity or their parochial identity to be preeminent. Societies that have diverse groups with strong ethnic identities are often regarded as prone to fragmentation. In Uganda, despite
a strong association between ethnicity and access to services, as indicated in chapter 3, the majority of Ugandans do not identify only with their ethnic group. About half the Ugandans surveyed by the Afrobarometer identify themselves equally as Ugandan and as a member of their ethnic group (table 6.1). At the multivariate level, only food security, education, and cell phone use are statistically significant predictors of identity, but the size of the effects is small for all except education. Religion, for instance, has a very weak effect on individuals’ national versus ethnic identity, and access to services seems to have no effect at all. Certain ethnic groups, however, are more likely to give higher weight to ethnicity than to national identity. People who belong to the same ethnicity as the ruling elite tend to identify themselves as Ugandan more than those who do not belong to the ruling elite. Shared vision builds support for public expenditures toward social inclusion. Consider again the case of Brazil, which has one of the largest income transfer programs in the world. Bolsa Família evolved from a small pilot to a sophisticated program that is credited with, among other things, partially propelling the recent decline in income inequality. Chapter 5 discussed the reasons for Brazil’s relatively high tolerance for inequality. By the turn of the millennium, when Brazil came to be held up as the negative outlier in income inequality, there was a strong current of public opinion that believed that not just poverty but inequality needed tough policy intervention. A range of initiatives were launched at the federal, state, and municipal levels, of which the expansion of the benefits of Bolsa Família was one. Figure 6.1 indicates that even though people believe that Bolsa Família may be a handout, they realize its importance for ending hunger and poverty. This response holds across regions but manifests itself most strongly in the poorest areas of the North and Northeast. There is also little support for the perception

### Table 6.1 Half of Ugandans Identify Themselves Equally as Ugandan and as Members of Their Ethnic Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identify</th>
<th>Percentage of respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Only in terms of ethnicity</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More in terms of ethnicity than Ugandan</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equally in terms of ethnicity and Ugandan</td>
<td>53.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Ugandan than in terms of ethnicity</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only Ugandan</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that the program leads to complacency among the poor, with less than 20 percent of respondents in the poorest regions and 30 percent in the richest thinking so. Overall, many ingredients contributed to the success of Bolsa Família, but it probably would not have succeeded without the shared support for public expenditure.

Public approval of inclusion measures can vary by social group and age. Figure 6.2 shows responses from the 2012 South African Reconciliation Barometer, a representative survey that sampled 3,565 people, asking respondents how they felt about various positive discrimination measures in employment and in monitoring. Only half the respondents agreed that the government should use racial categories to measure the impact of policy and programming. But differences were evident by racial group. Although
Figure 6.2 Attitudes toward Social Policy in South Africa Vary by Age and Race, 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Indian/Asian</th>
<th>Colored</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government should use race categories to measure progress</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workforce should be representative of race</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workforce should be representative of gender</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workforce should be representative of disability</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black economic empowerment is an effective policy for ensuring black participation in the economy</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity in employment policies has succeeded in creating a representative workforce</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Lefko-Everett 2012.
more than half of black South Africans agreed, only a little over a third of “colored” and just over a quarter of white South Africans supported the idea. The divergence was particularly salient by age. Black (55 percent) and “colored” (36 percent) youth expressed stronger support than adults that government should use apartheid race categories for tracking progress; support was much lower among white youth (19 percent). In contrast, support for representation by disability status and gender was high overall, at 63 percent. Interestingly, white South Africans were most likely to support the view that the workforce should be representative of race, gender, and disability status. Responses were much more instructive when broken down by age. Both gender equality and disability status in the workforce were more important for black and “colored” youth than their adult counterparts. Black economic empowerment policies and employment equity policies received low overall approval ratings, with only about half of all respondents agreeing that they are effective policy instruments. Support for these policies among black respondents, although stronger than among other racial groups, was still lukewarm.

Although shared vision is important, strong institutions are the foundation for realization of higher-order goals such as social inclusion. The strength of institutions lies in large part in the agility and malleability with which they can address new needs of social inclusion. The report Inclusive States (Dani and de Haan 2008a), for instance, addresses how legal and judicial institutions can contribute to inclusion. Societal Dynamics and Fragility (Marc et al. 2012) analyzes how interactions between different institutions, state as well as customary, can undermine the effectiveness of these institutions in fulfilling their role, such as governing access to land or providing a functioning legal system, thereby reinforcing divisions and conflict between different groups in society.

Take the case of Sweden, often held up as a shining example of social inclusion but currently grappling with the challenges of immigration. The country’s institutions, which have historically responded positively to social and economic challenges, now need ways to accommodate a more heterogeneous population than Sweden has been used to. The Economist recently reported that only 51 percent of non-Europeans in Sweden have a job, compared with more than 84 percent of native Swedes. Poverty and incarceration rates are also higher among non-Europeans. Sweden recently relaxed rules for immigration of more skilled workers and put in place several measures to accommodate foreigners, such as housing,
language training, and help to negotiate the complexities of the welfare state. Although the impact of these measures is unclear, it is evident that Sweden has been able to respond to the issue of immigration with alacrity because of its institutions combined with a shared vision of a just society (The Economist 2012). The status of Sweden as a positive outlier in terms of social attitudes is evident in the data presented in chapter 5.

BOX 6.1

The Inclusion-Exclusion Nexus in Botswana’s Institutional Development

Drivers of More Inclusive Development
A central plank of Botswana’s progress has been its construction of institutions, which have protected private property rights, and the presence of various incentives for economic and political elites to support a relatively redistributive state structure. Some key aspects of the bargains made with elites include the following. First, there was a close alliance between the Botswana Democratic Party (BDP)—which has dominated politics since independence—and cattle owners, who, after independence, were the most important economic interest group and were politically influential. A significant share of infrastructure investment since 1966 favored cattle-ranching regions. Second, Botswana possessed relatively inclusive precolonial institutions, placing constraints on political elites. The effect of British colonialism on Botswana was minimal and did not destroy these institutions. Third, a system of checks and balances to contain corruption emerged after independence. It comprised measures such as the holding of primary elections within the party, which resulted in significant rotation of officials; a high degree of press freedom, allowing for criticism of policies and politicians; and competing ideological factions within the BDP, which enhanced political competition. All of these measures led to a party with relatively inclusive patronage structures, which accommodated urban elites and the middle class, as well as the main rural elites (chiefs and cattle herders). Fourth, as a result of the generally inclusive coalition of the BDP, diamond rents were widely distributed in the form of infrastructure and social service delivery, which reduced the incentives of elites to rock the boat. Finally, presidential decisions helped maintain political stability. For instance, the decision by Sereste Khama, Botswana’s first president, to reduce the political power of tribal chiefs with respect to land allocation just after independence is thought to have reduced tribal cleavages and conflicts.

(continued next page)
Change from exclusion to inclusion is a long-term agenda; attention to timing is important when initiating reform. Lasting “one stroke of the pen” changes are few. Change is usually preceded by a series of processes or events. Processes, practices, and outcomes that take centuries to aggregate to egregiousness are usually not undone in a few years of inclusive policy, especially when very exclusionary or hierarchical institutions are sought to be reformed. Further, undoing the past often entails more than just reversing negative impacts. It also requires overcoming negative beliefs and stereotypes about excluded groups, which is usually a long-term endeavor that requires multifaceted interventions. Timing is of the essence. The impacts of some changes may be felt years into the future and may well be the unintended consequences of policy or other developments.

Depending on the extent of support, change can be a nonlinear process. Some changes may be unintended. Jordan is the exemplar among lower-middle-income Muslim countries in the expansion of female education, but women’s labor market outcomes remain poor, partly because of the unintended consequences of education policies, which lead to segregation of women into certain occupations or constrain their ability to find employment. It is important for policy makers to be cognizant of the way the society will receive and react to policies. So it is important to have a long-term view of change. Efforts made today are likely to yield important payoffs down the road.
Discrete actors and processes can spur change. Although the state is often the main propeller and its actions the most potent and effective, implementation or acceptance by society depends to a large extent on institutional and political economy factors as well as public support for change. The best kind of change is change that builds inclusive settlements and creates incentives for all actors to partake in the change.

Finally, social inclusion is often a work in progress. For example, racial inequality in South Africa is decreasing, but within-group inequality is increasing. Bangladesh’s informal justice systems have become more inclusive of women, but access to formal justice is still out of reach for many, especially poor and young women. In China, foot-binding may have stopped completely, but urbanization, internal migration, and other trends pose new areas for social inclusion, as discussed in chapter 4. And so on. Social inclusion is and will always be a work in progress, as some challenges of inclusion are met even as others arise.
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Propelling Social Inclusion

*Koh har qadar beland baashad, sar-e khod raah daarad.*
*(Even a very high mountain has a path to the top.)*

—AFGHAN PROVERB

Chapter 6 showed that change toward social inclusion is possible and that the state plays a preeminent role in propelling such change. Its role is both direct, in terms of putting in place policies, programs, and institutions, and indirect, in terms of creating conditions that enable inclusion.

This chapter addresses some of the ways in which social inclusion has been promoted in diverse contexts. It looks at actions and interventions that have enhanced social inclusion across the three domains of the conceptual framework, namely, markets, services, and spaces (figure 7.1). These domains represent both barriers to and opportunities for inclusion. Underlying the discussion is an explicit caveat: the set of policies and programs presented is not a prescription. Rather, it is a tentative menu of options to choose from, depending on need, opportunities, culture, budget, politics, and institutional capacity.

No single set of policies or programs can be classified as “social inclusion policies” or “social inclusion programs.” In fact, depending on the “wrong” that needs to be addressed, or the “right” that needs to be deepened, a range of interventions could be employed. This realization then leads to the question: How do policies that have social inclusion at their core differ from ordinary social policies? The question is a difficult one to answer. In essence, policies that place social inclusion at the core do not necessarily do more but do things differently. This chapter provides a
few examples of interventions within a broad typology, but any policy or program can be designed and implemented with a social inclusion focus.

Often the same policy or program can cut across different domains—market, services, and spaces. Although it is somewhat of a truism to say that policies toward social inclusion need to be “connected” or “cross-sectoral,” the truism deserves repeating. Social exclusion is a multidimensional process in which practices in one domain lead to or reinforce exclusion in another. Policies to address social exclusion therefore require what Silver (2013) calls “a dynamic sequence of interventions.” Illustrating her argument with the case of the homeless, she argues that their inclusion in society requires a “continuum of care” starting from transitional housing, labor market training, and (possible) drug and alcohol treatment to (eventually) permanent housing, perhaps with long-term supportive services to help the homeless stay housed. This chapter categorizes interventions into the domains of markets, services, and spaces, recognizing that the domains overlap and that intervening in one domain can have effects in others.

An intervention can have an impact on social inclusion by affecting ability, opportunity, and dignity simultaneously and incrementally.
During the construction of a large thermal power plant, for instance, initial consultations can enhance dignity and voice, the use of local labor for civil works can enhance opportunities, and the delivery of electricity to households can enhance ability. One of the components of Barrios de Vereda (Real Neighborhood), an urban infrastructure project in Bolivia, was the construction of indoor sanitation facilities and street lighting to improve pedestrian mobility and women’s security. These features helped increase women’s ability to access spaces. The project also constructed child care centers, which gave women opportunities to improve their participation in the labor market (World Bank 2010b).

Designing the right instrument means first understanding the real problem. The real test of moving toward social inclusion is not to accept that some people and groups are overrepresented among the poor or have worse human development outcomes. The real work of social inclusion is to persevere with questions, to ask why certain outcomes obtain for certain groups. The narrative that is so constructed provides the wherewithal for the design of the right policy. Moving too quickly to the repertoire of policies for answers entails the risk of using a blunt or wrong instrument to address a particular problem.

This chapter presents examples of policies and programs that can lead to social inclusion. The first three sections provide examples of interventions in the domains of markets, services, and spaces. The fourth section discusses policies that cut across these domains (for example, affirmative action and conditional cash transfers) and are commonly used to promote inclusion. The last section takes one specific indicator of exclusion—poor maternal health among indigenous women in India—and walks the reader through steps to come up with solutions.

**Intervening for Social Inclusion through Markets**

With the ban on untouchability, we can now directly approach (officials) to complain about being a victim of untouchability. We can force the officials to punish those who practice it. Now, people in the local community have started using some respectful and decent words to address us, instead of degrading and humiliating us like (they did) earlier.

—Participant from a historically disadvantaged caste (Damai) in a discussion group in Khotang, Nepal (World Bank 2011b)
Land redistribution can play an important role in combating structural disadvantages. Although land reforms by themselves are not a panacea for exclusion or inequality, societies that have carried them out tend to be more inclusionary, because the agrarian structure is an important axis of exclusion, especially in countries that are still heavily dependent on agriculture or have large rural populations, as pointed out in chapter 3. Many countries and states that have opted for land reforms (for example, Costa Rica, the state of West Bengal in India) were either never very unequal to begin with or saw declines in inequality after land reforms.

But merely undertaking a reform does not ensure that it will stand the test of time. Additional measures may be necessary if inclusion obtained through the initial impacts of land reforms is to be sustained. In her thesis on the experience of land reforms in Brazil, for instance, Lindemann (2010) finds that although such reforms increased access to land by people considered outside settlers, those settlers continued to face resistance from the original inhabitants of the land, who claimed that their use of the land was illegitimate or economically unsustainable. Deininger, Narayan, and Sen (2009) show that in West Bengal, only households that made complementary investments in inputs, such as seeds and technology, benefited from the reforms.

Providing land titles to women and granting de facto recognition of the communal land use patterns of indigenous populations can be effective in creating opportunity and enhancing dignity. Women in many societies do not traditionally own land. Making them joint landholders in land redistribution or resettlement projects or reserving land use quotas can increase their access to opportunities (in agriculture, for example) while also empowering them. Deininger, Goyal, and Nagarajan (2010), for instance, find that giving women joint ownership to property can have a salutary effect on the education of girls in the household. Evidence from Argentina and Peru shows that giving land titles to women can also boost women's labor force participation, leading to lower fertility, better chances for children’s education, lower child labor, and better housing (Field 2003; Galiani and Schargrodsky 2009, cited in Todd 2012). Similarly, recognizing the customary rights of indigenous populations over their native lands and strengthening their representation in land negotiations is as much about creating opportunity for these groups to use the land as it is about recognition. For example, Mozambique’s 1997 land law allows oral evidence to be used as part of land tribunals. As illiteracy rates are high among poor and
marginalized groups in rural areas, this measure proved critical in enabling their participation in land registration procedures (FAO 2010). In Kenya, the decision of the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights to recognize the ownership rights of Endorois (agro-pastoralists) helped these communities gain unrestricted access to their ancestral lands around the Lake Bogoria Game Reserve, traditionally used for cattle grazing, and to perform their religious and cultural rites (Abraham 2012).

Programs offering skills development can enhance women’s labor market outcomes (box 7.1). Both women’s labor force participation rates and their wages are lower than those of men, even after controlling for a range of individual and household-level factors (World Bank 2012b, 2013b). Many women cannot work because of their family responsibilities, yet child care in most places is costly and scarce. Programs providing subsidized child care not only can help women improve their labor market outcomes, they can have other positive externalities as well.

Attanasio and Vera-Hernandez (2004), cited in Todd (2012), evaluate the impact of one such initiative—the Hogares Communitarios, Colombia’s largest welfare program—which provides child day care to poor households in rural Colombia. They find large positive impacts: the probability of female employment increased from 0.12 to 0.37, and the number of hours worked by women increased by 75 a month. The study also finds statistically significant effects of the program on children’s height and, over the longer term, school attendance and grades. Even if the impact had been reflected exclusively in increased leisure time, this could well influence a range of other outcomes for women and their families.

Inclusion in financial markets, which advances access to appropriate and affordable financial services, is crucial to inclusive growth. New alternatives to traditional banking are allowing millions of people who would otherwise be excluded from the formal financial system to perform financial transactions cheaply and securely. The widespread availability of mobile phones, for instance, has created a new gateway for financial transactions. Mobile money has achieved its broadest success in Sub-Saharan Africa, where in 2011 about 16 percent of adults reported having used a mobile phone in the past 12 months to pay bills or send or receive money (Demirgüç-Kunt and Klapper 2012). In Kenya, M-PESA, a mobile money service, has provided about 70 percent of all adults with access to financial services. Crucially, about 43 percent of Kenyan adults who reported having used mobile money in the past 12 months did not have a formal account.
Including Women in the Labor Market in Liberia

Youth unemployment is one of the main obstacles to development in Liberia. The situation of young women is particularly challenging. To help improve the employability of young women, the Liberian Ministry of Gender and Development launched the Economic Empowerment of Adolescent Girls and Young Women (EPAG) project in 2009. A three-year pilot initiative undertaken in partnership with the World Bank, the project included a six-month classroom training course, followed by six months of placement and support, including microenterprise advisory services, internship, and job placement assistance. The objective was to facilitate the transition from the classroom to wage or self-employment for women between the ages of 16 and 24. The project targeted women who were not attending day school but had basic numeracy and literacy skills.

Training was delivered in two rounds in nine communities. About 70 percent of participants were trained in business development skills and 30 percent were provided with job skills. All job skills trainees also received training in entrepreneurship. In addition, all participants received life skills training specifically designed for Liberian women. They received small stipends contingent upon classroom attendance and were assisted in opening savings accounts at local banks. Women who completed the training were awarded a small bonus ($20) and targeted to sectors with high demand. The project also included a capacity-building component for the Ministry of Gender and Development, which resulted in the creation of a new unit within the ministry, the Adolescent Girls Unit, which now helps mainstream gender-sensitive programming and policies in Liberia.

Preliminary results from a randomized impact evaluation (baseline and midline surveys) are encouraging. The program led to a 50 percent increase in employment among women who started training in round 1 (the treatment group) compared with women assigned to round 2 (the control group). Before the first round of training, outcomes for the treatment and control groups were similar: about 38 percent of young women in both groups reported being engaged in at least one income-generating activity. Both groups improved by the midline, but the change was significantly larger for the treatment group. For a young woman from the control group, the likelihood of working improved by nearly 20 percent (from 38 percent to 45 percent), whereas that of a young woman from the treatment group improved by more than 70 percent (from 39 percent to 67 percent).

(box continues next page)
The positive employment outcome was stronger among the business skills trainees. The employment rate at midline was 76 percent among business skills trainees and 52 percent among job skills trainees. Business skills graduates were also more likely to be involved in self-employment at the time of the midline survey than in wage employment. At midline, 87 percent of business skills graduates were self-employed, and only 12 percent were wage-employed. In comparison, 50 percent of job skills graduates who reported working were self-employed (the other 50 percent were engaged in wage employment).


**Intervening for Social Inclusion through Services**

Perhaps the most important route to social inclusion is through the enhancement of human capital, which can be achieved through better and more dignified access to services. Take the example of disability services in the United States, which are provided across an individual’s life cycle. Rights of people with disabilities are underpinned by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990, which has gone through several amendments. The law says that “physical or mental disabilities in no way diminish a person’s right to fully participate in all aspects of society.” It then goes on to provide a set of rules and makes it incumbent upon federal and state entities to abide
by them. The law is buttressed by strong enforcement mechanisms, and each entity is responsible for ensuring that it does its part in upholding the provisions of the ADA.

In Mozambique and Tanzania, Braille and sign language are used to ensure that HIV messages reach young people with visual and hearing impairment. In Uganda, the Sustainable Clubfoot Care Project improves the detection and rehabilitation of children with clubfoot by raising public awareness that the condition is correctable, improving the provision of orthotics, training health personnel, and subsidizing transport costs. Examples in the United States, Australia, New Zealand, and some other countries from the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) stand out because of their cross-sectoral nature and the mechanisms through which accountability is sought from the state and service providers.

Minorities at risk can be targeted through programs that are tailored to them. Box 7.2 highlights the way in which services are tailored to the Maori (the indigenous people of New Zealand) and the manner in which the services simultaneously enhance ability, opportunity, and dignity.

Ethiopia has made substantial investment in ensuring that groups most at risk of being excluded from education are targeted. Some civil society innovations address barriers faced by minorities and subordinate groups. They include mobile schools and libraries for pastoralist children and a system of introductory letters facilitating children’s movement between Alternative Basic Education Centres (ABECs) if their family migrates to new pasturelands. ABECs are intended to provide flexibly scheduled, informal education in the mother tongue with a “relevant and compressed curriculum” to out-of-school children, who then transition into the second primary education cycle (Jennings et al. 2011). The number of students attending ABECs in Ethiopia doubled since 2005, and ABECs have accounted for 15 percent of enrollment in pastoral areas of Ethiopia. Recruiting qualified women facilitators has been a challenge, which may explain the lower enrollment of girls at ABECs in some regions (for example, Afar and Gambella). Improving quality is another ongoing challenge, as is more flexible scheduling to fit in with families’ daily and seasonal farming and animal husbandry activities.

Subsidized fares targeted to excluded groups and accessible transport services can help improve physical access and inclusion. In many cities in developing countries, the poor live on the outskirts. They depend on public
transport and have long commutes across multiple administrative jurisdictions. To address the problem, the city of São Paulo chose flat fares as an alternative to distance-based fares, in order to cross-subsidize the poor. Fare systems are also built so that they are valid across multiple modes or trips on one journey.

**BOX 7.2**

**Inclusion through Tailored Services: Reaching the Maori in New Zealand**

Although overall development outcomes for Maori have improved considerably in the last few decades, Maori continue to lag behind non-Maori. To address this problem, the government of New Zealand tailors services and benefits to respond to the particular needs of Maori. Tailored programs are designed so that intended beneficiaries are most likely to access the program or service but—unlike targeted services—they are not exclusive to specific beneficiaries.

Tailoring not only provides separate, alternative Maori services, such as immersion education and Maori health providers; it also tries to better fit mainstream services to Maori. For instance, Maori are now more involved in policy making and service delivery, as members of school boards and representatives on district health boards and primary care organizations. Service provision is devolved to Maori organizations. For example, there has been growth in alternative Maori health providers, who provide services that are responsive to Maori health needs and the Maori kaupapa (philosophy). The Maori language is used in consultations, in health promotion materials, and in the provision of Maori healing services.

Maori immersion education serves several goals: it helps preserve the Maori language and culture, and it also strengthens Maori ownership of education and self-determination. The first kōhanga reo (language nest) was set up in New Zealand in 1981. The kōhanga reo movement spread rapidly: within 12 months, 107 centers had been established with government funding; seven years later, more than 600 kōhanga were in operation, and in 2004 there were 513 centers, with 10,319 students. The kōhanga reo movement has also influenced mainstream education: many non-Maori have sent their children to kōhanga reo.

Maori providers seem to do well in reaching poorer populations. For example, 77 percent of their patients come from poorer areas, where nationally 56 percent of Maori live. Patients are also more likely to have a community services card, an indicator of low income.

*Source: Ringold 2008.*
Some groups, such as women and people with disabilities, face additional barriers to using transport (inadequate street lighting leading to concerns about safety, transport that is inaccessible to people with disabilities and so forth). Here, too, countries are experimenting with innovative methods to address the challenges these groups face. Some cities in Liaoning Province, China, are constructing new sidewalks that can be used by residents with vision impairment or limited mobility. Women-only subways, buses, and train cars are being used to combat aggression toward and harassment of women in a number of countries, including Belarus, Brazil, the Arab Republic of Egypt, India, Japan, Mexico, and the Philippines. Several urban transport projects financed by the World Bank now include indoor sanitation facilities and street lighting in their design, to improve pedestrian mobility and women’s security (World Bank 2010a).

Stereotypes that are often ingrained in service providers can have a damaging effect on the way they treat their clients, but these issues are not insurmountable, as discussed in Part I. A growing practice focuses on “cultural competencies” among service providers. This practice is particularly advanced in health and social work, and it is growing in education and other sectors. Holding providers accountable not merely for their presence and their technical skill but for cultural competence as a performance indicator is likely to go a long way toward ensuring that cultural minorities feel comfortable in accessing services. Box 7.3 summarizes recent advances in building cultural competencies.

Judicial services can be made inclusionary by making the principle of law more broadly applicable. Brinks and Gauri (2012) find that the impact of courts is positive and pro-poor in two of the five countries they study (India and South Africa), neutral in two others (Brazil and Indonesia), and sharply anti-poor in one (Nigeria). They attribute the success of India and South Africa to the fact that litigation there took the form of broadly binding erga omnes (toward everyone) decisions rather than purely inter partes (between the parties) decisions. As a result, the decisions of the court were applicable to everyone (not just the people petitioning), thereby making them largely nonexcludable. It helped that the highest courts in these countries are strong and have records of aggressive rulings on rights. In 2004, for instance, the South African Constitutional Court interpreted the constitutional right to health to require a recalcitrant Mbeki government to launch a major program to prevent the transmission of HIV from mothers to infants (Heywood 2009). India has a strong “right to information,” which litigants use to demand information from their governments.
Cultural Competence Training to Health Care Professionals

Training health care professionals in cross-cultural communication—what is referred to as “cultural competence training”—is one way to address racial and ethnic disparities in health care. There are two approaches to such training. The first is a categorical approach, in which health practitioners are taught about attitudes, values, beliefs, and behaviors of specific social groups. Such distinctions may deepen stereotypes about these groups and lead health providers to oversimplify rather than respect the complexity of a culture. The second—and preferred—approach is to train professionals so that they “hear” all individuals, irrespective of group identities.

Some key principles for cultural competence training have evolved over time. First, buy-in of the health care provider is important. Second, training needs to be integrated into medical courses. Although there can be a separate module for cross-cultural care and communication, it should be stressed that it is not an add-on but is essential to delivering quality medical care. Third, the module needs to be built through the entire duration of medical education (graduate and postgraduate), with the first few years focusing on basic skills (for example, awareness about beliefs of certain groups) and the last few focusing on techniques for reaching specific groups that are more discipline specific. Finally, the key to addressing culturally rooted demands of certain groups is to understand their sociocultural background. In other words, just as physicians must ask certain questions that lead to a diagnosis, they can also ask questions that provide a glimpse of the sociocultural profile of their patients and the factors that may have led to their illness, without sounding paternalistic.

Randomized control evaluations of cultural competence training, though rare, show that such training can improve the attitudes of health care providers and improve patient satisfaction. Factors that need to be considered in an evaluation are the group being targeted (for example, Latinos in the United States); the medical condition (for example, asthma); the skills or screening tool used to diagnose that condition; the diagnosis offered; patient satisfaction; and other controls.

Source: Betancourt and Green 2010.

Intervening for Social Inclusion through Spaces

The idea of “spaces” is at once real and symbolic. Perhaps the first step to inclusion is to recognize the existence of individuals or groups and to make them visible in state records. Many countries have weak systems of
birth and death registration. Initiatives to correct the problem may not immediately conjure up images of social inclusion. But without such registration, children may be unable to attend school and family members may be unable to gain access to property following a death in the family. Often, the poorest and the most excluded groups cannot access benefits because they do not have identification or any means to prove that they indeed exist. Such literal recognition can come from initiatives that provide identity cards or that create electronic databases or make social efforts to count people at risk of remaining invisible. Brazil’s efficiency in implementing the Bolsa Família and related cash transfer programs is partly the result of the Cadastro Único, an electronic database of program participants. Similarly, censuses can undercount ethnic minorities because they themselves may inaccurately report their ethnicity out of fear of being unfairly treated. This is the case for the Roma, whose itinerant lifestyle and tendency to hide their identity so that they can meld in leads to an underestimation of their real numbers.

Interventions that work at the cusp of social and physical space can be transformative. The city of Medellín, Colombia, stands as a unique and innovative example of how cities can become inclusive for their citizens through both infrastructure planning and citizen engagement. Infamously known for its drug cartel, which used the city as a base for operations, the city undertook wide-ranging police and military action between 2003 and 2006 that resulted in the dismantling of the cartel and a significant decline in the number of homicides. It transformed its transportation system, with cable cars running between comunas (municipalities or councils) previously at war (Romero 2007). Among the urban development initiatives undertaken was the creation of new public spaces—for example, the Parque Biblioteca España and new museums—to encourage social interaction. A large part of Medellín’s municipal budget is now spent on social investments, targeted at vulnerable sections of the population, including older people. Several programs work on organizing youth and older adults into community action groups. These groups, which come with elected positions, help the vulnerable put forth their interests before the municipalities (especially at the time of budgetary planning) and enable them to hold government entities accountable.

Inclusion in physical spaces can be deepened through improvements in security and services. Inspired by Medellín’s success, the state government of Rio de Janeiro launched Unidades de Polícia Pacíficadora (UPP), an innovative program to regain control of areas previously in the hands of drug
gangs and militias. The program was conceived as a first step in providing residents of *favelas* with the same rights and opportunities available to the rest of the city. The UPP police intervention was followed by the work of its social arm, UPP Social, which aims to promote social and economic integration in a divided city through the coordination of policies and services in these communities. Estimates by Cano (2012) point to large reductions in lethal violence (75 percent) and thefts (50 percent) after implementation of the UPP. Residents also report being able to move more freely within and across communities as a result of the “pacification.” Qualitative evidence also points to a reduction in stigma in “pacified” communities, reflected by use of residents’ real addresses in job applications (previously, they had concealed where they lived to avoid being identified as *favelados*) (Cano 2012). Also, 72 percent of residents said they felt more respected by people outside their communities after the UPP (Instituto Brasileiro de Pesquisa Social 2012). At the same time, residents regard stigma as positive, as it could prevent their land from being taken over by real estate developers (World Bank 2012a).

Language is an important aspect of identity and claims to political and cultural space. Language policy can thus be an important driver of both exclusion and inclusion (box 7.4). The status of certain languages as official for government or education has symbolic, political, and practical consequences. Symbolically, official status suggests that certain ethno-linguistic groups and their cultures are more valuable than others. Practically, not speaking an official language can prevent excluded groups from participating in democratic processes or making use of public services. Furthermore, the disadvantage may be passed on over generations, with children of linguistically excluded groups facing barriers accessing learning and jobs. Language policy can therefore lead to an important grievance against which groups have mobilized politically and militarily.

Respect for a language constitutes respect for a people. Although it is sometimes controversial, bilingual education can improve children’s language and cognitive development as well as strengthen their identity and self-confidence (Cooper et al. 2004; Hall and Patrinos 2006). Education programs in which teachers speak the same language as their students, teachers are prepared to teach in a bilingual classroom environment, and parents and the community participate in the design of curricular materials have had good results. In Guatemala, indigenous students enrolled in bilingual schools tend to have higher attendance and promotion rates
Inclusion of the Immigrant Population: The Way to Norway

Immigrants feel less discriminated against in Norway than in any other European OECD country: only about 14 percent—compared with more than 30 percent in Greece and Austria and more than 20 percent in Portugal, Spain, the Netherlands, and France—report feeling discriminated against. Inclusion of migrants has been a long-standing issue on the Norwegian policy agenda—and their integration in the labor market is considered an essential part of it.

Since 2006, the government of Norway has put in place a range of policies under its Action Plan for Integration and Social Inclusion of the Immigrant Population. One focus concerns language and cultural training, which is promoted in several ways:

- All migrant children (including irregular migrants) have a right to primary and secondary education. Students who are not sufficiently proficient in Norwegian to attend regular schools have a right to mother tongue instruction or bilingual subject teaching.

- Adult immigrants are provided free Norwegian language training by municipalities, which receive grants from the central government. They also receive training in information and communication technology skills. Participants who cannot read or write in their mother tongue are eligible for basic literacy training.

- Refugees and people granted residence on humanitarian grounds are entitled to an introduction benefit of Nkr 164,244 (twice the basic annual amount of the National Insurance Scheme) while taking part in language training. Training also includes a 50-hour social studies module (in a language the immigrant understands) to familiarize the migrant with life in Norway.

There is little doubt that host language skills are an important factor for integration, although further research is needed to assess the precise nature of benefits. The same holds for the effect of the introduction program. Preliminary research suggests that the program has increased the labor market prospects of immigrant men but not women. In November 2010, 55 percent of people who finished the program in 2009 were employed or participated in education.

In 2008, the Norwegian government started a two-year pilot of moderate affirmative action for immigrants applying for public administration positions. Where candidates have equal or approximately equal qualifications, a candidate with an immigrant background is to be preferred. Managers taking part in the project say it has made them more aware of diversity. Between 2008 and 2013, the public sector has also contributed...
disproportionately to higher employment among non-OECD migrants who have been in Norway longer. Although it is challenging to assess the precise impact of such measures, Norway has achieved a representation of immigrants in the public sector that is broadly at par with their overall presence in the labor market.

**Sources:** Norwegian Ministry of Labour and Social Inclusion 2006; Kavli, Haglund, and Bråthen 2007; OECD 2009, 2012a, 2012b; IMO n.d.

and lower repetition and dropout rates relative to nonindigenous students. Although bilingual education comes with high cost associated with teacher training and materials, in the long term it may save resources, through lower grade repetition. In Guatemala, for instance, in 1996, the cost savings associated with lower grade repetition were estimated at $5 million, an amount sufficient to provide primary education to 100,000 students.

There is considerable debate, however, over the quality of bilingual education, particularly its effect on achievement as measured by standardized test score results and returns to schooling (Parker, Rubalcava, and Teruel 2005).

Programs that seek to promote multiculturalism have had mixed impact, with programs having a long-term view faring better. Evidence from prejudice-reduction interventions show that positive attitude changes resulting from such interventions quickly weaken or disappear (Katz and Zalk 1978, cited in Turner and Brown 2008; Bigler 1999; Hill and Augoustinos 2001).

The evaluation of the impact of the Friendship Project in Kent, in the United Kingdom, by Turner and Brown (2008) is illustrative. Designed to improve primary school children's attitudes toward refugees, the program separated participants into two groups: children who received four weekly lessons based on the program and children who received no lessons. All participants completed attitude measures before and after implementation of the program. Half the participants completed the test one week after completion of the program, the other half completed the test seven weeks after its completion.

The evaluation showed only modest impact. The modest impact could be explained in part by limitations of the project and the context in which it was conducted. Participants who took part in the project lived in a region where they had long been exposed to hostile community attitudes toward
refugees as well as media coverage of refugees that was typically extremely negative. Also, the program lasted for just four classes over a period of four weeks. The intervention was probably too brief to have been able to counteract the ongoing impact of such an environment.

Ultimately, focusing on extended positive contact between members of different groups can reduce intergroup prejudice more effectively than can merely learning about the other group (box 7.5). Such a strategy, when combined with other interventions, serves to emphasize the importance of social inclusion as a long-term agenda.

Symbolic acts can go a long way toward reconciliation of people who have been historically excluded. In 2010, the U.S. Congress offered its first bipartisan “apology to Native Peoples of the United States.” The statement

**BOX 7.5**

**Innovations in Inclusion: Poland’s Post-Accession Rural Support Project**

The World Bank–supported Post-Accession Rural Support Project (PARSP) in Poland was implemented between 2006 and 2011. It targeted the most excluded groups in 500 poor rural communities (gminas). Unique to the design of the project was participation of local communities in the identification and planning of what was called their own social inclusion strategy. Service delivery was tailored to reach groups considered excluded in each community. Some gminas organized activities for children, offering them opportunities to develop social and creative skills outside the school setting. Others designed programs that allowed the elderly to participate in community life, to help them overcome social isolation.

The project is estimated to have reached nearly 230,000 children and youth, 74,000 elderly people, 42,000 people with disabilities, 25,000 victims of violence, and 59,000 homemakers. Nearly 60 percent of project beneficiaries were women.

As a result of the program, the majority of gminas decided to start cultural and sport activities that changed perceptions about socially excluded people, such as people with disabilities. The village of Byszow, for example, started organizing races for people with disabilities, in an effort to change perceptions about them in the village. The project also helped build the capacity of local gmina offices in resource management, strategic planning, and program delivery. Municipalities are now leveraging this investment in order to access external funding, particularly from the European Union.

Source: Plonka 2013.
apologized for “the many instances of violence, maltreatment, and neglect inflicted on Native Peoples by citizens of the United States.” In Australia, the aboriginals are now symbolically referred to as the “indigenous custodians of this country.” Constructing memorials to victimized groups may serve as a reconciliatory mechanism for addressing past wrongs. In conflict settings, truth commissions (or restorative justice bodies) are a common means of achieving reconciliation and compromise between the perpetrators of crimes and their victims. Although there is no right or wrong way to achieve reconciliation, evidence suggests that transitional justice processes come with their own attendant risks and may not necessarily provide effective reconciliation solutions for the long term. Truth commissions in Africa, for instance, offer restorative justice but have been largely unsuccessful in acting as a deterrent to human rights violations. To be truly effective, reformists argue, transitional justice mechanisms need to take into account victims’ voices and the local circumstances that led to the conflict in the first place. Creating informal channels for restoring peace (for example, indigenous forms of reconciliation) may also help.

Cross-Cutting Approaches Spanning Many Domains

There is an age-old tension between policies and programs that seek to provide universal access and those that target specific groups. Targeting can range from area-based approaches (often called “geographic targeting”) to the targeting of certain individuals or groups. Targeting criteria can include poverty status, age, disability status, gender, or a mix of these criteria. In addition, programs can include conditions—such as sending one’s children to school—that create incentives for increasing the demand for certain services, such as education and health care.

Affirmative action policies can be viewed as a form of targeting in which certain groups, by virtue of their historical exclusion, are given special treatment to enable them to catch up with the average in the population. Affirmative action can come in various forms; quotas are just one type of affirmative action. In the United States, for instance, affirmative action implies a range of interventions, from unspecified quotas for minorities in educational institutions to overt quotas in some institutions. Laws that ensure equal opportunity in employment, credit, housing, and education are another form of affirmative action. The constitutions of several countries, including Bolivia, India, Malaysia, Nepal, South Africa, and Uganda,
allow for preferential policies for excluded groups to redress historical imbalances. Intended to enhance opportunities and level the playing field, these policies reserve places in public educational institutions, public employment, or legislative bodies (box 7.6). The target groups vary by country: India has provisions for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, Malaysia’s affirmative action policy rests on preferential treatment of the bumiputras (native Malays). Northern Ireland has a statute that provides quotas for Catholics in police hiring. Because membership in a group determines access to these preferential measures, these policies tend to be highly politicized (Weiner 1983).

Preferential policies often create issues and concerns. One issue is whether countries want to name groups and thereby “affirm” the divide. In Brazil, for instance, quotas for Afro-Brazilians were preceded by an intense debate over whether establishing them would mean implicitly recognizing race as a marker of discrimination—an idea that ran contrary to Brazil’s construct of a “racial democracy,” as discussed in chapter 6. France has opted for geographical targeting of socioeconomically deprived areas rather than naming ethnic groups living in those areas. China has made impressive advances in the reduction of poverty and social exclusion by good geographical targeting. In the EU accession countries, the Roma are not specifically acknowledged in affirmative action legislation but are subsumed under the overarching term of “disadvantaged groups” (Silver 2013). A second issue is how to ensure that entrenched elites do not skim the benefits of quotas when resources are scarce. A related issue is how to prevent perverse incentives for other groups to show “weakness” and hence entitlement for affirmative action. A final concern is that positive discrimination policies can build resentment among dominant groups, who may question the qualifications of candidates who receive preferential treatment, thereby intensifying their stigma.

The evidence on whether affirmative action results in positive or negative outcomes for the excluded is ambiguous. The positive impact of affirmative action on the self-confidence of the excluded cannot be ignored. In India, there is new evidence to suggest that the policy of reserving local council seats for women has weakened gender stereotypes in both the domestic and public spheres by creating role models. In villages that had had the experience of a female leader, aspirations about educating girls and girls’ test scores were higher than they were in villages that had not had a female leader. Men in villages that had been led by women spoke about the competence of female leaders in an unbiased way (Bhavnani
But there are reports of mixed impacts as well. In Malaysia, for instance, the New Economic Policy and its successor, the New Development Policy, reduced interethnic inequalities but increased inequality among Malays (Jomo and Hui n.d.). And affirmative action policies in the South African labor market reduced wage inequalities only at the top of the wage distribution (Burger and Jafta 2006).

**BOX 7.6**

**Electoral Quotas for Women in Sub-Saharan Africa**

Rwanda is the only country in the world where women parliamentarians outnumber men. But a number of other African countries have significant representation of women among their parliamentarians. These gains have been achieved through the adoption of quotas.

In Rwanda, the use of reserved seats in the 2003 elections led to women constituting 48 percent of representatives in the lower house and 30 percent in the upper house (Ward 2006). The reservation principle is enshrined in the (postgenocide) 1996 constitution. As of November 2011, women constituted 56 percent of parliamentarians and held a third of Cabinet positions, including some top positions, such as that of speaker (Ghosh 2012). Women parliamentarians and observers credit the high level of political representation to changes such as laws that enshrine women’s property rights, including land rights, greater availability of contraception, and much greater attention to sexual offenses (Boseley 2010).

South Africa rapidly increased women’s parliamentary representation, from 2.4 percent before democratization (which began in 1993) to 33 percent in 2004 (Ward 2006). In 1994, after the first democratic elections, women held 15 percent of Cabinet positions and 56 percent of deputy ministerial positions. Since 1994, women have held a number of “hard” portfolios, including trade and finance (Piron and Curran 2005).

In Tanzania, there are 33 percent quotas for women in local elections and 20 percent in national elections. Interestingly, the “quota MPs” are not identified with particular constituencies—that is, they are, in principle, understood as Members of Parliament with a national rather than local constituency (Ward 2006). In an attempt to widen the basis of its political representation and bring a wider range of society into national decision making, Tanzania’s main political party has also put in place quotas for youth, members of the armed forces, and workers.

Source: Marcus et al. 2013.
Social protection programs can have benefits that far exceed their original intent. They can enhance self-esteem of subordinate groups and their “capacity to aspire” as well as the attitudes of others toward them. In Lesotho, for example, recipients of social pensions indicated an increase in respect for them in society once the national social pension was introduced. The pension also contributed to greater self-esteem, because recipients were able to make larger financial contributions to their grandchildren’s upbringing and education. HelpAge International (2004, cited by Marcus et al. 2013) suggests that social pensions are often valuable to older women, who often lack assets because of discriminatory inheritance or property rights laws. A World Bank (2011b) study reports similar responses from the elderly who receive social pensions in Nepal. They cite having greater dignity, economic independence, and self-esteem in the family as a result of the pension. Box 7.7 reports the results of an impact evaluation of a conditional cash transfer program in Nicaragua that had unforeseen positive impacts on women’s leadership and community role models.

Social grants and transfers can play a role in reducing historical disparities. In preapartheid South Africa, the beneficiaries of social grants were primarily whites and “colored” people; black people received a minor share of the benefits. The postapartheid government instituted reforms such that social grants would target blacks, who were hugely overrepresented among the poor but were not receiving the transfer (Leibbrandt, Woolard, and Woolard 2007).

Mexico’s well-targeted Oportunidades program, in addition to benefiting a much larger proportion of the population in indigenous than in nonindigenous municipalities (figure 7.2), also decreased gender gaps in employment and reduced levels of domestic violence. Angelucci (2008), cited in Todd (2012), finds that on average, the program led to a 13-fold increase in the income of married women, who had almost no income before the program, given their low rates of formal labor market participation. Participation in the program also led to a decrease in the share of household income earned by the husband, from 97 percent to 62 percent. For households receiving relatively small transfers, the program led to a 15 percent decrease in alcohol abuse and a 37 percent decrease in drunken violence. But in households in which wives received larger grants (because of higher eligibility), the husband had less education, and the age gap between husband and wife was large, the chances of violence and aggressive behavior were higher.

Community-driven development is an approach that gives community groups control over planning decisions and investment resources for local
development projects. Recent evidence on the impact of such programs suggests that when implemented well, they can improve service delivery in sectors such as health and education, increase resource sustainability, and help communities build lower-cost and better-quality infrastructure (Wong 2012; Mansuri and Rao 2013). Furthermore, by virtue of targeting mostly the poor and vulnerable, these programs can help bring the voice of such groups to the policy table. An impact evaluation of Indonesia’s Kecamatan Development Program (KDP), for instance, finds widespread participation of beneficiaries in program meetings, with poorer and female-headed households as likely to attend as others (Barron et al. 2009).
What Can Social Inclusion Mean in Practice?

This section shifts the discussion to the level of practice. It uses the example of high numbers of maternal deaths among tribal women in India to argue that an intervention or change toward inclusion in any domain needs to start with the right diagnosis. Once the underlying reasons for exclusion are known, mitigating measures can be tailored accordingly, followed by innovations in monitoring and grievance redress.

**Step 1: Diagnose: Ask Why**

An understanding of who is excluded, and how, is often the first step toward designing the right policies and programs. Yet the quest among practitioners is too often for answers, before articulating the question clearly. Getting at the question is hard and complex. It is also often political.

Take the case of the tribal women from India introduced in chapter 2. The National Family Health Survey of India 2004/05 reports that 80 percent of tribal women in India give birth at home, compared with 60 percent of all Indian women. When asked why they opt to deliver their children at home, 72 percent of tribal women say they do not consider it necessary to deliver in a health facility. This finding often leads health authorities to conclude, incorrectly, that there is low demand for institutional births among tribal women and that this low demand is a result of cultural factors and ignorance. However, what masquerades as low
demand may reflect an assertion of dignity and a rejection of bad treatment by service providers. When probed on why they think institutional births are unnecessary, 1 percent of tribal women say they deliver at home because there is no female provider at the health center, 2 percent say they do so because they do not trust the facility, 5 percent say that they are held back by their husbands and family, 5 percent complain of the facility not being open, 17 percent speak of it being too far and inaccessible because of no transport, and 23 percent say it is too costly. Only 7 percent say it is not customary to opt for an institutional birth (World Bank 2011a).

Underlying the proximate reasons for poor outcomes are complex phenomena that are not immediately visible. Staying with the example of high numbers of maternal deaths among tribal women in India, this report argues that the poor health of a tribal woman is rooted in the low power she has relative to almost everyone else. Issues of land and forests are central to her situation. Once viewed in this way, it is clear that a supply-side push for better health facilities is a blunt instrument with which to address high levels of maternal mortality.

An intervention would benefit from “asking why” at different steps of the diagnosis of a poor outcome (figure 7.3). Questions could include the following:

- What is the wrong or the intractability that is being addressed, or what went right that needs to be deepened? Why?
- Whom does the intervention or service seek to include, or who is at risk of being left out? Why?
- Why are those groups or areas at risk of being left out? What are the channels through which inclusion can take place? Why?
- What innovations can be put in place to ensure inclusion? What can be done differently?

There are several ways to ask the right questions and identify the channels through which to intervene. In some cases, an ex ante analysis can help. For example, a Poverty and Social Impact Analysis (PSIA) of charcoal sector reforms in Tanzania found that a rise in charcoal prices could result in cutbacks in both food and nonfood expenditures in households, with particularly negative impacts on women and children. It therefore suggested putting the burden of higher prices on the dealer-transporter-wholesaler networks, which could cope with them.

In other cases, program or project managers can opt for consultations with the group to explore why they think a problem (such as high mortality
Figure 7.3 Ask Why! Why Are Maternal Deaths among Tribal Women in India High?

High maternal mortality among tribal women exists in India. Why?

- They don't deliver babies in health institutions. (Most frequent reason)
  - They don't think it necessary 72%
  - Too costly 23%
  - Too far, no transport 17%

- They are not treated with dignity. (One of the reasons)

Mitigating measures:
- Improve public and private transport
- Provide vouchers, grants
- Hold providers accountable for their behavior in addition to their technical expertise

Source: Adapted from World Bank 2011a, which is based on the National Family and Health Survey of 2005.

Note: Percentages show multiple responses of tribal women who delivered their babies at home to a question asking why they did not deliver at health institutions.
rates among indigenous children) exists. In Peru, for example, interviews conducted as part of the RECURSO program found that indigenous women rejected formal health facilities for delivery because they found them “inappropriate” and not respectful of their cultural preferences and standards. The study accordingly recommended that health centers in indigenous areas imbue their staffs with greater sensitivity to the cultural preferences of women regarding how they would like to give birth (for example, allowing a family member to be present during birth, providing staff who can communicate in indigenous languages, facilitating the process of giving birth in a vertical position, and accommodating traditional preferences regarding the disposal of the placenta).

Innovative methods such as using information and communication technology to solicit anonymous responses to questions have become increasingly popular. In Tanzania and South Sudan, for instance, two pilot initiatives referred to as “Listening to Africa” have been highly successful in collecting panel data through mobile phone interviews. Evaluations suggest that the method is cost-effective, with low attrition rates even after more than 30 rounds of interviews (Croke et al. 2012). In other cases, there may already be a strong body of research that can be synthesized and tailored to the issue at hand.

Consultations are the cornerstone of diagnosing problems and building support for interventions. A consultation, as distinct from a dialogue, commits the provider to active listening and to carefully considering the comments, ideas, and recommendations of beneficiaries about what is bothering them and why. Building such consultations into projects and programs can help organizations frame key questions and identify the right channels for intervention. The key is to hold consultations early in the project cycle, so that findings can feed into project design. Consultations segregated by gender and other groups can also help project teams understand why group characteristics matter and how they can be addressed for good results.

**Step 2: Design**

Once the underlying reasons for exclusion are identified, interventions to address them can be designed accordingly. To go back to the example of high numbers of maternal deaths in India, the issue of too few female providers can be addressed by training local birth attendants from tribal communities (figure 7.4). Family restrictions on using a facility can be worked around through education and awareness campaigns using local languages and idioms. Tribal communities can be involved in the surveillance of health
Why do a large majority of tribal women say they don’t think it’s necessary to give birth in health facilities?
• If the reason is poverty, why are these women overrepresented among the poor?
• If the reason is lack of knowledge, why are they not better informed?
• If the reason is remoteness, why are they not connected?

Diagnose: “Ask why?”

Design action
• Provide vouchers, grants, and culturally appropriate incentives
• Launch education/awareness campaigns in local language and idiom
• Register births and deaths
• Involve the community in health surveillance
• Use tribal systems of knowledge of health
• Establish links to other programs
• Make innovative use of private providers, including private transport agencies
• Hire more female staff from tribal communities
• Require cultural competency training for service providers
• Hold providers accountable for their behavior as well as technical skills
• Create incentives for providers to reside in remote areas

Monitor progress
• Establish a monitoring framework that can be accessed by tribal people
• Create community monitoring mechanisms
• Establish third-party monitoring mechanisms
• Use social audits and hold public meetings
• Conduct “verbal autopsies”
• Mandate citizen report cards
• Publicly disclose results of monitoring, including through electronic channels
• Use ICT to solicit anonymous feedback

Create avenues for recourse and feedback
• Establish an empowered ombudsman-like institution that enforces tribal rights
• Empower tribal women through legislation and provide them with legal assistance
• Create independent help lines
• Establish local tribal health committees with access to district administration
• Form empowered grievance redress committees
• Establish systems to report back to communities on action taken

Figure 7.4 How to Include: Addressing the High Numbers of Maternal Deaths among Tribal Women in India
facilities, monitoring their opening and closing hours as well as the amenities and infrastructure available. Simultaneously, incentives can be given to service providers to reach and stay in remote areas. Private transport agencies, transport vouchers, and other culturally appropriate incentives can be made available to get tribal people to bridge distances and reach formal health facilities.

Deepening trust among the excluded of a system that discriminates against them or humiliates them may be tricky and require sensitive handling. In the case of health services, it can be achieved through cultural competence training of health providers (see box 7.3) and tracking of performance based not just on attendance but also on behavioral parameters. Trust can also be deepened by incorporating tribal people’s own indigenous systems of health into formal practices of health care delivery.

Step 3: Monitor Progress

There can be several methods to monitor progress. The most effective ones are those that involve communities themselves, such as social audits (verification of government data by people in public meetings); citizen report cards (users’ assessments of the availability and quality of services); and the

**BOX 7.8**

*Questions Used in a Third-Party Monitoring Initiative in Nigeria*

Third-party monitoring reports by civil society organizations in Nigeria shed light not only on whether projects are being implemented and services delivered but also on why things are working the way they are. Some questions they addressed included the following:

- Why are there gaps in service delivery even though facilities and mechanisms are in place?
- Why doesn’t information reach citizens, despite efforts to communicate about the project?
- Why are certain groups not benefitting, despite project team efforts to reach them?
- Why are project inputs not used or misused? Is it as a result of citizens’ lack of understanding?
- Are there barriers to access?

use of information and communications technology to solicit anonymous feedback.

In the case of maternal deaths among tribal women, progress can be tracked through “verbal autopsies”—interviews with a member of the family, preferably the caregiver, of the deceased. This method is used to collect cause-specific mortality information in areas where people may not access health services before death or where vital registration systems for birth and death are weak. A third party may undertake the monitoring; what is essential is that the indicators used be made available in a language the people being interviewed speak and that the results of monitoring be disclosed publicly to create pressure for change. Metropolitan transit authorities in Argentina, for instance, regularly survey citizens to receive inputs on the regularity and efficiency of transit services. They now want to analyze the data through a gender lens to better serve underserved populations and understand women’s travel patterns better. Compañía Minera Poderosa, a private mining company, conducts surveys of women in communities near its mines to find out how they feel about the social programs funded by the company, about members of their family working for the company, and so forth. These questions have given the company a sense of how it scores on women’s satisfaction with the company’s performance and, therefore, the extent to which the company is having an influence on local development (Ward and Strongman 2010).

**Step 4: Create Avenues for Recourse and Feedback Loops**

For the most part, exclusion is manifested in everyday processes that are ingrained in local realities. Grievances related to them therefore also need to be tackled at the local level. Grievances about child mortality, for instance, can be resolved through local tribal health and grievance redress committees that have access to district administration. Mobile phones can be used to establish help lines that provide information on available services. All grievance redress or dispute resolution mechanisms need to be linked back to systems that can enable reporting back to communities on action taken.

Establishing a feedback loop helps projects adapt for better outcomes. What do projects do with the information they get from evaluation surveys, midterm appraisals, and ongoing analysis and consultations? The best ones usually integrate the lessons into implementation. Repeater projects provide a formal mechanism to integrate learning from previous phases. For instance, data from the first phase of the World Bank–supported LACOSREP project in Ghana showed that the project had not adequately addressed capacity
building of water user associations and women’s access to land and water. The second phase was therefore designed to systematically and rigorously grant women access to dry season irrigation plots by involving them in water user associations and giving them a quota in plot allocation.

Countries can also set up specialized agencies and institutions that enforce nondiscrimination laws. The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and the Brazilian Special Secretariat for Policies and Promotion of Racial Equality are two examples of institutions with teeth that have furthered the nondiscrimination agenda. The EEOC enforces federal laws that make it illegal to discriminate against a job applicant or an employee because of the person’s race, color, religion, gender (including pregnancy), national origin, age, disability, or genetic information. It is also illegal to discriminate against a person because the person complained about discrimination, filed a charge of discrimination, or participated in an employment discrimination investigation or lawsuit. Equal employment laws cover most employers with at least 15 employees (20 in age discrimination cases). Most labor unions and employment agencies are also covered. The laws apply to all types of work situations, including hiring, firing, promotion, harassment, training, wages, and benefits.

Brazil’s Special Secretariat for Policies and Promotion of Racial Equality promotes initiatives against racial inequalities. It is committed to the construction of a government policy that takes into consideration the interests of the black population and other discriminated-against ethnic groups, such as “the gypsies.” It involves, promotes, and monitors the implementation of cooperation programs with public and private, domestic and foreign entities for the protection of the rights of individuals and racial and ethnic groups affected by discrimination.

In New Zealand, Te Puni Kōkiri (the Ministry for Maori Development) leads Maori public policy and advises on policies affecting Maori well-being. It monitors policy and legislation and recognizes the importance of Maori achieving success without compromising what it means to be Maori. It also maintains close and interactive connections with Maori through a strong network of regional offices.

All of these institutions, in addition to acting as enforcement agencies, help coordinate the multisector interventions needed to address exclusion. More importantly, they raise the profile of inclusion issues and the urgency of addressing them within a country.

What should excluded groups do when their rights are violated? Vulnerable groups often have no legal recourse when they do not receive
their entitlements or their rights are violated. One of the most effective ways to provide legal assistance is simply to increase awareness about it. A study by AusAID on access and equity in Indonesian religious courts shows that there are differences in access between regular court users and female household heads. As a follow-up to the study, the World Bank–supported Justice for the Poor program, implemented in partnership with a local nongovernmental organization, worked with a community empowerment program that trained paralegals to disseminate legal information, provided assistance to village women, and supported grassroots policy advocacy. Building on the results of the program at the district level, the government of Indonesia decided to implement reforms in religious courts nationwide. The effort resulted in a 14-fold increase in the number of poor clients able to access such courts (as a result of court fee waivers) and a 4-fold increase in the number accessing circuit courts in remote areas. Experiences with and the importance of local, informal judicial institutions such as religious courts in Indonesia and the *shalish* in Bangladesh have compelled countries to look beyond state legal systems to improve access to legal recourse for the vulnerable (Tamanaha, Sage, and Woolcock 2012).

**Notes**

1. The study also observes increases in all other types of crimes (including rape, domestic violence, and threats), which could be explained by the end of the authoritarian order previously established by the drug lords.
2. The term *pacification* and its variants are not intended as pejoratives. They are the translations of Portuguese terms indicating control by the state rather than violent gangs.
4. RECURSO is a multiyear program of analytical and advisory activity of the World Bank that focuses on strengthening accountability and results in the social sectors. The programmatic title is derived from the Spanish acronym, *Rendimiento de Cuentas para los Resultados Sociales*.
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Social Inclusion

• The process of improving the terms for individuals and groups to take part in society

• The process of improving the ability, opportunity, and dignity of people, disadvantaged on the basis of their identity, to take part in society
Concluding Reflections

I am fundamentally an optimist. Whether that comes from nature or nurture, I cannot say. Part of being optimistic is keeping one’s head pointed toward the sun, one’s feet moving forward. There were many dark moments when my faith in humanity was sorely tested, but I would not and could not give myself up to despair.

—NELSON MANDELA, LONG WALK TO FREEDOM

This report puts boundaries around the idea of social inclusion and develops a framework for moving towards it. It argues that inclusion has both intrinsic and instrumental value: it is integral to human well-being and social justice, but it also matters because the exclusion of individuals and groups has substantial social, political, and economic costs. The idea of social inclusion takes poverty analysis beyond identifying correlates to uncovering its underlying causes.

Exclusion can take place through practices and processes that are embedded in norms and values, restricting people’s access to markets, services, and spaces (figure 8.1). The report argues that inclusion in these three interrelated domains can be wrought by enhancing abilities, opportunities, and dignity of disadvantaged individuals and groups.

The report emphasizes that policy matters and asks how policies that are effective in addressing social inclusion differ from other policies. It argues that such policies do not necessarily do more but that they do things differently.

No single set of policies or programs can be classified as “social inclusion” policies or programs. Depending on the “wrong” that needs to be addressed, or the “right” that needs to be deepened, a range of interventions
could be employed. The report therefore discusses the ways in which different countries have practiced social inclusion. In the process, it presents a menu of options that can help policy makers start addressing issues of inclusion and exclusion rather than proposing a set of prescriptions.

Going forward, the changing global context is expected to make social inclusion issues more relevant. Many societies have been and will continue to be reshaped by profound transformations, such as changing age structures and the influx and outflow of migrants. These transitions can lead to new forms of exclusion, but they can also create new opportunities for
inclusion. They often have an effect on attitudes and perceptions, which in turn affect the way people act and feel. Feelings of being included and respected by others, or being heard by the state, are central to shaping people's abilities, their sense of dignity, the opportunities they access, the way in which they take part in society, and the way the state responds to them. In the post-2015 development context—where the underlying drivers of poor outcomes in some countries will be explored in parallel with the new and complex issues affecting virtually every country—influencing change toward social inclusion will be an important piece of the puzzle.

**What Does This Report Mean for Practitioners of Development?**

This report is at once an input into the global discussion of the post-2015 agenda and a contribution to the new goals of the World Bank Group of ending extreme poverty and promoting shared prosperity. A sustainable path of development and poverty reduction, as articulated in the World Bank Group’s goals (World Bank 2013), is one that manages the resources of the planet for future generations, ensures social inclusion, and adopts fiscally responsible policies that limit future debt burden.

Although its contribution to the world of ideas is an important objective, the report will be a larger public good only if it influences the world of policies, programs, and projects. What are the potential contributions of this report to the design and implementation of policies, programs, and projects? How does it highlight a new agenda on social inclusion?

This report speaks to practitioners in the following broad ways:

- It is an exhortation to practitioners and researchers alike to use the term *social inclusion* with careful attention to meaning and boundaries. Too many programs use the terms *inclusive* or *inclusion* without adequate attention to how they are different from *inequality* or *poverty*. This report makes those distinctions, which although far from water-tight, bring out the distinguishing characteristics of *social inclusion*. If indeed social inclusion is the overreaching goal of a policy, program, or project, the expectation should be that processes, practices, stereotypes, attitudes, perceptions, and behaviors that produce exclusion are given due attention.

- It brings some ideas from the realms of philosophy and theory into the realm of practice. For instance, the fact that subjective reports can be important drivers of success or failure is not generally recognized in the
design and implementation of policies and programs. Leaders of programs and projects would do well to pay attention to public opinions and perceptions, which, when combined with objective indicators, can be a good proxy for the performance of a project or program.

- It highlights the gaps in the understanding of social inclusion. The report brings new ideas, such as the importance of dignity, into the mainstream discourse of the World Bank Group, but it relies mainly on secondary evidence in highlighting the importance of such concepts for development practice. There is much more work to be done to understand how ideas of dignity and respect, for instance, play out in improving outcomes for excluded groups in markets, services, and spaces. Do interventions that address these issues stand the test of effectiveness, as borne out through empirical rigor? What can be efficient starting points for infusing a program or project with elements of social inclusion? How do aspirations affect participation in programs? These are some of the questions that deserve greater empirical understanding if these issues are to be integrated into program design.

- It underscores the importance of additional work on measuring social inclusion. The report cautions that metrics are only a first point of defense against exclusion, that they are flags. Yet, it emphasizes the importance of measurement to establish the extent and depth of exclusion and to monitor progress toward inclusion. Efforts at measuring social inclusion are still in the developing stage. Appendix B lays out a number of initiatives that broadly address social inclusion, but the report notes that measurement is challenging and needs additional resources, creative thinking, and a consensus among academics, policy makers, implementing agencies and civil society.

- It emphasizes the importance of “asking why,” of understanding why poor outcomes continue to persist for some groups. It highlights the fact that practitioners may be using blunt instruments to tackle difficult issues if they do not undertake good ex ante analysis of the problem. There are a number of ways by which such analysis can take place. Mixed methods are important, as is hearing the voices of people who have poor outcomes or who are at risk of being excluded.

- It draws attention to the fact that monitoring change toward social inclusion needs innovation and that such innovation needs to be incorporated into practice. Examples of innovations include the creative use of information and communications technology, third-party monitoring,
grievance redress, and feedback from program participants, which are being tried in a number of places. These efforts need to find space in mainstream monitoring mechanisms and results frameworks.
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Usage of Terms *Social Inclusion* and *Social Exclusion*

### Table A.1 Usage of the Term *Social Inclusion* and Its Variants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Key concepts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Social inclusion is a process which ensures that those at risk of being left out gain opportunities and resources necessary to participate fully in economic, social, political and cultural life and enjoy a standard of well-being that is considered normal in the society in which they live. It ensures that they have a voice in decisions which affect their lives and access to markets, public services, and their fundamental rights (European Commission 2004). | • Participation in society  
• Well-being  
• Voice  
• Fundamental rights |
| A socially inclusive society is one in which all Australians feel valued and have the opportunity to participate fully in the life of our society (Hayes, Gray, and Edwards 2008). | • Feeling valued  
• Opportunity  
• Participation in society |
| Social inclusion and exclusion refer to the extent that individuals, families and communities are able to fully participate in society and control their own destinies (Stewart 2000). | • Participation in society  
• Control over one's own destiny |
| Social inclusion refers to a set of policies and institutions (broadly conceived to include organizations, norms and codes of behavior) that support pro-poor growth and social equity (Bennett 2002). | • Institutions  
• Norms  
• Behavior  
• Pro-poor growth  
• Social equity |
| Inclusive economic institutions ... are forged on foundations laid by inclusive political institutions, which make power broadly distributed in society and constrain its arbitrary exercise. Such political institutions also make it harder for others to usurp power and undermine the foundations of inclusive institutions. Those controlling political power cannot easily use it to set up extractive economic institutions for their own benefit (Acemoglu and Robinson 2012). | • Institutions  
• Power  
• Extraction versus inclusion |
Table A.1 Usage of the Term Social Inclusion and Its Variants (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Key concepts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social inclusion is the removal of institutional barriers and the enhancement of incentives to increase the access of diverse individuals and groups to development opportunities (World Bank 2011).</td>
<td>• Institutions • Opportunity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A socially inclusive society is defined as one where all people feel valued, their differences are respected, and their basic needs are met so they can live in dignity (Cappo 2002).</td>
<td>• Feeling valued • Respecting differences • Meeting basic needs • Living with dignity • Equality • Well-being • Opportunity • Participation in society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social inclusion is based on the belief that we all fare better when no one is left to fall too far behind and the economy works for everyone. Social inclusion simultaneously incorporates multiple dimensions of well-being. It is achieved when all have the opportunity and resources necessary to participate fully in economic, social, and cultural activities which are considered the societal norm (Boushey et al. 2007).</td>
<td>• Context specificity • Political nature of the term • Opportunity • Rights • Recognition • Voice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social inclusion is not what does it mean, but what do we mean by it—or rather what is meant by it, by whom? How is this metaphor used, by whom, and for what purpose? And how might it be used, perhaps for other purposes? What are the political consequences or possibilities of this particular metaphor? What kind of society is actually, or can be, implied by the term social inclusion?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factors that might be seen as part of an inclusion agenda include, for example, discrimination on the grounds of gender, ethnicity, disability, age, religion, and sexuality. [Inclusion] addresses not equality in a distributive sense, but equal opportunities. Other aspects of inclusion concern questions of rights and questions of recognition, and inclusion in the processes of decision-making rather than simply the outcomes of those decisions (Levitas 2003).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A.2 Usage of the Term Social Exclusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Key concepts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social exclusion can [thus] be constitutively a part of capability</td>
<td>• Capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deprivation as well as instrumentally a cause of diverse capability</td>
<td>• Social relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>failures. The case for seeing social exclusion as an approach to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poverty is easy enough to establish within the general perspective of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poverty as capability failure... The helpfulness of the social exclusion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>approach does not lie, I would argue, in its conceptual newness, but in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>its practical influence in forcefully emphasizing—and focusing attention</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on—the role of relational features in deprivation (Sen 2000, 5, 8).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social exclusion is a rupturing of the social bond. It is a process</td>
<td>• Participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of declining participation, access, and solidarity. At the societal level,</td>
<td>• Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>it reflects inadequate social cohesion or integration. At the individual</td>
<td>• Solidarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>level, it refers to the incapacity to participate in normatively expected</td>
<td>• Social cohesion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social activities and to build meaningful social relations (Silver n.d., 441].</td>
<td>• Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The concept (social exclusion) takes us beyond mere descriptions of</td>
<td>• Social relations/social bonds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deprivation, and focuses attention on social relations and the processes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and institutions that underlie and are part and parcel of deprivation (de</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haan 2000, 26).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disadvantage results in social exclusion when the various institutional</td>
<td>• Institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mechanisms through which resources are allocated and value assigned</td>
<td>• Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operate in such a way as to systematically deny particular groups of</td>
<td>• Recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>people the resources and recognition which would allow them to</td>
<td>• Participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>participate fully in the life of that society (Kabeer 2000, 9).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social exclusion is the process through which individuals or groups</td>
<td>• Participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>are wholly or partially excluded from full participation in the society</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>within which they live (European Foundation for the Improvement of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living and Working Conditions 1995, 4, cited in de Haan and Maxwell 1998,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social exclusion is a process whereby certain individuals are pushed to</td>
<td>• Participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the edge of society and prevented from participating fully by virtue of</td>
<td>• Opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>their poverty, or lack of basic competencies and lifelong learning</td>
<td>• Discrimination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opportunities, or as a result of discrimination. This distances them from</td>
<td>• Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>job, income and education opportunities as well as social and community</td>
<td>• Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>networks and activities. They have little access to power and decision-</td>
<td>• Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>making bodies and thus often feel powerless and unable to take control</td>
<td>• Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over the decisions that affect their day-to-day lives (European Commission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social exclusion ... refers not only to material deprivation, but to the</td>
<td>• Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inability of the poor to fully exercise their social, cultural and</td>
<td>• Citizenship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued next page)
Table A.2 Usage of the Term Social Exclusion (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Key concepts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The European Commission emphasizes the idea that each citizen has the right</td>
<td>• Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to a certain basic standard of living and a right to participate in the</td>
<td>• Participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>major social and occupational institutions of the society—employment,</td>
<td>• Institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>housing, health care, education and so on... Social exclusion occurs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>when citizens suffer from disadvantage and are unable to secure these</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social rights (Bhalla and Lapeyre 1997, 415).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of power, or unequal power relations, is at the root of every type</td>
<td>• Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of exclusion (Stewart et al. 2006, 4).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusion from social, political and economic institutions resulting</td>
<td>• Institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from a complex and dynamic set of processes and relationships that</td>
<td>• Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prevent individuals or groups from accessing resources, participating</td>
<td>• Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in society and asserting their rights (Beall and Piron 2004, cited in</td>
<td>• Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stewart et al. 2006, 4).</td>
<td>• Participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social exclusion occurs when the institutions that allocate resources</td>
<td>• Institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and assign value operate in ways that systematically deny some groups</td>
<td>• Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the resources and recognition that would allow them to participate</td>
<td>• Recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fully in social life (Zeitlyn 2004, cited in Stewart et al. 2006, 4).</td>
<td>• Participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A concoction (or blend) of multidimensional and mutually reinforcing</td>
<td>• Multidimensionality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>processes of deprivation, associated with progressive dissociation from</td>
<td>• Isolation from society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social milieu, resulting in the isolation of individuals and groups from</td>
<td>• Opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the mainstream of opportunities society has to offer (Vleminckx and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berghman 2001, 46).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social exclusion is manifested “in recurrent patterns of social</td>
<td>• Social relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relationships in which individuals and groups are denied access to the</td>
<td>• Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goods, services, activities, and resources which are generally</td>
<td>• Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>associated with citizenship” (Gore and Figueiredo 1997, 8, cited in</td>
<td>• Citizenship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Recent Measures of Well-Being
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure/author/URL</th>
<th>Calculation</th>
<th>Number of indicators</th>
<th>Dimension (number of indicators)</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Better Life Index</td>
<td>Defined by user (dashboard)</td>
<td>24 (4)</td>
<td>Housing (3)</td>
<td>Rooms per person, dwellings with basic facilities, housing expenditure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Income (2)</td>
<td>Household net adjustable disposable income, household financial wealth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.oecdbetterlifeindex.org">http://www.oecdbetterlifeindex.org</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jobs (3)</td>
<td>Employment rate, long-term unemployment rate, personal earnings, job security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Community (1)</td>
<td>Quality of support network (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Education (3)</td>
<td>Educational attainment, student skills, years of education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Environment (2)</td>
<td>Air pollution, water quality (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Civic engagement (2)</td>
<td>Voter turnout, consultation on rule-making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Health (2)</td>
<td>Life expectancy, self-reported health (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Life satisfaction (1)</td>
<td>Life satisfaction (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Safety (2)</td>
<td>Assault rate, homicide rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Work-life balance (2)</td>
<td>Employees working very long hours, time devoted to leisure and personal care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multidimensional Poverty Index</td>
<td>Weighted average, equal weights by dimension and</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Health (2)</td>
<td>Child mortality, nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabina Alkire and James Foster (Oxford)</td>
<td>within dimensions</td>
<td></td>
<td>Education (2)</td>
<td>Years of schooling, child school attendance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.ophi.org.uk/policy/multidimensional-poverty-index/">http://www.ophi.org.uk/policy/multidimensional-poverty-index/</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Living standards (6)</td>
<td>Electricity, improved sanitation, improved drinking water, flooring, cooking fuel, asset ownership</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued next page)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure/author/URL</th>
<th>Calculation</th>
<th>Number of indicators (number of indicators)</th>
<th>Dimension (number of indicators)</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge (2)</td>
<td>Mean years of schooling, expected years of schooling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living standards (1)</td>
<td>Gross national income (GNI) per capita</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social Progress Index</strong>&lt;br&gt;Social Progress Imperative [Michael Porter]&lt;br&gt;<a href="http://www.socialprogressimperative.org/data/spi">http://www.socialprogressimperative.org/data/spi</a></td>
<td>Weighted average; equal weights by dimension, PCA within</td>
<td>52 (6)</td>
<td><strong>Basic human needs (18)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrition and basic medical care (6)</td>
<td>Undemourishment, depth of food deficit, maternal mortality rate, stillbirth rate, child mortality rate, prevalence of tuberculosis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air, water and sanitation (6)</td>
<td>Deaths attributable to indoor air pollution, deaths attributable to outdoor air pollution, access to piped water, rural/urban access to improved water source, access to improved sanitation facilities, access to wastewater treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelter (2)</td>
<td>Satisfaction with housing (P), access to electricity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal safety (4)</td>
<td>Homicide rate, level of violent crime, perceived criminality, political terror</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foundations of well-being (18)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to basic knowledge (4)</td>
<td>Adult literacy rate, primary school enrollment, secondary school enrollment, women’s mean years in school</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to information and communications (4)</td>
<td>Mobile telephone subscriptions, Internet users, fixed broadband subscriptions, press freedom index</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table B.1 Recent Measures of Well-Being (continued)*
### Table B.1 Recent Measures of Well-Being (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure/author/URL</th>
<th>Calculation</th>
<th>Number of indicators</th>
<th>Dimension (number of indicators)</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Progress Index (continued)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Life expectancy, obesity, cancer death rate, deaths from cardiovascular disease and diabetes, deaths from HIV/AIDS, availability of quality health care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ecosystem sustainability (4)</td>
<td>Ecological footprint of consumption, CO2 emissions per capita, energy use per $1,000 GDP, water withdrawals per capita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Opportunity (16)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Personal rights (5)</td>
<td>Political rights, freedom of speech, freedom of assembly/association, private property rights, women's property rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Access to higher education (2)</td>
<td>Total and female tertiary enrollment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Personal freedom and choice (4)</td>
<td>Basic religious freedoms, contraceptive prevalence rate, access to child care, freedom in making life choices (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Equity and inclusion (5)</td>
<td>Equity of opportunity for ethnic minorities, women treated with respect (P), community safety net (P), tolerance for immigrants (P), tolerance for homosexuals (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indices of Social Development Institute of Social Studies/World Bank <a href="http://www.indsocdev.org">http://www.indsocdev.org</a></td>
<td>Matching percentiles</td>
<td>169 (40)</td>
<td>Civic activism (33)</td>
<td>Indicators in the areas of social norms, organizations, and practices that facilitate greater citizen involvement in public policies and decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clubs and associations (36)</td>
<td>Indicators for community ties that allow individuals to better weather the impact of sudden hardship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued next page)
Table B.1 Recent Measures of Well-Being (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure/author/URL</th>
<th>Calculation</th>
<th>Number of indicators</th>
<th>Dimension (number of indicators)</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indices of Social Development (continued)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Intergroup cohesion (11)</strong> Indicators for relations of cooperation and respect between identity groups in a society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Interpersonal safety and trust (42)</strong> Indicators on how much individuals in a society feel they can rely on people they have not met before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Gender equality (21)</strong> Indicators for the extent to which women and men face same opportunities and constraints within families, the workplace, and society at large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Inclusion of minorities (26)</strong> Indicators for the degree of discrimination against vulnerable groups such as indigenous people, migrants, refugees, and historically disadvantaged caste groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Opportunity Index World Bank <a href="http://go.worldbank.org/A9Z0NUV620">http://go.worldbank.org/A9Z0NUV620</a></td>
<td>Estimated coverage rate minus penalty for inequality of opportunity among circumstance groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>One index per dimension; can be aggregated using a weighted average in the case of several dimensions</strong> Any dimension for which coverage can be measured (for example, education, housing, electricity, water, sanitation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued next page)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure/author/URL</th>
<th>Calculation</th>
<th>Number of indicators</th>
<th>Dimension (number of indicators)</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Institutions and Gender Index</td>
<td>Weighted average; equal weights by dimension (squared), PCA within</td>
<td>14 (1)</td>
<td>Discriminatory family code (4)</td>
<td>Minimum legal age of marriage, prevalence of early marriage, parental authority, and inheritance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Also defined by user (dashboard)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Restricted physical integrity (3)</td>
<td>Prevalence of female genital mutilation, extent to which women can exercise reproductive autonomy, and violence against women (existence of laws against domestic violence, the prevalence of domestic violence, and attitudes toward it [P])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.genderindex.org">http://www.genderindex.org</a></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Son bias (2)</td>
<td>Gender bias in mortality and fertility preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Restricted resources and entitlements (3)</td>
<td>Women's access to land, credit, and property other than land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Restricted civil liberties (2)</td>
<td>Freedom of social participation of women, including access to public space and political voice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: P denotes indicator that captures perceptions. PCA = Principal Components Analysis.
a. Number in parenthesis in this column represents number of indicators that capture perceptions.
# Illustrative Examples of Policies and Programs That Address Social Inclusion

## Table C.1 Illustrative Examples of Policies and Programs That Address Social Inclusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain of inclusion</th>
<th>Instrument/intervention</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Markets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land</td>
<td>Titling of land</td>
<td>• Giving women titles to land under Barrios de Vereda (Real Neighborhood), an urban infrastructure project (Bolivia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Ensuring that titles are in the name of both spouses under the resettlement plan for the Yemen Flood Protection Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Rwanda, South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Establishment of gender parity in inheritance laws</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Redistribution through land reforms</td>
<td>• Brazil, Costa Rica, parts of India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissemination of information about land rights to excluded groups</td>
<td>• Dissemination of information to women about ownership of property under Complementing EU Support for Agricultural Restructuring Project in Romania (CESAR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accommodation of communal land use patterns</td>
<td>• Sarawak Land Code (Vietnam)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Ley (Law) 70/1993, which seeks to protect the rights of Afro-Colombian communities (Colombia)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued next page)
Table C.1 Illustrative Examples of Policies and Programs That Address Social Inclusion (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain of inclusion</th>
<th>Instrument/intervention</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Housing             | Housing projects for slum dwellers, the poorest, people with disabilities, and migrants | • Inter-American Development Bank’s (IDB’s) Urban Rehabilitation Program (Haiti)  
• Allocation of 10 extra preference points to people with disabilities who apply for housing programs (Chile)  
• Million Programme has built new homes in Sweden to ensure widespread access to housing  
• Minha Casa Minha Vida (Brazil) |
| Labor               | Affirmative action/quotas | • India, Malaysia, South Africa, Uganda |
|                     | Training on employability skills | • Adolescent Girls Initiative (Liberia)  
• New Opportunities for Women (Jordan NOW)  
• Jovenes (Latin America) |
|                     | Short-term wage subsidies to firms | • Adolescent Girls Initiative (Nepal)  
• New Opportunities for Women (Jordan NOW) |
<p>|                     | Enforcement of anti-discrimination laws | • U.S. Equal Opportunities Commission |
|                     | Maternity, paternity, and child-care benefits | • Maternity and paternity leave and state-sponsored child care; cash benefits for children under age of three not enrolled in state-sponsored child care (Denmark, Norway, and Sweden) |
|                     | Coaching and mentoring programs for youth from excluded groups | • The Mentor Network, under the Danish Centre for Information on Gender, Equality and Diversity, facilitates path to employment and society for young immigrant women living in Denmark |
| Financial           | Preferential credit | • Central bank directs public sector banks to give a certain percentage of credit to women’s self-help groups (India) |
|                     | Mobile phone banking | • Sub-Saharan Africa, where mobile banking reaches 16 percent of the market |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain of inclusion</th>
<th>Instrument/intervention</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Services</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health</strong></td>
<td>Conditional cash transfers</td>
<td>• Benefits of Opportunidades go disproportionately to indigenous communities, who are overrepresented among the poor (Mexico)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subsidized health insurance</td>
<td>• Ghana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integration of cultural norms and values of the excluded into service delivery</td>
<td>• SEARCH (Society for Education, Action and Research in Community Health), an NGO in tribal areas of Maharashtra, India, has developed a Home Based Neonatal Care (HBNC) model to reduce infant mortality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raising awareness on HIV/AIDS in infrastructure projects</td>
<td>• Western Africa HIV/AIDS Project for the Abidjan-Lagos Transport Corridor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transport vouchers</td>
<td>• Rural Transportation Voucher Program for People with Disabilities (United States)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td>Affirmative action/quotas</td>
<td>• India, Malaysia, Uganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tuition and other cost exemptions</td>
<td>• The government, the Open Society Institute, and DROM (a Roma NGO) provide transportation, shoes, school lunches, and other goods and services to integrate Roma in mainstream schools (Bulgaria)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multicultural curriculum</td>
<td>• National school textbook program to promote diversity of society (Brazil)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teacher training in inclusive education</td>
<td>• Ethiopia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bilingual/alternative teaching</td>
<td>• Maori universities in New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accessible teaching methods and flexible curriculum</td>
<td>• Provision of services to children with disabilities in educational institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information/ information and communications technology (ICT)</strong></td>
<td>Distance/online learning for the excluded</td>
<td>• e-Rwanda, e-Lanka programs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table C.1 Illustrative Examples of Policies and Programs That Address Social Inclusion (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain of inclusion</th>
<th>Instrument/intervention</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use of ICT to disseminate information on inputs and prices</td>
<td>• TradeNet, Africa, a service designed to provide market information through mobile phones &lt;br&gt; • E-choupals, India, a service designed to provide real-time information on agricultural inputs and prices to farmers through village kiosks linked by satellite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile phone applications to monitor outcomes and perceptions</td>
<td>• Listening to Africa program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social protection</td>
<td>Social pensions</td>
<td>• South Africa's old-age pension, which was reformed to include more black beneficiaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disability pensions</td>
<td>• Australia, Brazil, Germany, Nepal, and other countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water and sanitation</td>
<td>Separate toilets for girls in schools</td>
<td>• All secondary schools in rural areas of Bangladesh have separate toilets for boys and girls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assurance of women's access to irrigated land and water</td>
<td>• World Bank's Land Conservation and Smallholder Rehabilitation Project (Ghana) &lt;br&gt; • Spaces for women in water user associations and women as managers of water points (Tanzania)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>Women-only transport services</td>
<td>• Belarus, Brazil, Arab Republic of Egypt, India, Japan, Mexico, and the Philippines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accessible transport, buildings, and curb cuts for people with disabilities</td>
<td>• Building and roads protocols in most countries have accessibility as a criterion; best enforced in OECD countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improvement of safety through street lighting, pedestrian walkways, and crossings</td>
<td>• Urban Infrastructure Project (Bolivia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Involvement of communities in maintenance of local infrastructure, disaster management, and environmental planning and conservation</td>
<td>• World Bank's Third Rural Transport Project (Vietnam) &lt;br&gt; • Asian Development Bank's Coral Reef Rehabilitation and Management Program (Indonesia)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table C.1 Illustrative Examples of Policies and Programs That Address Social Inclusion (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain of inclusion</th>
<th>Instrument/intervention</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spaces</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>Establishment of safety in public places</td>
<td>• Safe Cities Free of Violence Against Women and Girls Project, UNIFEM (India)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training on gender-based violence (and recourse to it), including separate training for men and women to reduce gender-based violence</td>
<td>• World Bank project for rape survivors (KOFAVIV) in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, run in cooperation with a community-based organization and international women's rights organization (MADRE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reservation of spaces in markets</td>
<td>• World Bank project on institutional capacity building to follow up on Brazil's federal law against domestic violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural</td>
<td>Recognition of multiple languages, customs</td>
<td>• Asian Development Bank's Rural Infrastructure Development Project (Bangladesh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• World Bank's Integrated Coastal Zone Management Project (India)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Institutionalization of different forms of family life, such as same-sex marriages</td>
<td>• Australia, where aboriginals are referred to as “indigenous custodians of this country”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information campaigns to change stereotypes</td>
<td>• People’s Association of Singapore, which embraced the motto “enhance cultural difference, promote national harmony”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Passage of anti-discrimination laws</td>
<td>• Malawi’s move to legalize homosexuality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued next page)
Table C.1 Illustrative Examples of Policies and Programs That Address Social Inclusion (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain of inclusion</th>
<th>Instrument/intervention</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raising awareness among excluded/stigmatized</td>
<td>• Advocacy events by Project Baduku in Bangalore; work with police and health workers</td>
<td>• Advocacy events by Project Baduku in Bangalore; work with police and health workers to discourage stigma; work with families and neighbors of female sex workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>groups/individuals about their rights</td>
<td>to discourage stigma; work with families and neighbors of female sex workers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advocacy by public figures on behalf of</td>
<td>• Anti-stigma project in India targeting hospital managers, who use checklist of</td>
<td>• Anti-stigma project in India targeting hospital managers, who use checklist of indicators to determine how well their hospital serves people living with HIV and identify ways to improve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stigmatized groups/individuals</td>
<td>indicators to determine how well their hospital serves people living with HIV and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fostering of critical thinking by general public</td>
<td>• Roma Education Fund programs promote desegregation of the education system, through</td>
<td>• Roma Education Fund programs promote desegregation of the education system, through the Good Start Project and other efforts (Eastern Europe)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or stakeholders whose discriminatory behavior is</td>
<td>the Good Start Project and other efforts (Eastern Europe)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>particularly harmful, such as health care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>providers, police, the judiciary, journalists,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and educators</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion of interaction between excluded and</td>
<td>• All Together in Dignity Fourth World Movement (Bolivia, Guatemala, Haiti, Mexico,</td>
<td>• All Together in Dignity Fourth World Movement (Bolivia, Guatemala, Haiti, Mexico, Peru, the Philippines, Thailand)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-excluded groups</td>
<td>Peru, the Philippines, Thailand)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public celebrations of heroes of oppressed;</td>
<td>• Black History Month celebrations (United States)</td>
<td>• Black History Month celebrations (United States)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>building of memorials</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Official apologies</td>
<td>• U.S. government’s “Apology to the Native Peoples of the United States”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts and culture</td>
<td>• Put Music to Your Rights (Argentina)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Urban development initiatives in Medellín (Colombia), which created new public spaces</td>
<td>• Urban development initiatives in Medellín (Colombia), which created new public spaces for social interaction, such as the Parque Biblioteca España and cable cars that link two communities previously at war</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for social interaction, such as the Parque Biblioteca España and cable cars that link</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>two communities previously at war</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political</td>
<td>Affirmative action/quotas</td>
<td>• India, Malaysia, Rwanda, Tanzania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counting in official statistics</td>
<td>• National identification cards</td>
<td>• National identification cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• IDB’s Everyone Counts program</td>
<td>• IDB’s Everyone Counts program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Decision by Nepal and South Africa to collect survey data disaggregated by ethnicity</td>
<td>• Decision by Nepal and South Africa to collect survey data disaggregated by ethnicity and/or race</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and/or race</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain of inclusion</td>
<td>Instrument/intervention</td>
<td>Examples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Institutional       | Separate entities for enforcement             | • Department of Social Development (South Africa)  
• Special Secretariat for Policies and Promotion of Racial Equality (Brazil)  
• National Council to Prevent Discrimination (CONAPRED) (Mexico)  
• Parliamentary Commissioner for Ethnic and National Minorities (Hungary)  
• Te Puni Kōkiri (Ministry for Maori Development) (New Zealand)  
• Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) (United States) |
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How can one know when social inclusion is achieved? The answer is elusive. *Inclusion Matters: The Foundation for Shared Prosperity* poses this question in the World Bank’s first comprehensive examination of social inclusion.

Most people would agree that inclusion matters simply from a moral standpoint. The book explains that inclusion also matters because it is the foundation for shared prosperity. Social exclusion is simply too costly—socially, politically, and economically.

The complex idea of social inclusion finds a place in the new strategy of the World Bank Group. *Inclusion Matters* discusses inclusion in an uncomplicated way. The book offers an easy-to-use definition that can help frame the questions that will advance the agenda of inclusion in different contexts.

By identifying key factors that shape inclusion, the book presents an abstract idea in a more concrete manner. That “social inclusion is the process of improving the ability, opportunity, and dignity of people, disadvantaged on the basis of their identity, to take part in society” is a powerful statement. Understanding that “the poor” are not one homogenous mass, but are differentiated on the basis of occupation, ethnicity, place of residence, or race, is central to developing effective and inclusive policies. *Inclusion Matters: The Foundation for Shared Prosperity* provides a frame of reference to help policy makers understand social inclusion and move toward achieving it.